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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) can result when the mining process exposes mine wastes, tailings, or workings which contain quantities of reactive sulphides. Exposure of these reactive sulphides to oxygen and water may result in acid generation. The physico-chemical oxidation reactions which produce acid drainage can be further accelerated by biological activity involving bacteria. These chemical and biological reactions can generate acidic waters which increase the potential for the mobilization of contaminants (primarily heavy metals) into solution. The resultant acidic drainage waters can contain elevated metals and sulphates in addition to other acid-leached components.

Potential impacts associated with acid mine drainage are considered to be one of the greatest environmental problems faced by the mining industry today (Feasby et al. 1991). Failure to properly monitor, collect, and treat AMD can lead to contamination of groundwater and surface water resulting in the potential for significant biological degradation in the receiving environment.

The terms acid rock drainage (ARD) and acid mine drainage (AMD) are often used interchangeably. However, in this document ARD is defined as the acidic drainage resulting from both non-anthropogenic oxidation (e.g., natural outcrops and rock slide exposures) and mining related oxidation of sulphide minerals present in rock exposed to air and water. The term AMD is herein defined as acid generation from sulphide bearing rocks associated with mining activities.

1.0A OBJECTIVE

This guideline document is designed to serve as a single source introductory guide to a wide range of AMD monitoring concerns, while also providing users with information on the latest and most valuable literature sources for more site-specific concerns and emerging monitoring techniques. The document is structured to provide a guide for the design and implementation of monitoring programs from the perspective of the development of a new mine. The recognition of AMD potential and the integration of AMD monitoring within the overall environmental monitoring program during the pre-operational phase will minimize AMD effects and optimize sampling and cost efficiency. Additional information is provided for currently operating or decommissioned mines which face AMD concerns.

AMD monitoring requirements are addressed for both Source and Receiving environments, with receiving environment concerns restricted to freshwater systems. The source environment is defined
as the potential freshwater contaminant pathways between the source of AMD generation and the designated point of release to the environment, which usually consists of the furthest downstream water quality compliance station. The receiving environment consists of the freshwater environment downstream (or down-gradient) of the water quality compliance stations.

**1.0B SOMMAIRE EXECUTIF**

Ce document est un guide complet qui familiarise le lecteur avec un large éventail de problèmes associés à la surveillance du drainage minier acide (DMA) et le renseigne sur la documentation la plus récente et la plus judicieuse à consulter à propos de problèmes plus spécifiques liés aux sites et des techniques de pointe. Il est conçu pour guider la conception et la mise en œuvre de programmes de surveillance dans l’optique de l’exploitation d’une nouvelle mine. La reconnaissance des risques potentiels du DMA et l’intégration de la surveillance du DMA dans le programme global de surveillance de l’environnement avant la mise en exploitation de la mine, permettront de limiter le plus possible les effets du DMA et d’optimiser l’échantillonnage et le rapport coût-efficacité. Le document fournit également des renseignements complémentaires en ce qui a trait aux mines en cours d’exploitation ou aux mines fermées aux prises avec des problèmes de DMA.

On y traite des activités de surveillance du DMA à mettre en œuvre tant dans l’environnement source que dans l’environnement récepteur, en se limitant, dans ce dernier cas, aux eaux douces. La notion d’environnement source s’applique aux voies d’eau douce qui risquent de véhiculer des substances contaminantes entre la source des effluents acides et le point de déversement retenu, soit généralement la station de surveillance de la qualité de l’eau située le plus en aval. L’environnement récepteur se dit des eaux douces qui se trouvent en aval des stations de surveillance de la qualité de l’eau (ou à un niveau inférieur).
2.0 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION

The document is organized to fulfill a series of objectives.

1) Provide an understanding of the basic processes which generate AMD and the environmental factors which influence it.
2) Provide an overview of the theory for the development of mine monitoring programs.
3) Detail the processes for determining the potential of a mine site for acid generation.
4) Address the design considerations for developing programs for both source and receiving environment monitoring.

To meet this series of goals the document has been subdivided into four chapters and an appendix. Each section within a chapter is followed by a detailed bibliography to provide direction to the latest and most valuable literature sources for further information. A breakdown of the specific objectives of each of the chapters is provided below.

CHAPTER I, Introduction serves to define the objectives and describe the organization of the document.

CHAPTER II, Basic Concepts and Principles, consists of two sections which form the theoretical foundation for the later chapters and sections. Section 1.0 provides a general description of the geochemical/biological processes of AMD generation, and the mine site components involved. Section 2.0 establishes the basic framework for the development of monitoring programs, highlighting key concepts of monitoring theory to emphasise their importance during the completion of the practical application or execution of the monitoring components.

CHAPTER III is devoted to Routine Source Monitoring and is subdivided into two sections. Section 1.0 addresses design considerations for the development of a pre-operational program focussed on identifying and predicting the acid generating potential of the mining activities. This serves to identify:

- potential of the mine as an acid generating site; and
- components that will require specific AMD monitoring programs.
Section 2.0 of this chapter addresses the dynamics of AMD generation in the various sources (e.g., waste rock pile, tailings management facilities, mine workings) during the operational and decommissioning phases of a mine. The generalized AMD flow-paths from these sources to the receiving environment are detailed to provide a context for the monitoring program. Examples of generalized monitoring program designs are provided for each of the source types with additional information on the various sampling options or developing techniques.

CHAPTER IV, Receiving Environment Monitoring, is sub-divided into a number of abiotic and biotic sections. Abiotic monitoring components, consisting of Hydrology, Water Quality, and Sediments, are addressed in Sections 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0, respectively. A discussion of all the potential organisms and techniques that are available, or have been proposed as potential biological monitoring components, is beyond the scope of this document. Hence, specific biotic components were selected as of key importance to most mining operations for the reasons outlined in the introduction to CHAPTER IV. The selected primary (Tier I) biological components involve the monitoring of benthic macroinvertebrate communities and a range of fish indices (population, health, and bioaccumulation). Additional biological monitoring options are summarized and/or appropriate literature sources are provided in the section bibliographies.

These sections have been deliberately structured to emphasize the importance of developing the basic foundation and principles of the operational monitoring program PRIOR to executing intensive baseline Investigations. This is the only way to ensure that baseline data adequately supports the operational and decommissioning monitoring program. Hence, the sections follow a sequence consistent with the developmental phases of a mine. Each of the sections commences with an introduction of the specific monitoring component and its relationship to AMD. This is followed by the key factors to be addressed or considered when using that monitoring component during the monitoring stages. These components are listed below in sequential order.

- Environmental characterization requirements.
- Development of the monitoring program.
- Completion of the intensive baseline.
- Implementation of the refined operational monitoring program.
- Completion of the decommissioning baseline.
- Implementation of the decommissioning monitoring program.
The final section of CHAPTER IV provides a basic introduction to the role of toxicity testing in a mine's overall environmental monitoring plan.

A series of Technical Summary Notes (TSN) is provided in an accompanying appendix. These technical summary notes detail information on specific sampling techniques which are cross-referenced in the text of the main document. These notes are designed to provide basic summary information on specific sampling tools or protocols, addressing the advantages and disadvantages of the technique(s), and, whenever possible, an assessment of the cost efficiency is provided. A list of recommended source documents is included for each summary note.
CHAPTER II - BASIC CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES

1.0 DESCRIPTION OF ACID MINE DRAINAGE PROCESSES

1.1 Chemical Processes for Acid Generation

Sulphide minerals are crystalline substances which contain sulphur in combination with a metal (e.g., FeS₂) or a semi-metal (e.g., AsS) or both (e.g., FeAsS) without oxygen (Table II:1.1-1). Acid mine drainage (AMD) refers to the contaminated discharge which results when sulphide-bearing mine-wastes undergo a natural oxidation process leading to the production of acid and dissolution of oxidation products including metals. This oxidation process involves both the chemical and biological oxidation of sulphide minerals such as, but not limited to, pyrite (FeS₂), marcasite (FeS₂), pyrrhotite (Fe₁₋ₓS), and chalcopyrite (CuFeS₂). As an example, consider the production of acid resulting from the chemical oxidation of pyrite as indicated in the following stoichiometric equations.

\[
FeS₂ + \frac{7}{2} O₂ + H₂O \rightarrow Fe^{2+} + 2 SO_{4}^{2-} + 2 H^+ 
\]

\[
2 FeS₂ + 7 O₂ + 2 H₂O \rightarrow 2 FeSO₄ + 2 H₂SO₄ 
\]
or

\[
2 Fe^{2+} + \frac{1}{2} O₂ + 2 H^+ \rightarrow 2 Fe^{3+} + H₂O 
\]

Aqueous ferrous iron (Fe²⁺) is oxidized to its ferric state as follows:
The reaction given by Equation 3.3 is dependent upon the pH of the solution and presence of microbial catalysts such as *Thiobacillus ferro-oxidans* and other acidophilic bacteria (Table II:1.1-2). Under acidic conditions (pH 2 to 3), the biological oxidation rate is approximately 16 to 35 times greater than the chemical rate.

The sensitivity of the dissolved ferric iron to variations in pH is shown in Figure II:1.1-1. Little ferric iron remains in solution at pH 2 to 3; instead it is hydrolyzed to ferrihydrite Fe(OH)₃.
Under low pH conditions, available ferric iron acts as an oxidizing agent to produce additional sulphate and hence sulphuric acid. The anoxic oxidation of pyrite is as follows:

$$14 \text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{FeS}_2 + 8 \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 15 \text{Fe}^{2+} + 2 \text{SO}_4^{2-} + 16 \text{H}^+$$

The overall equation for the previous reaction is:

As illustrated by the above reaction, one mole of pyrite can produce two moles of sulphuric acid. This acid may combine with water percolating through the mine waste and lead to the production of contaminated discharge through dissolution of metals and reaction.

Sulphide minerals other than pyrite may have different reaction mechanisms, stoichiometries, and reaction rate limiting factors. For instance, the oxidation reaction for pyrrhotite is as follows:

$$\text{FeS}_2 + \frac{15}{4} \text{O}_2 + \frac{7}{2} \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_3 + 2 \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$$

As indicated by equation 3.7, one mole of pyrrhotite can produce one mole of sulphuric acid. The chemical composition of sulphide minerals varies due to such factors as ionic substitutions, alteration, and pressure-temperature conditions at formation. Predictive capabilities requires an understanding of the types and distribution of sulphides within mine wastes, and a knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of the sulphides which affect the rate of oxidation reactions and, hence, acid production.

Acid produced by sulphide oxidation may be naturally neutralized by minerals such as carbonates, oxyhydroxides, or aluminum-silicates (Table II:1.1-3). Examples from these three classes of minerals are calcite (CaCO$_3$), gibbsite (Al(OH)$_3$), and albite plagioclase feldspar (NaAlSi$_3$O$_8$). The most common acid consuming mineral is calcite (CaCO$_3$) which consumes acidity through the production of HCO$_3^-$ or H$_2$CO$_3^0$ as shown below:
The ratio of sulphide minerals to acid consuming minerals is the determining factor concerning whether the rock will eventually become acid generating.

1.2 Stages of AMD Production

AMD arises when conditions permit rapid oxidation, which generates sufficient acid to eventually consume the neutralizing potential of the surrounding material leading to the release of contaminated waters from the source. There are three stages in the overall lifespan of an acid mine drainage as indicated in Figure II:1.2-1.

In Stage 1, the chemical oxidation of sulphides begins as the exposed surfaces of sulphide minerals are oxidized through reaction with atmospheric oxygen (Eq. 3.1 & 3.2). The ionic products of this initial reaction include acidity ($H^+$), sulphate ($SO_4^{2-}$), and ferrous iron ($Fe^{2+}$). Ferrous iron ions may be further oxidized to ferric iron ($Fe^{3+}$) (Eq. 3.3). The loss of ferric iron from solution (Eq. 3.4) assists in limiting the rate of the initial oxidation process. When present, calcium-based buffering materials such as calcite can buffer the acid produced. Drainage from sulphide containing wastes where oxidation reactions are in Stage I typically has neutral or alkaline pH, and low to elevated sulphate concentrations. Sulphate concentrations are limited by the solubility of gypsum ($CaSO_4 \cdot 2H_2O$) at neutral range pH.

In Stage 2, the reaction rate increases in response to depletion of the buffering capacity and/or microbial catalysis. Drainage from reactive mine wastes at this stage is characterized by:

- a progressive decline in pH to levels determined by the buffering mineralization and capacity available;
- increased concentrations of ferrous iron and sulphate;
- decreasing solution alkalinity; and
- increased metal concentrations.
In Stage 3, any remaining available buffering capacity is consumed and the microbial catalyzed oxidation of the remaining sulphide minerals controls the oxidation rate. Ferrous iron can be oxidized to ferric iron at a high rate thereby accelerating the acid production process. The rate of microbial catalysis is a function of temperature, solution pH, nitrate, ammonia, phosphorous concentrations, and the population density of the bacteria. Drainage from reactive mine wastes during Stage 3 is characterized by low pH, and elevated concentrations of sulphate and metals.

At the end of Stage 3, exposed sulphides will be exhausted or otherwise become unavailable for oxidation, and acid production will cease. The acid production life of reactive mine wastes can vary widely from less than one month to several centuries, depending on physical, chemical, and microbiological conditions. Additional details on these acid generating reactions are available in the literature listed in the bibliography.

AMD is typically composed of a mixture of water that has been contaminated with oxidation reaction products and uncontaminated water (e.g., run-off). Hence, AMD quality varies in response to infiltration of “clean” water (e.g. precipitation) which influences oxidation, dilution, and flushing rates.

1.3 AMD Sources

A ranking of the AMD potential for seven of the more common types of ore deposits in western Canada is provided in Table II:1.3-1. The relative tendency for these mineral deposits for AMD is predominantly determined by the net-acid generating potential of the prevalent mineral assemblages, accessibility of the reacting minerals to weathering agents, and potential mediation by iron-oxidizing bacteria (MEND 1.32.1 1993).

Sulphide oxidation reactions commence when there are sufficient quantities of oxygen and water available. Mining activities create these conditions wherever sulphides are exposed to the atmosphere.

The three main potential sources of acidic drainage at mine sites are:

1) broken waste rock or ore;
2) tailings; and
3) mine workings and other exposed rock surfaces (e.g., pit walls and pit floors).
The first category is the most diverse area of concern as rock removed during mining may be present at a minesite in a number of forms such as waste rock dumps; ore stockpiles; low grade or marginal ore stockpiles; heap leach piles; and as waste fill used in the construction of parking lots, yards, building foundations, and roads.

Tailings facilities can be a significant source for long-term acid generation. Hence, facilities should be designed for long-term management/prevention of AMD during the decommissioning phase. The management of acidic drainage associated with mine workings should be factored into the mine water management plan during the operational phase with long-term AMD management/prevention factored into the decommissioning phase.

1.4 The Role of Climatic Factors

The peak loads of AMD discharge tend to exhibit seasonal patterns with the exception of continuously pumped adit waters (BC AMD 1990c). During dry periods (low precipitation or freezing conditions), enough water may be present to support the AMD oxidation process but the infiltration rate may not be sufficiently high to flush these acid waters and associated contaminants produced from the source. This results in the in situ accumulation of acid and metal salts with little evidence of AMD contamination in the released surface waters. The flushing of these accumulated contaminants by heavy rains or snow melts, can release a concentrated slug of high acid/metal contaminated water. This seasonal pattern is evident in the annual hydrograph and corresponding copper and zinc concentrations shown in Figures II:1.4-1 and II:1.4-2 for a coastal mine and an inland mine, respectively.

Subsequent rains or melts may result in the flushing of equal or higher concentrations if salts remain from previous infiltrations, or of lower concentrations if the earlier washings were thorough. This variable flushing effect means that, despite the overall seasonal pattern in the release of AMD contaminants, there is often a poor correlation between AMD contaminant concentrations and corresponding discharge measurements. This is due to the sensitivity of the flow/concentration relationship to antecedent flow conditions (i.e., whether discharge has been increasing, stable, or decreasing). As previously described, following freezing or dry periods, the first waters to be released from the toe of a rock pile may contain high contaminant concentrations. These tend to increase with discharge as rock surfaces are thoroughly flushed. If the infiltration rate stabilizes contaminant concentrations may remain stable or may begin to decline as the available soluble salt
reserves are depleted. Eventually, concentrations will decline independent of the rate of discharge, whether increasing, stable or decreasing, as the salt reserves in the source are depleted. At the end of a single hysteresis loop the water flushing from a source will only contain AMD generated during that flushing period. This **hysteresis effect** is illustrated in Figure II:1.4-3 and has important implications for water quality monitoring which are discussed in ChIII:2.0, and ChIV:1.0 and 2.0.

### 1.5 Section Summary

Acid mine drainage (AMD) refers to the contaminated discharge which results when sulphide bearing mine wastes undergo a natural oxidation process leading to the production of acid and dissolution of oxidation products including metals.

Three stages occur in the overall lifespan of AMD:

- **Stage 1** chemical oxidation of sulphides begins as exposed surfaces of sulphide minerals react (oxidize) with atmospheric oxygen;
- **Stage 2** the reaction rate increases in response to depletion of the buffering capacity and/or microbial catalysis; and
- **Stage 3** any remaining available buffering capacity is consumed, and microbial catalyzed oxidation of the remaining sulphide minerals controls the oxidation rate.

At the end of Stage 3, exposed sulphides will be exhausted or otherwise become unavailable for oxidation, and acid production will cease.

The three main sources of acidic drainage at minesites are:

1) broken waste rock or ore;
2) tailings; and
3) mine workings and other exposed rock surfaces (e.g., pit walls and pit floors).

During periods of low precipitation or freezing, *in situ* accumulation of acid and metal salts may occur with little evidence of AMD contamination in the released surface waters. When these accumulated contaminants are flushed by heavy rains or snow melts, a concentrated slug of high acid/metal contaminated water can be released. There is often a poor correlation between AMD
contaminant concentrations and corresponding discharge measurements. Concentrations will decline independent of the rate of discharge, whether increasing, stable or decreasing, as the salt reserves in the source are depleted. This is known as the hysteresis effect which has important implications for water quality monitoring.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT OF MONITORING PROGRAMS

The goal of this section is to identify the basic framework and design of monitoring programs and to emphasize the role that specific AMD monitoring plays in the overall environmental monitoring plan for a mine. This chapter is not meant to be a treatise on monitoring theory, but is provided to identify the role that each of the separate monitoring components (whether source or receiving environment) play in the overall monitoring program. Prior to developing a specific monitoring program, readers should familiarize themselves with the recommended literature listed in the section bibliography.
2.1 Introduction

Effective monitoring programs are designed to detect potential environmental impacts before irreparable damage results in the receiving environment. Monitoring programs should be developed within a clear framework, with well defined objectives. The most efficient environmental monitoring plan is one that incorporates all of a mine’s environmental concerns, such that each component supports and builds on the others. This will prevent the monitoring program from deteriorating into a self-perpetuating data collection exercise which fails to meet the original site-specific program objectives.

There are three basic stages of development for a mining operation:

1) pre-operational phase;
2) operational phase; and
3) decommissioning phase.

The basic framework of any monitoring program should parallel these phases as shown in Figure II:2.1-1. Each of these phases is discussed in more detail in the relevant sections to follow.

2.2 Pre-Operational Phase

The pre-operational phase for a mine is an important period for the development and long-term relevance of a monitoring program. Failures in design and execution during this stage of the monitoring program will resonate throughout the monitoring lifespan of the mine with significant negative implications for cost efficiency and environmental safety.

During the pre-operational mining phase there are three main objectives for the monitoring program (Figure II:2.1-1):

• finalize the mine plan to minimize environmental impacts;
• design the monitoring program to detect potential impacts; and
• collect the intensive baseline data to support the monitoring program.

2.2.1 Development of Final Mine Plan

Development of a Final Mine Plan incorporates two lines of investigation:
• Project Characterization/Preliminary Impact Identification; and
• Preliminary Environmental Characterization.

These two processes tend to be completed concurrently with the results combined to develop the final mine plan.

2.2.1.1 Project Characterization/Preliminary Impact Assessment

Project characterization identifies the physical and structural components of the project (e.g. geology, infrastructure, etc.) which have the potential to impact the environment. The portions of the study area to experience physical disturbance (infrastructure and mine placement) or effluent inputs are identified. This procedure highlights potential impact areas and the boundaries for interaction between the source and receiving environments.

Project characterization identifies:

• the ore type(s) and associated host lithologies;
• the proposed mining method;
• the proposed ore processing or milling procedures;
• proposed sites for surface structures; and
• the potential or proposed points of release to the environment.

The objective is to identify and catalog potential sources of disturbance or contaminant release to the environment. Once the project characterization is complete, the next step is to make a preliminary assessment of the impacts and devise means to minimize such impacts. The following three subsections should be considered.

Prediction of AMD Potential

Identifying the potential AMD impacts to the environment involves determining the potential of the minesite for acid generation. This predictive program should serve to:

• identify the different geological units that have potential for AMD;
• meet information requirements for decisions on the destination and placement of waste rock;
• estimate the time to AMD generation; and
• identify potential receiving environments.

A schematic showing the role of predictive AMD assessment in the development of the final mine plan is shown in Figure II:2.2-1. Predictive AMD assessment should be completed for each of the represented lithological units of the mine development plan, as each unit may have a different AMD potential. Should the predictive tests provide NO evidence of AMD potential the next step in the flow diagram is bypassed. Details on the procedures to follow for predicting AMD potential are provided in ChIII:1.0.

**Re-Assess Waste Management Plan**

Should the predictive program identify potential AMD sources, then:

• waste management plans should be re-assessed accounting for AMD; and
• flow paths should be developed for each potential AMD source, by
  - identifying pathways from the **source** to the **receiving** environment.
  - completing impact/risk assessment modelling for each identified pathway.

**Identify Non-AMD Impacts**

The non-AMD potential impacts (e.g., mill and dewatering effluent) are identified along with their probable pathways based on the project characterization as was done for the potential AMD impacts.
2.2.1.2 Preliminary Environmental Characterization

Preliminary environmental characterization, sometimes referred to as preliminary or reconnaissance environmental surveys, involves the characterization of the environment associated with the mining project. This consists of:

• characterization of the abiotic components
  - e.g., climate, hydrology, water quality, sediments, and
• characterization of the biotic components
  - e.g., benthic macroinvertebrates, plankton, fish.

The preliminary survey identifies rare species, valuable and potentially sensitive organisms or habitats, and potential sampling stations (reference/control and impact) for design of the monitoring program.

2.2.1.3 Final Mine Plan

The results of the Preliminary Environmental Characterization and the Project Characterization/Preliminary Impact Identification investigations are incorporated into the development of the final mine plan. The potential impact pathways and impact/risk assessments are refined by incorporating specific indicator organisms and/or communities identified in the receiving environment. Modelling of each identified pathway can be completed using the site specific information generated by the preliminary environmental characterization.

Based on the modelling results, the proposed operating and waste management procedures can be optimized to minimize associated environmental impacts in the most cost-efficient manner. Once the operational and waste management procedures have been optimised to control AMD and non-AMD impacts, the final modelling and impact/risk assessment is completed. Such a pro-active approach will minimize the risk of accruing expensive environment-related costs in the future.

2.2.2 Operational Monitoring Program Development (Figure II:2.2-2)

In the following discussions, the term components is used in reference to the physical and biological constituents of the environment that form sampling compartments of the monitoring program. Examples of the most commonly incorporated components of monitoring programs are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Components</th>
<th>Biological Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Water Quality (surface and groundwater)  • Plankton
• Hydrology (surface and groundwater)  • Benthic macroinvertebrates
• Sediments  • Macrophytes
• Fish

Interactive Components
• Habitat Classification
• Toxicity Assays

The term **parameters** is used in reference to measurements collected from these components. In this context parameters would include selected chemical (e.g., trace metals) / biochemical (e.g., detoxifying enzymes) constituents measured in water, sediment, or fish tissue samples, population or community measurements determined for the biological components, and selected end points for toxicity assays.

### 2.2.2.1 Identifying and Classifying Monitoring Requirements

The completion of the final mine plan provides the necessary information to develop and refine the operational monitoring program. Each monitoring requirement of a project should be classified as one of the following monitoring types:

**Compliance Monitoring**

• Is dictated by the regulatory authorities through permits as a condition for permission to develop, operate, or decommission a site.
• Generally focuses on points of discharge into the receiving environment.
• Has specific protocols such as sampling frequency, scope of analysis, and stations detailed in the operating permit.

**Diagnostic Monitoring**

• Is routine monitoring generally completed on the initiative of the operator.
• Focuses more on the potential sources of AMD than on the downstream compliance monitoring stations.
• Serves as an early warning system of potential shifts towards increased AMD generation, thereby providing an operator response time prior to an actual non-compliance event.
• Study design is determined by the operator and based on the operator’s needs.

An example of a diagnostic monitoring component would be the monitoring of the drainage from a waste rock pile to provide early warning of acid generation upstream of a compliance station.

Investigative Monitoring

• Initiated by the operator or required by regulatory agencies in response to non-compliance results, upset events (e.g. spills), or operational design changes.
• Not considered part of the compliance or routine diagnostic monitoring programs.
• Study design determined by the operator or developed through discussions between the operator and the regulatory agencies on the requirements of the program.

Investigative monitoring can range from simple surveying of a site to assess the integrity of an old culvert for a waste rock drainage ditch, to a complex investigation of the bioavailability of trace metals in the sediments of a subaqueous tailings disposal site. Investigative monitoring addresses site-specific operational and environmental concerns which are beyond the scope of this document.

2.2.2.2 Tiering Concepts

It is neither logistically feasible, nor cost effective, to sample all possible physical and biological components and their respective parameters. An efficient monitoring design incorporates monitoring tiers based on trade-offs between a component/parameters value as an early warning indicator, and the expense associated with the use of the component/parameter. Tiering is based on the concept of initially using a set of simple tests, with the tests increasing in complexity and costs only if early results identify a need for more information (Hodson et al. 1996). When evidence, or effects of AMD are identified by simple Tier I tests, more complex tests (Tier II) should be initiated to confirm the evidence and determine the general source and spatial distribution. Tier III tests are then initiated to determine the causal mechanisms of the effect in order to identify a long-term solution to the problem. The following subsections outline the tiering of monitoring components, parameters, and sample frequency. The importance of tiering decision rules is also discussed. Proposed tiering structures designed to meet the monitoring requirements for a generic mine site are outlined as a preface for each of Chapters III and IV (Source and Receiving Monitoring, respectively).
Tiering of Monitoring Components

The number of potential components available for inclusion in a monitoring program is extensive, ranging from recognised standard components, such as surface water and bulk sediment chemical analyses, to more complex and costly components, such as *in situ* pore water chemical analysis and sediment toxicity assays. Classification of components into specific tiers is site and component specific.

Tiering of Parameters

Another form of tiering involves increasing the number of parameters measured within a component as environmental concerns increase. For example, diagnostic monitoring of the water in a waste rock pad drainage ditch could involve the tiering of the measured parameters as shown below.

- **Tier I**: pH and sulphate concentrations
- **Tier II**: trace metals measured if a decrease in pH and/or an increase in sulphate concentrations (possible AMD production) become evident.

Tiering of Sample Frequency

A monitoring program may also be designed to incorporate tiering into the sampling frequency. For example, exceedance driven, or Markovian sampling designs are often used for water quality monitoring. These monitoring designs incorporate increase sampling frequency in response to previous analytical results from the monitoring program.

Tiering Decision Rules

A key component of any design involving tiering is defining the point at which to initiate the additional tiers. Data from the Tier I components/parameters must be interpreted conservatively if they are to serve as early warning indicators.

2.2.2.3 Theoretical Study Designs

Monitoring study designs may be separated into two categories:
1) sentry designs; and
2) impact designs.

**Sentry Designs**

Sentry monitoring designs serve as early warning systems to prevent violation of licence requirements. Compliance monitoring requirements and most diagnostic monitoring programs use sentry monitoring designs. They generally have the following characteristics:

- compliance or diagnostic monitoring programs that involve repeated sampling over time;
- parameter of interest acts as a proxy, signalling when further, more intensive monitoring or investigative programs should be initiated;
- reference (control) stations are preferable but not mandatory; and
- do not provide direct conclusions on environmental impacts.

Most source monitoring programs consist of sentry monitoring designs.

**Impact Designs**

The objective of impact monitoring is to determine whether a measurable impact has occurred in the receiving environment as a result of mining activities. Impact monitoring programs involve one of four basic designs:

1) Control-Impact (CI) or Spatial Design;
   - spatial comparisons between potentially impacted sites and reference sites.
2) Before-After (BA) or Temporal Design; and
   - temporal comparisons usually between pre-impact (baseline) and impact data.
3) Before-After-Control-Impact (BACI) or Spatio-Temporal Designs.
   - these provide both spatial and temporal comparisons;
   - they can ability to investigate the interactions of time and space;
   - BACI designs are the more rigorous of the three designs.
4) Gradient Design
   - spatial comparisons along an identifiable contaminant gradient.
Study designs incorporating control stations (C-I and BACI) are further enhanced if more than one reference station is used. Multi-control designs (Underwood 1994) employ several reference stations to differentiate more reliably between real impacts and temporal/spatial noise. The increased costs of multiple reference stations are compensated by the reduced risk to the operator of a measured change in a monitoring component being incorrectly designated as evidence of mining impacts. This would result in the initiation of additional unnecessary and costly diagnostic or investigative monitoring programs.

Investigations of upset or unanticipated events, such as spills, are often restricted to CI designs due to a lack of baseline data. In the absence of control stations\(^1\) and/or baseline data, gradient study designs may be used. These involve investigations along a downstream gradient increasing in distance from the point of release. In such studies impacts are inferred from the spatial distribution of the measured parameters (e.g., high near source, progressively lower downstream and correlated with observable effects).

### 2.2.2.4 Monitoring Model Parameters

Modelling plays an important role in AMD risk and impact assessment. Mine monitoring programs should provide information feedback to determine the accuracy of the models and to test the suitability of the assumptions and selected input parameters. Monitoring feedback for model assessment will be site and model specific. Important modelling considerations for monitoring program design include:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • sensitivity analysis to identify the key input parameters which should be incorporated into the monitoring program; and  
| • the integration of model output parameters (or predicted results) into the monitoring program to compare observed impacts to predicted impacts.  |

Incorporation of monitoring feedback into risk and impact modelling improves the predictive power of the models and therefore their value in the future evaluation of decommissioning alternatives. Monitoring components and parameters will be model and site-specific.

### 2.2.2.5 Sampling Considerations

\(^1\) Can occur when the effluent release point is actually the headwater of a stream.
Once the study design for each monitoring component has been determined, the specific sampling details for the intensive baseline program are identified using the information collected in the preliminary environmental characterization program. These involve:

- determining sampling station locations with a minimum of one station upstream of the point of compliance as an advance warning station (use a multi-control BACI design with near and far field\(^2\) stations whenever possible);
- identifying specific parameters; and
- identifying appropriate sampling equipment and protocols.

These decisions are primarily specific to each of the selected monitoring components. Basic statistical considerations are addressed in ChII:2.5. More detailed information on sampling procedures/requirements for the most common monitoring components are addressed in the component specific sections in Chapters III and IV.

Once the study design of the operational monitoring program has been determined, intensive baseline sampling can be conducted in order to provide the temporal control to support the future operational monitoring program.

**2.2.3 Complete Intensive Baseline Investigation**

It is important that the Intensive Baseline investigation be initiated only after the study design has been finalized. Collection of baseline data prior to the planning of the monitoring program often leads to the inclusion of inappropriate data with associated unnecessary costs. At a minimum, the intensive baseline survey should be treated as the first cycle of the monitoring program and involve the following steps:

- sampling monitoring stations for each of the Tier I components;
- sampling monitoring stations for each of the Tier II components that require baseline data support;
- sampling protocols identical to those proposed for the monitoring program; and

---

\(^2\) In aquatic systems, near field refers to an area in an impacted drainage system which is immediately downstream and far field refers to an area removed by a distance from the point discharge (further downstream). Specific determination is often based on percent dilution of the contaminant plume.
• measurement of all proposed **parameters** (Tiers I, II, and III).

In some cases these investigations may have to be far more intensive than the proposed operational monitoring program, in order to identify any in-system dynamics which need to be incorporated into the monitoring design (see ChII:2.5). An example of this is the intensive preliminary investigations required to adequately design a water quality program for an acid generating source (see ChIII:2.5). Ideally, both the initial environmental characterization and the intensive baseline program should incorporate a minimum of two full seasons of pre-operational data.

### 2.3 Operational Phase

During the operational phase the monitoring program is initiated as shown in the flow chart in Figure II:2.3-1.

- Complete the sampling of Tier I components each cycle.
- **Evaluate Effects**
  - No Effect: monitoring schedule shifts to the next monitoring cycle.
  - Possible Effect: Initiate Tiering
    - Analyse Tier II parameters for the core component;
      - e.g., analyse metals in addition to pH and sulphates in water samples.
    - Initiate secondary sampling components;
      - e.g., sediment toxicity assays.
- **Assess results of Tier II parameters or components.**
  - No evident impact: Shift to next cycle but operate at second tier.
  - Evidence of impact: Complete Risk Assessment
- **Complete a Risk Assessment: Are follow-up actions required?**
  - No: Go to next monitoring cycle.
  - Yes: Implement follow-up actions (Tier III and/or mitigative actions).
    - Revise monitoring program to support follow-up actions.

It is important that periodic reviews of the program (e.g., Status of the Environment reviews) be completed to ensure that the monitoring program is meeting the operational and regulatory needs of the project. This periodic review also serves to assure that the data are being collected and stored in a manner which can be readily assessed and analysed. These reviews act as impact assessments over the operational period to date, which may result in the detection of trends not readily apparent
in year end reviews and serve as a test of the accuracy of the predicted impacts as proposed in the Environmental Impact Assessment.

2.4 Decommissioning Phase

The decommissioning phase of any monitoring program focuses on two different types of projects:

1) recovery; and
2) control.

Recovery Monitoring

- Confirming that impacted (e.g. on-site or near site) habitats are exhibiting recovery with the cessation of the mining activities.
- Determining whether additional remedial action is required or whether environmental processes will result in system recovery with time.

Control Monitoring

- Monitoring the integrity and operation of any control structures or procedures (e.g., subaqueous tailings disposal, dry covers) to ensure that potential AMD production is restricted or isolated within the control structure.

Decommissioning monitoring tends to decrease in intensity and frequency over time as:

- evidence of recovery in the impacted systems accumulates; and
- confidence in the security of the control structure is achieved.

Monitoring will cease when sufficient data are available to support the conclusion that the decommissioning criteria, agreed on between the operator and the regulatory agencies, have been met.
2.4.1 Pre-Decommissioning Baseline

Pre-decommissioning baseline serves the same purpose as the pre-operational baseline. The objective is to classify and characterize the state of the potential AMD sources and their respective receiving environments immediately prior to, or after, closure. Impacted sites should be identified and characterized in order to monitor for recovery during the decommissioning phase.

The pre-decommissioning baseline should be designed to identify any remedial action required to promote the recovery of the on- and near-field impacted habitats. In control monitoring the pre-decommissioning baseline should adequately identify the most appropriate monitoring program (e.g., station locations, sampling frequency) to determine whether the control structure is functioning as designed.

2.5 Statistical Considerations

This section addresses some of the basic statistical concepts that should be considered when designing a monitoring program. The discussions are restricted to those concepts that arise in the sections to follow. The objective is to provide the minimum required background to emphasise certain key considerations in developing a study design and is not a suitable replacement for the recommended papers and texts listed in the bibliography following this section. The importance of a statistical approach to study design cannot be over-emphasized. It is recommended that a biostatistician review monitoring designs during their development phase.

2.5.1 Sample Variation

There are essentially three forms of sample variation: spatial, temporal and instantaneous. Spatial variation (among stations) refers to the measurable differences between sampling locations. Temporal and instantaneous variations occur within a station, with temporal referring to variation between sampling periods and instantaneous relating to variation in samples collected during the same sampling period.

---

3 Instantaneous is a relative term. e.g. 5 benthic samples collected at a station within a few hours may be considered instantaneous sampling as significant changes in the community would not be expected within the replicate sampling intervals (see autocorrelation).
The use of single samples to represent a population at a specific sample station for a single sampling period assumes that there is no **instantaneous** or **spatial** variation. For example, often a single monthly water sample is collected to represent the average concentration for that month. How representative that sample is of the actual monthly mean is dependent on how variable the concentration was over the month. The more the concentrations vary over the month, the less representative of the actual mean is the single value.

The collection of single samples without an understanding of the variation inherent in the system is of little management value other than for long-term trend analysis. If rapid response management decisions are required, information on the reliability of specific measurements is essential. To illustrate, consider a mine site with two waste rock drainages (streams A and B), each with a permitted maximum zinc concentration of 1.0 mg/L. At the diagnostic station for stream A, the single water sample concentration was 0.9 mg/L while in stream B the sample was 0.7 mg/L. Without information on the inherent variability within each of these diagnostic stations, a manager cannot anticipate which stream is at risk of exceeding permitted zinc concentrations at its compliance station. However, if the variance was known to be low at Station A (e.g., SD=± 0.01g/L), and high (e.g. SD=± 0.4) at Station B, it becomes clear that the station of concern is Station B, despite a lower Zn concentration.

Differences between sites (spatial variation) can only be determined when differences within a site (instantaneous variation) are understood. For example, five replicates were collected at two sediment stations progressively downstream from a mine mill effluent release point (TAEM 1996). The mean nickel concentration upstream was 43.4 • g/g while the downstream station mean was 25.6 • g/g. Despite the apparent difference between these two concentrations, the 95% confidence intervals for these stations (±16.8 and ±11.024 • g/g, respectively) overlap and, hence, we cannot be confident that the apparent difference between the two sites is real. Had only single samples been collected two conflicting worst case interpretations may have resulted:

1) apparently greatly different nickel concentrations (58 and 10 • g/g, respectively), or
2) apparently similar concentrations (27 and 25 • g/g, respectively).
2.5.2 Sample Replication

Replicated sampling is required in preliminary investigations to identify the inherent variation within a system. Replicated sampling must also be incorporated into the actual monitoring program when accurate means rather than peak values are the required objective. Once a measure of the variance within a system has been determined by a preliminary investigation the number of replicates required to achieve the desired precision for an estimated mean can be determined. This is most commonly achieved through Power Analysis, which is discussed in greater detail in the references listed in the section bibliography.

2.5.3 Frequency Distribution

The nature of the frequency distribution of a data set has significant implications for study design and data analysis. The frequency distribution may serve to identify irregularities or patterns in the data set with implications for sample design. It also provides information on the nature of the distribution (e.g. normal, bivariate, etc.) and, hence, the most appropriate statistical procedures (transformations, parametric or non-parametric, Monte Carlo techniques, etc.) for analysis.

Consider the changes in concentration of a specific water parameter sampled repeatedly (intensive sampling program) over a specific time period. The possible time plots and their corresponding frequency distributions are provided in Figure II:2.5-1 with examples discussed below.

The concentration of a specific parameter in groundwater or the effluent of a rigidly controlled treatment process may remain relatively constant over time similar to Figure II:2.5-1a. Such systems may be accurately monitored using single samples if the variance can be expected to remain low and stable. Hourly surface temperature measurements may conform to a normal distribution as shown in Figure II:2.5-1b, where the data are symmetrically distributed around the mean (BC AMD 1990c). Parameters with normal distributions are ideally suited to analysis using parametric statistical procedures. Skewed distributions (Figure II:2.5-1c), often censored by a detection limit (Figure II:2.5-1d), are common to water quality data and indicate that data transformation or non-parametric analytical procedures must be used. Bi-modal or multi-modal distributions (Figure II:2.5-1e) are also common to water quality data when results from time periods with different distributions (e.g. seasonal influences) have been grouped together (BC AMD 1990c).
2.5.4 Stratification

When a sampling program fails to incorporate temporal (e.g., seasonal discharge patterns) or spatial (e.g. substrate composition) factors which influence the mean and variance of a parameter, the variance in the data set increases. These influences are called strata and are often visibly evident as bimodal or multi-modal frequency distributions (Figure II:2.5-1e) and are of significant concern when monitoring AMD water quality. Leaving the data grouped would greatly increase the uncertainty associated with each sample, and therefore greatly increase monitoring sample requirements. This may be prevented by introducing some form of stratification in the sampling program.

In order to optimize a sampling program a preliminary investigation\(^4\) is required to identify any strata where the measured parameters have substantially different means and variances. Redistribution of the sampling effort so that all strata are sampled with equal efficiency will result in equal confidence intervals for the strata. The result is an economical sampling design where sampling effort is concentrated when (or where) it will provide the greatest value (BC AMD 1990c).

2.5.5 Autocorrelation

An understanding of the autocorrelation (or serial dependence) in a system is important to the overall monitoring design and is especially significant for water quality monitoring. Autocorrelation in water chemistry results from lag effects or time delays due to a number of factors including physical characteristics, such as mixing and flushing rates, and chemical interactions, such as buffering capacities. For example, in a poorly buffered aquatic system (low alkalinity), pH fluctuations can vary significantly over short time intervals (low autocorrelation), while well buffered aquatic systems will exhibit small changes in pH over time (high autocorrelation).

An understanding of the autocorrelation in a waterbody is required to identify the optimal sampling frequency (both statistically and economically) when monitoring for mean concentrations. The estimation of the mean using the fewest samples requires that the sampling frequency be long enough such that each sample is independent of the previous one. When autocorrelation is high, sampling frequency requirements are low. In systems exhibiting a high level of autocorrelation, such as groundwater, parameter values are slow to change, and the optimum frequency of sampling is low. The situation is reversed when monitoring a small stream with high flow and low retention.

\(^4\) Completed during the extensive survey or as part of the intensive baseline survey.
2.6 Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC)

2.6.1 General Principles and Protocols

An important component of any monitoring program is a comprehensive Quality Assurance and Quality Control program for both field and laboratory procedures. This section will only discuss the general principles of QA/QC procedures. QA/QC protocols applicable to specific sample matrices are addressed in the relevant sections.

**Quality Assurance**

The overall objective of Quality Assurance guidelines are to:

- optimize the generation of quality analytical data;
- ensure the documentation and defensibility of methods and data;
- ensure compatibility of methods and results from different proponents and contract services; and
- clearly outline the various QA/QC requirements that are required.

Before a monitoring program is implemented, the study design should be reviewed and approved by the operator, regulatory authorities, and relevant experts (e.g., a biostatistician). The review should evaluate:

- the extant to which the design meets the study objectives and uses appropriate tests of hypotheses;
- the technical elements of the program;
- the statistical elements of the design (including statistical power);
- economic costs (both the cost of sampling and the cost of the outcome); and
- the overall feasibility of the proposed design (e.g., technical, logistic, statistical, economic), considering appropriate modifications or possible alternate designs that would reflect the study objectives.

**Quality Control**

Quality Control (QC) commences with the collection and handling of samples in the field and delivery to the laboratory. A QC program should include the following requirements:

- appropriate education and/or training for personnel;
• appropriate sampling methodology (e.g., approach benthic invertebrate sites from downstream to minimize disturbance);
• the appropriate equipment for particular habitats (e.g., Hess cylinder for riffles and an Ekman dredge for depositional zones);
• consistent sampling methods throughout the study;
• proper maintenance of equipment, including documentation of the service and maintenance record;
• appropriate labelling for all samples;
• appropriate preservative/fixedative;
• detailed field notes, in bound, paginated, water-proof notebooks;
• use by personnel of chain-of-custody forms and custody seals; and
• appropriate and safe shipping and storage methods.

Chemical analytical procedures should be completed in certified (e.g., CAEAL, ISO 9000, and ISO 14000) laboratories employing the following standard laboratory procedures:

• standard procedures for cleanliness applied to glassware, reagents, solvents, gases, instruments, and work surfaces;
• use of high quality reagents, checked for purity, strength, deterioration and contamination; and
• instruments routinely calibrated and maintained along with appropriate standards, with these procedures and results stored in operational logs.

The analytical procedure should also incorporate the analysis of Quality Assurance samples, shown in Table II:2.6-1, in order to define the precision and accuracy of the method for the sample matrix being analyzed. The appropriate method(s) will vary depending on the material being analyzed. There are also a number of field initiated Quality Assurance procedures that may be used to support the chemical analytical procedures. These are also detailed in Table II:2.6-1.

2.7 Data Management

The integrity of a monitoring program can be compromised if proper data management protocols are not initiated in the design stage. Monitoring programs serve little or no purpose if the data collected are not transcribed accurately and stored in a manner amenable for future analyses. Data should be stored in digital and hard copy formats with copies of field notes archived at a second location.
books or notes should be reviewed prior to returning from the field to confirm that all of the required data have been recorded and are legible.

The screening of data should commence prior to transcription to additional or hard copy formats. Upon receipt of the results from the field or laboratory a preliminary review of the data should be completed paying attention to:

- anomalous values compared to previous sampling results;
- anomalies related to duplicates or test blanks;
- field and laboratory measurements which do not correspond, e.g., pH and conductivity; and
- values exceeding Tiering Thresholds and Action Limits\(^5\).

Anomalous results should be reviewed immediately with samples re-submitted for analyses when possible. If sampling errors are suspected, sample protocols should be reviewed and quality assurance methods improved for the next sampling event.

Should tiering thresholds (triggers) be exceeded then the next tier should be implemented. This may involve analyzing the expanded parameter list on the collected samples or preparations for additional sampling in the next sampling period, depending on the site-specific study design.

Action Limits should be concentrations that are below those required for compliance in order to ensure that license requirements are not exceeded. Contingency quick-response-plans to be initiated when Action Limits are exceeded should be part of the overall environmental plan.

The preliminary review of the data should be completed by personnel familiar with the program and not by data entry personnel. Any corrections or changes should be made to the originals and to any copies with all changes initialed by a supervisor. After this preliminary review the data should be transcribed and proofed for accuracy. Data should be coded so that the the variables measured at a specific station at a specific time can be identified. Coding must be standardized with any changes to the coding system flagged and clearly documented. Values below limits of detection (LOD) should be stored/recorded as the detection value and coded to indicate they were less than the LOD.

---

\(^5\) Action Limits are contaminant concentrations which are deemed unacceptable for release.
Decisions regarding the handling of these values (e.g. LOD, half the LOD, statistical calculation of the tail based on the frequency distribution, etc.) should be determined by the personnel completing the statistical analyses. Additional data handling procedures are addressed in the following section on reviews and audits. Data handling concerns specific to certain sample components are addressed in the following sections.

2.8 Reviews and Audits

The monitoring program should be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure the program objectives are being met. At the start of a new sampling cycle, data from previous cycles should be reviewed to determine whether any additional tiering in the program should be implemented in the new sampling period.

The monitoring program should be reviewed in preparation for regulatory reporting periods and on a yearly basis as a component of the annual reports. This yearly assessment should address any difficulties encountered in the operation of the program, whether logistical, analytical, or procedural. An evaluation of the monitoring program over the full lifespan of the mine should be completed periodically (possibly every five years, e.g., Saskatchewan uranium mines Status of the Environment Documents). These reviews should incorporate:

- an analysis of the results to identify any impacts with special emphasis on detecting any trends in the data suggesting chronic impacts not readily apparent over shorter time scales;
- a comparison of observed versus predicted impacts to assess and improve the functioning of any modelling techniques used in the original EIA or the monitoring program;
- a summary of any “upset events” and assessment of the success of any control structures or remedial actions implemented;
- identification of any additional monitoring requirements or improvements, e.g., ensuring that the protocols are meeting the objectives and developing new monitoring techniques which are of value to the program;
- identification of redundant or unnecessary components that should be dropped from the program; and
- an assessment of whether the program is operating in a cost effective manner.
2.9 Section Summary
Monitoring Framework / Design

There are three basic developmental stages of a mining operation: the pre-operational phase, the operational phase, and the decommissioning phase.

During the pre-operational phase the final mine plan is completed, the operational monitoring program is designed and the intensive baseline is collected to support the operational monitoring program.

The development of the final mine plan involves two lines of investigation: project characterization and preliminary environmental characterization. Project characterization identifies the physical and structural components of the project which have the potential to impact the environment. Preliminary environmental characterization involves characterization of the ecosystems (abiotic and biotic components) associated with the mining project. The results of the project and environmental characterization programs are combined to identify potential impact pathways and complete impact/risk assessments. This information is used to identify operating and waste management procedures which minimize associated environmental impacts in the most cost efficient manner.

Operational monitoring program development commences with the classification of the monitoring requirements for each of the potential impact pathways. The monitoring classifications are described below.

Compliance Monitoring is routine monitoring dictated by regulatory authorities as a condition for permission to develop, operate, or decommission a site.

Diagnostic Monitoring is routine monitoring generally completed on the initiative of the operator focusing on potential AMD sources upstream of the compliance stations, thereby acting as an early warning system.

Investigative Monitoring is usually initiated by the operator or required by regulatory agencies in response to non-compliance results, upset events (e.g. spills), or operational design changes.
An efficient overall monitoring framework incorporates monitoring tiers where core (Tier I) monitoring involves a suite of simple tests, with tests increasing in complexity and costs only if early results identify a need for more information. Compliance monitoring components / parameters are automatically classified as Tier I. The remaining identified diagnostic and investigative requirements are classified as Tier I, II, or III depending on an assessment of the trade-offs between their value as early warning indicators, and the expense associated with the monitoring component/parameter.

Once the components and tiering framework have been identified specific study designs must be developed for each component. Most source monitoring involves sentry study designs. These serve as early warning systems to prevent violation of licence requirements at downstream compliance stations.

Receiving environment monitoring usually requires impact study designs. The objective is to determine whether a measurable impact has occurred in the receiving environment as a result of mining activities and the monitoring involves one of four basic designs:

1) Control-Impact (CI) or Spatial Design;
2) Before-After (BA) or Temporal Design;
3) Before-After-Control-Impact (BACI) or Spatio-Temporal Designs; and
4) Gradient Designs.

The intensive baseline is completed only after the basic study design of the operational monitoring program has been determined. The intensive baseline should be treated as the first cycle of the monitoring program with sampling completed for all Tier I components/parameters. In addition, all identified Tier II and potential Tier III components/parameters that require baseline data should be collected.

During the operational phase the monitoring program is initiated as designed. Periodic reviews should be completed to ensure that the monitoring program is meeting the operational and regulatory needs of the project.

A pre-decommissioning baseline serves the same purpose as the pre-operational baseline. The objective is to classify and characterize the state of the potential AMD sources and their respective receiving environments immediately prior to, or after, closure. Impacted sites should be identified and characterized to monitor for recovery during the decommissioning phase. Monitoring will cease
when sufficient data are available to support the conclusion that the decommissioning criteria have been met.

**Statistical Considerations**

Determination of study design components such as replication requirements, sampling frequency, and the most appropriate statistical analytical methods should be based on the statistical characteristics of the preliminary and intensive baseline data. This requires identifying the power to detect a defined effect level, identifying the need for a stratified sampling design and determining the serial dependence (autocorrelation) of the dataset.

**Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC)**

A quality management system is important for assessing the validity of the dataset for both field and laboratory components. **Quality Assurance** guidelines are concerned with ensuring the adequacy of the study design as well as the generation, documentation, and defensibility of quality analytical data. **Quality Control** commences with the collection and handling of samples in the field, the delivery to the laboratory, and laboratory processing and analysis.

**Data Management, Reviews and Audits**

The integrity of a monitoring program can be compromised if proper data management protocols are not initiated at the design stage. The screening of data should commence prior to transcription to additional or hard copy formats. Upon receipt of the results from the field or laboratory a preliminary review of the data should be completed.

The monitoring program should be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure the program objectives are being met. Reviews should be completed at the start of a new sampling cycle, in preparation for regulatory reporting periods, and on a yearly basis as a component of the annual reports. An evaluation of the monitoring program over the full lifespan of the mine should be completed periodically (e.g. 3 to 5 yrs).
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CHAPTER III - SOURCE EVALUATION AND MONITORING

The first step in developing a pro-active source monitoring program is to evaluate the AMD potential for the range of possible AMD sources. Information on AMD source evaluation is provided in Section 1.0 of this chapter. The results of the AMD site evaluation, are then used to identify and develop monitoring requirements specific to the site. This process is addressed in Section 2.0 of this chapter.

1.0 PREDICTION OF AMD POTENTIAL

Characterization and possibly predictive modelling of a potential AMD source are required for the following reasons:

- to predict future effluent water quality for operational or decommissioning planning;
- to evaluate decommissioning options;
- to evaluate effectiveness of a cover over waste rock or tailings;
- as a licensing or closure planning requirement;
- as justification for the amount of a financial assurance mechanism (i.e., letter of credit or secure bond);
- to calculate long-term treatment costs; and
- to provide modelling estimates of potential inputs to the downstream environment.

Historically, AMD management has focussed on control, and/or collection and treatment after acid generation has occurred. Control, whether through inhibition of acid generation or through containment (e.g., covers and seals), has proven to be difficult once acid generation has commenced. The collection and treatment of AMD, though costly, has usually been the only reliable solution.

Recently, the focus has been to anticipate the formation, extent, and impact of AMD before mining and milling commence. Accurate prediction of AMD is necessary to develop a cost-effective means of reducing the generation and impact of AMD. Predictive assessments allow advanced planning of waste management and the incorporation of control and treatment procedures in the Final Mine Plan. In addition, consideration of potential AMD impacts is now a prerequisite for the permitting or expansion of new mining and milling operations (BC AMD 1989) and generally falls under due diligence requirements of lenders. Hence, failing to incorporate predictive AMD procedures into a
1.1 Approach to AMD Prediction

The prediction of AMD serves two objectives:

1) to provide sufficient data to satisfy the mine operator/owner, regulatory authorities, and the public that potential AMD concerns can be managed; and
2) to focus the AMD monitoring program in an efficient cost effective manner.

A number of approaches may be employed for estimating AMD potential. Several possible approaches are summarized below, and additional information is provided in Table III:1.1-1:

- previous experience with the mine waste and geological or geographical comparisons to nearby minesites where AMD potential has already been expressed and evaluated;
- paleoenvironmental and geological models;
- chemical, mineralogical, and physical analyses of the waste;
- testing to identify the readily extractable metals;
- static prediction tests for quantification of the balance between acid producing and acid consuming components of the waste;
- kinetic prediction tests for determination of the rates of mineral dissolution, acid generation, and metal release, in both laboratory and field; and
- predictive modelling of potential future AMD production.

The framework for the development of an AMD Prediction Program is outlined in Figure III: 1.1-1. MEND Report 1.16.1a and 1b (1989 and 1991), as well as BC AMD (1989), provide a great deal of information on developing and completing predictive AMD programs. The suggested approach is to subdivide the AMD Prediction Program into three components: Exploration, AMD Assessment (Stages I/II), and AMD Mine Plan (Stage III). These three components are discussed briefly in the following sections.

1.1.1 Exploration

The objective is to provide a preliminary assessment of acid generating potential. The geologist should complete the following procedures:
• map the geology of the ore deposit and identify the exploitable ore zones;
• prepare a mineralogical assessment of prevalent rock types; and
• provide a weathering assessment of natural outcrops and identification of secondary minerals, if present.

MEND 1.32.1 (1993) proposed that this should involve collection of the following field measurements/observations by geological and environmental personnel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Material</th>
<th>Program Stage (See Figure II:2.2-1)</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Measurements/Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>Project Characterization</td>
<td>Geologist</td>
<td>Lithology and moisture content (qualitative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mineralogy and texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nature and extent of weathering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fracture/joint density; foliation geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather Products</td>
<td>Project Characterization</td>
<td>Geologist</td>
<td>Mineralogy and texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. gossams and soils</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colour and moisture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Profile development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paste pH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vegetation, if any (Basic assessment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterbodies</td>
<td>Environmental Characterization</td>
<td>Biologist/Ecologist</td>
<td>pH, Eh and conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acidity, alkalinity and sulphate, if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presence of secondary precipitates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Evidence of microbial activity (e.g. biofilm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Environmental Characterization</td>
<td>Biologist/Ecologist</td>
<td>Hydrometeorology (climate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vegetation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The geologist should also be consulted to help identify and map the existing ARD source(s), if acidified drainage waters are identified during the completion of the environmental characterization (see ChII:2.2.1.1 and ChIV:2.1.3.2).
1.1.2 Environmental Evaluation

Preliminary (Stage I)

A review of the available AMD information from other mines with similar geographical, geological, and paleoenvironmental characteristics should be completed. This information can be used to refine the following steps in the AMD Predictive Program.

Further delineation of the orebody (e.g., extensive drilling, trenching, and exploration adits) may provide additional material for a more detailed assessment of the potential rate of oxidation of subsurface materials.

The project geologist should supervise a detailed identification of geological subunits of the ore and waste rock based on the preliminary assessment, which should include the following minimum steps:

- core logging to identify mineralogy, porosity/permeability, and structural integrity;
- petrographic analysis to obtain the identity and texture of the sulphides present and the associated gangue minerals; and
- simple, rapid field tests such as the fizz and paste pH/conductivity tests.

Representative samples (see ChIII:1.4) should be collected from each geological unit for physical, chemical, and mineralogical analyses, and static tests to estimate the potential for net acid production (see ChIII:1.2). The next step is to examine the chemical and mineralogical analyses, and the static test results, and evaluate the homogeneity of the geological subunits. Statistical methods can be employed to test for homogeneity. If a specific lithologic unit has highly variable results, then the unit should be subdivided into additional subunits and re-sampled.

If the static tests identify any lithologic unit(s) as potentially acid generating, then additional detailed characterization is required in Stage II. If some of the units were identified as non-acid generating, then the testwork suggested in Stage II may not be necessary, and one can proceed to Stage III.

Detailed (Stage II)

The following procedures should be completed if the static test results identify a specific lithological unit(s) as being potentially acid generating:
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• collect additional representative samples (see ChIII:1.4) from each lithological unit identified by the static tests as potentially acid generating;

• perform kinetic testwork (see ChIII:1.3) to confirm acid generating potential and to estimate rates of sulphide oxidation, acid generation, neutralization, and metal depletion;

• commence development of waste management plan(s) incorporating AMD prevention and control procedures;

• complete hardness and weathering assessments to support predictive modelling; and

• apply predictive methods and/or mathematical modelling to extrapolate long-term acid generation and possible water quality trends from the static and kinetic test data.

If the available data are deemed sufficient to support the predictive modelling, then the investigation moves to Stage III; otherwise, additional samples or alternate testwork may be required to support further interpretation and predictive modelling.

1.1.3 AMD Mine Plan (Stage III)

Once the preliminary characterization (Stage I) and testwork (Stage II) have been completed, a detailed waste management plan should be developed to address any potential AMD concerns. If AMD testwork was negative (no AMD potential) there should then be a final review of the test results to determine whether further testing is justified. The final monitoring plan may now be completed, incorporating the results from the Environmental Characterization (Stage I) investigations, with consideration of potential impacts from both acid-generating and non-acid generating materials (see Figure II:2.2-1).

1.2 Prediction Methods

1.2.1 Static Tests

Static tests are rapid, relatively inexpensive procedures which measure the net acid potential (NAP) of a sample by defining the balance between acid generating ability (AP - Acid Potential) and acid neutralizing capability (NP - Neutralization Potential). Theoretically, a sample will generate net acidity only if the acidity generated exceeds the neutralization capacity of the material; i.e., NAP = AP - NP is positive. An alternate approach is to consider the net neutralization potential (NNP = NP - AP), in which case a net acid generation capacity is indicated by a negative NNP value. This practice is commonly referred to as acid-base accounting (ABA).
There are several types of static tests for determination of NP such as the Sobek\(^6\) method, the Modified Sobek Method, and the BC Research Initial Test (Table III:1.2-1). The paste pH and fizz tests are simple field tests that can provide a quick indication of the net free acidity/alkalinity and the presence of carbonate buffering. Additional information on static test options is provided in Table III:1.2-1 and TSN (2.1).

Static tests cannot be used to predict the future quality of drainage from waste materials since acid generation and drainage quality are time dependent functions incorporating a number of complex factors including mineralogy, rock structure, and climate. Hence, interpretation of static tests is limited to identifying the potential for net acid generation at some unknown point in time. Such interpretation typically involves application of criteria developed from general mining experience to ABA parameters such as the NAP, NNP, and the NP/AP ratio. For example, an NP/AP ratio less than 1, or an NNP value less than -20, is typically assumed to indicate high potential for acid generation.

1.2.2 Kinetic Tests

The static tests will identify the geological units which display some potential for acid generation. Kinetic tests are completed to provide information on the possible rates of acid generation, and the time-frame involved. This information is necessary to address the specific severity and possible duration of acid drainage and to support the selection of the prevention/control/treatment processes that will be required to minimize the overall costs for the abatement of acidic drainage.

Selection and design of kinetic testwork are more complex than static testwork investigations. The decisions and procedures involved in a kinetic test program are described below and a schematic is provided in Figure III:1.2-1.

Sample Material Characteristics

The initial step is to identify the material characteristics of the sample including:

- particle size;
- mineralogy;
- total metal analysis; and

\(^6\) Also known as the U.S. EPA Method.
• sulphur and carbonate content (from static tests).

**Define Program Objectives**

Selection of a specific kinetic test will depend on the program objectives and may include one or more of the following objectives:

- determination of the possible reaction rates for acid generation;
- examination of the influence of specific environmental factors on the rates of acid generation/neutralization, and the release of contaminants;
- investigation of the buffering minerals, such as dissolution rates and availability for neutralization reactions;
- identification of the major contaminants of concern and the possible concentrations of these species in the seepage;
- determination of maximum concentrations of contaminants and possibility of exceeding water quality objectives;
- determination of the effect of flushing rates on water quality;
- determination of the influence of bacteria on the acid generation; and/or
- selection or confirmation of disposal option(s).

**Select Kinetic Test Procedure**

A brief summary of the objectives, advantages, and disadvantages of the most common kinetic test procedures is shown in Table III:1.2-2. Additional information is provided in TSN 2.2.

**Interpretation of Kinetic Test Results**

The primary objective of kinetic testwork is to predict both the rate and extent of acid generation. The various types of kinetic testwork will provide useful information; however, at present there are no standard procedures for interpretation of the results. It will be difficult to translate the results obtained from the kinetic testwork directly to the field situation.

The kinetic testwork results should be assessed to determine if the proposed Mine Plan will be environmentally acceptable. If the test results indicate a potentially unacceptable environmental situation, then the Mine Plan, should be refined. If the existing test results do not support the refined
Mine Plan then additional testwork will be required. Once adequate information has been obtained from the testwork, the Mine Plan can be examined in greater detail using predictive modelling.

1.2.3 Modelling

Mathematical models are often used to extrapolate the results from both the static and kinetic testwork into long-term predictions of water quality. Model selection may range from simple curve fitting exercises to the use of sophisticated computer models of the processes governing acid generation. Additional information on modelling is provided in the documents listed in the bibliography.

Different prediction methods are usually best suited for application at specific points in the sampling and monitoring program. For example, examination of ABA parameters could be performed on the initial and subsequent samples to characterize and rank the potential for acid generation. The results of kinetic testwork would not be available until later in the program, but these could be interpreted through comparison to field monitoring data and through application of statistical methods to obtain long-term predictions (i.e. extrapolations) from the testwork data. As the number of samples in the monitoring database increases, statistical methods could also be used to evaluate possible trends in water quality. Chemical speciation models such as MINTEQ can also be applied to determine the influence of specific minerals on the water quality.

Predictive (computer) models use mathematical relationships to represent or simulate the important physical, chemical, geochemical, and biological processes that control acid generation. The prediction of acidic drainage is rather complex, as these important processes are inter-related, and vary with time. Some mathematical models have been developed to examine selected processes in greater detail (e.g. physical), while others have been developed to examine the combination of these processes.

Predictive modelling can be performed to support the following objectives:

- obtain a better understanding of the mechanisms of acid generation;
- examine the current extent of acid generation;
- predict the future contaminant loads and concentration profiles;
- assess future treatment requirements;
- compare management or decommissioning options;
- characterize and predict future contaminant transport; and
• predict possible violation of permit criteria and potential for environmental impacts.

Several factors may influence a model’s performance under field conditions. Adequate data (field and laboratory) must be available for calibrating and validating the computer model. This will improve the confidence in the long-term predictions, which may be made several hundred years into the future.

1.3 Sampling for Static and Kinetic Tests

1.3.1 Sampling Locations

A number of mine components require representation in the sampling program. The sampling locations and requirements will differ depending on whether the mine is in pre-operational or operational stages of development. The potential sources of samples for the most common mine components requiring predictive AMD assessment are provided in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mine Component</th>
<th>Existing Mine</th>
<th>Proposed Mine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pit walls</td>
<td>Drill core</td>
<td>Drill core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pit walls</td>
<td>Underground exploration passages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trenches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underground workings</td>
<td>Drill core</td>
<td>Drill core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walls</td>
<td>Underground exploration passages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excavated rock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste rock / overburden piles</td>
<td>Waste rock piles</td>
<td>Drill core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drill core</td>
<td>Underground exploration passages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailings</td>
<td>Tailings</td>
<td>Pilot plant for mill process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impoundments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ore stockpiles</td>
<td>Ore stockpiles</td>
<td>Drill core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Underground exploration passages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spent ore</td>
<td>Heap leach</td>
<td>Pilot plant for heap leach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproduced from BC AMD 1989.

The geologist can identify the various lithological units that should be defined on the basis of a preliminary assessment of their acid generating potential (e.g. based on mineralogy). Samples should
be collected from rock units that will be exposed during excavation and mining, accounting for the mining sequence and the quantities of each unit that will need to be managed.

1.3.2 Sampling Considerations

The objective is to collect a sufficient number of representative samples to obtain the desired characterization of the mine wastes. Sampling strategies should be site-specific, but there are common elements that constitute an appropriate sample design. A staged or stratified approach where the number of samples collected from a geological subunit is related to the relative contribution of that unit to the total ore or waste rock removed is recommended. Analyses of the variation in the ABA of the initial samples will provide guidance as to how many more samples may be required and which geologic units should be re-sampled.

For example, a curve relating the minimum number of samples to be collected from each subunit, based on the mass of the unit, is provided in Figure III:1.3-1 (BC AMD 1989). This curve was developed from unpublished field data, but the sample numbers obtained from this relation are reasonably consistent with industry practice. An approximate mathematical expression of this curve

\[ N = 0.026 M^{0.5} \]

is:

where: \( N \) = number of samples
\( M \) = mass of the geological unit in tonnes (\( M > 6 \times 10^3 \) tonnes) (MEND 1994)

Due to the preliminary nature of this curve, it should be used only as a guide and application should be limited to highly homogenous units.

1.4 Data Management

The data obtained from the AMD assessment program should be stored in a manner conducive to periodic review and refinement of the program. One of a large number of commercially available spreadsheet or database computer applications could be tailored into a site-specific database. A site-specific database structure for personal computers could also be developed based on the spreadsheets proposed by Smith and Brady (1990) for evaluating acid base accounting data.
1.5 Section Summary

Evaluating the AMD potential of a minesite is essential to identify monitoring requirements. An AMD prediction program is completed during the pre-operational phase of a mine and is continuously re-assessed and fine-tuned during the operational phase. The pre-operational program can be subdivided into three components:

1) Preliminary Exploration Assessment
2) AMD Assessment, and
3) AMD Final Mine Plan.

Exploration assessment is a preliminary determination of the acid generating potential of the site by the site geologists. Exposed materials, whether natural outcrops or mechanically exposed (e.g. exploration trenches), are assessed and drainage from these areas is monitored.

Formal AMD assessment commences with a review of the available AMD information from other mines with similar geographical, geological, and paleoenvironmental characteristics as identified in the exploration assessment. The data from the preliminary assessment also serve to identify geological subunits of the ore and waste rock for stage I AMD assessment. This involves identifying simple physical and mineralogical characteristics, completing rapid acid field tests and, when acid potential is indicated, static acid base accounting.

Stage II AMD assessment is completed on lithological unit(s) identified in Stage I as potentially acid generating. Kinetic acid generation test work is completed to confirm acid generating potential and to estimate rates of sulphide oxidation, acid generation, neutralization, and metal depletion. Additional hardness and weathering assessments are also completed to support predictive modelling for extrapolation of long-term acid generation and possible water quality trends from the static and kinetic test data.

With confirmation of acid generating potential, detailed AMD waste management procedures are developed for the mine site and incorporated into the Final Mine Plan. The final monitoring plan may now be completed, incorporating the results from the Environmental Characterization investigations, with consideration of potential AMD impacts.
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2.0 ROUTINE SOURCE MONITORING

This section addresses routine monitoring of various sources (e.g. waste rock piles, tailings management areas, mine workings such as pit walls and pit floors, and releases from AMD treatment facilities). Standard compliance and diagnostic source monitoring is concerned with:

- confirming that the mine is meeting contaminant compliance regulations (compliance);
- serving as an early warning indicator of possible violation of compliance regulations (diagnostic);
- providing early warnings of commencement of, or an increase in, acid generation (diagnostic).

These objectives are primarily achieved by monitoring the chemical composition of surface water and groundwater prior to, or at the point of entry into the receiving environment. Tier I source monitoring will primarily consist of chemical analyses of surface and ground waters using a Tier I parameter list. Tier I parameters will consist of parameters required by a permit at the compliance stations and parameters which serve as early indicators of acid generation.

Non-compliance results or evidence of the commencement of, or an increase in, acid generation and or trace metal concentrations, will result in the initiation of Tier II monitoring. The Tier II objective is to confirm the effect detected in Tier I, and identify whether the effect persists. In most situations this can be achieved by initiating more comprehensive surface and groundwater chemical analyses by testing for the selected Tier II analytical parameters.

Once the effect has been identified as persistent or increasing, then Tier III, consisting of investigative monitoring components and parameters, will be initiated. Monitoring components will extend beyond the basic components of surface and ground water as the program shifts into Tiers II and III. The exact components will be source (e.g., waste rock pile, tailings management facility) and mine site-specific. These are addressed in greater detail in the Technical Summary Notes (TSN). The focus in the following sections is on routine operational and decommissioning source monitoring requirements common to most mine sites.

The importance of a pre-operational assessment of the hydrology and quality of both surface and groundwater is recognized, and addressed in ChIV:1.0 and 2.0. This section should also be consulted
for additional supportive information (e.g. QA/QC, sampling protocols, etc.) on conducting hydrological and water quality investigations.

2.1 Classifying Priorities for Pathways and Stations

In the following sections, examples of generic contaminant pathways are detailed for each of the above mentioned source types. Recommendations are outlined for locating, along these generic flowpaths, monitoring components and stations.

Potential contaminant pathways differ in their priorities from a monitoring and risk assessment perspective. Compliance stations are located on priority pathways and are closely followed in importance by diagnostic pathways/stations in the routine operation of a minesite. Investigative monitoring components, while not necessarily a priority in the routine operation of a mine, may become significant under certain site-specific conditions.

Compliance monitoring paths/stations (C)

Stations located at points of compliance as designated by operating permits.

Primary diagnostic monitoring paths/stations (PD)

Routine high priority diagnostic monitoring pathways/stations. These are diagnostic stations which act as early warning sites and should be common to most mining sites. They would generally be located at:

- the beginning of the pathway close to the source;
- points of discharge from an artificial (e.g., drainage ditch) to a natural water course (e.g., stream on or off property); and
- points where identified contaminated flowpath(s) interact
  - e.g., where shallow contaminated groundwater flows interact with surface flows.

Secondary diagnostic monitoring paths/stations (SD)

Additional diagnostic monitoring stations which tend to be required on a site-specific basis. They are required:
• when AMD concern is high;
• when the pathway is long (between source and compliance station); and/or
• where multiple point sources combine
  - e.g., drainage ditch or on-site creek receiving input from different sources.

Investigative monitoring paths/stations (SD)

• Additional monitoring stations for investigative purposes generally restricted to sites with high AMD problems or concerns. These tend to cover special short-term investigations, employing new or emerging technologies or research.

2.2 Waste Rock

2.2.1 Background

The quantity and nature of the waste rock can vary widely, depending on the type of deposit and its location. Generally waste rock piles consist of a heterogeneous mixture of several rock types (lithologies), each with differing potential for acid generation. In addition, there may be zones of geochemical alteration within a rock type or extending across rock types which will alter the AMD potential. The various rock types may be segregated during disposal or, more commonly, mixed within a waste rock dump, with the distribution controlled by the order of excavation and the way the dump is constructed.

2.2.2 Pathways

A conceptual diagram of the acid generation process and AMD migration patterns through a representative waste rock pile is shown in Figure III:2.2-1. There are three potential sources of water for a rock pile:

1) groundwater;
2) surface water; and
3) precipitation.

The most significant input is likely to be precipitation, as a properly designed pad should eliminate or minimize non-precipitation inputs. Precipitation infiltrates through the pile to the pad where it may:
• mix with upwelling groundwater and flow from the basal perimeter of the pile;
• enter the underlying groundwater flow system; and/or
• exit at the basal perimeter of the pile.

If the pile is on a low permeability pad, interaction with the groundwater should be limited. These pathways can be further simplified into a flowpath schematic as shown in Figure III:2.2-2. This schematic should be customized according to site-specific considerations with the elimination of flowpaths not relevant to the site. In Figure III:2.2-2, portions of the flowpaths are coded according to the monitoring priority of the flowpaths (primarily applying to water quality monitoring).

2.2.3 Compliance and Diagnostic Monitoring

The principles of monitoring waste rock piles can be applied to other site-specific mine rock locations such as marginal ore stockpiles, heap leach piles, and “clean” waste rock fill used in parking lots and local roads. In general, compliance monitoring is usually not required within the immediate source area of the piles. Hence, most waste rock monitoring programs are diagnostic in nature with the primary focus on surface and groundwater quality. They are often conducted on local seepages and run-off from the piles with the objective of detecting changes in water quality and locating specific sources of concern before water quality at the designated point(s) of compliance becomes a concern.

Most waste rock pile investigative monitoring consists of re-assessment of AMD potential (to verify or compare to pre-operational predictions as discussed in ChIII:1.0) or the collection of data required for modelling purposes (Table III:2.2-1). Internal monitoring of rock piles tends to fall into the investigative monitoring categories (Figure III:2.2-2).

2.2.3.1 Identifying Sampling Locations

Primary Diagnostic and Secondary Diagnostic Stations

Surface Waters

Primary surface water quality stations should be located at the following points:

• at the toe of waste rock piles or in the surrounding collection ditch; and
• at any points of discharge from the drainage ditch to a natural water course (e.g., stream on or off property).
If the waste rock pile does not mark the headwaters of the drainage channel, whether natural or constructed, then an upflow primary monitoring station (Control) should be established to delineate natural ARD contributions from waste rock AMD contributions.

To optimize AMD treatment, a primary or secondary diagnostic monitoring station, depending on the sensitivity of the treatment process, is required to analyze waste rock waters prior to their entry into a treatment system. This will likely involve:

• contaminated water collected from the toe of the pile or the surrounding drainage ditch (whether infiltrate or surface flow); or
• surfaced or intercepted groundwater requiring treatment.

Secondary diagnostic stations for surface waters would only be required when AMD concerns are high. They would be used to:

• delineate drainage from different potential AMD sources; and
• monitor between the primary diagnostic station and a compliance station when the distance between the two is such that significant changes in water quality may be expected.

**Groundwater**

**Primary** groundwater monitoring stations are required if there is the potential for seepage into the shallow groundwater system.

• where groundwater is a concern, samples should be collected
  - from daylights, located along the flowpath,
  - at well(s) sunk along the flowpath when groundwater contamination has been identified as a concern.

A minimum sampling program would involve one up-gradient and one down-gradient well for each hydraulically related stratum potentially impacted by the waste rock pile.

---

7 Where groundwater flow appears at the surface.
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Geophysical methods (e.g., ground and air electromagnetic surveys, TSN 8.0) are currently under investigation to determine their viability for monitoring the migration of AMD from waste rock pads and TMFs into the groundwater or through the overlying vadose zone. Additional information on groundwater monitoring is provided in ChIV:1.2 (hydrological requirements) and ChIV:2.2 (water quality), with information on specific sampling techniques provided in the TSN 14.0 and in MEND 4.6.1 (1994).

2.2.3.2 Identifying Sampling Periods / Frequency

Waste rock piles possess a number of specific characteristics important to the determination of a suitable sampling frequency. As discussed in ChIII:3.3, AMD contaminants may accumulate within the rock pile, only to be released to the receiving environment as a pulse when heavy rainfalls or snow melts flush the pile. In cold climates, internally generated heat from chemical/biological reactions within the waste rock pile may result in water infiltration and flushing prior to run-off in surrounding areas. Increases in surface flow paths when shallow groundwater paths are still frozen should also be accounted for. Hence, fixed frequency sampling (BC AMD 1989 recommends monthly) will poorly represent monthly contaminant discharges and may completely miss peak discharges. At a minimum, monthly sampling programs should be supplemented by additional sampling immediately after (or during, depending on storm duration) heavy rainfall events, or planned to coincide with rapid snow melts. A more detailed discussion on the appropriate statistical approach to developing a seasonally stratified sampling protocol for water quality source monitoring is provided in ChIII:2.5.

2.2.4 Investigative Monitoring Components

Most internal monitoring of rock piles would be classified as investigative monitoring due to the complex dynamics and heterogeneity of acid generation within rock piles. Investigative monitoring typically supports additional modelling to re-assess predictive AMD potential. Investigative monitoring may involve:

- determination of the rates and pathways for internal water movement,
  - e.g., identifying saturated, discrete channel flow, and/or lateral flowpaths;
- measurements of water infiltration rates to develop water balance estimates (TSN 3.2);
- determination of water content (TSN 3.7) and porosity (TSN 3.5);
- pore water collection for chemical analyses (TSN 14.2.1, 14.2.2);
• use of peizometers for water sampling if a water table is present within the rock pile (TSN 14.3);
• gas sampling to measure by-products of acid production such as \( \text{CO}_2 \) and measurements of oxygen availability and diffusion rates (predictive modelling or cover assessment, TSN 3.2) via gas sampling (TSN 3.1), and permeability (TSN 3.4.2) or porosity (TSN 3.5) measurements;
• use of temperature probes to detect temperature fluxes resulting from chemical reactions within the source or to assess bacterial development rates (TSN 3.6);
• monitoring bacterial populations (TSN 3.7); and
• deep groundwater monitoring (tends to be categorized as investigational due to the expense associated with the sinking of the wells) (TSN 14.3).

2.3 Tailings Management Facility (TMF)

2.3.1 Background

A TMF is an engineered facility for controlling, securing, and permanently disposing of tailings solids. An impoundment is constructed by combining dam or dyke walls with natural topography or by using mined-out open pits. TMFs range from simple impoundments constructed from clean waste rock and overburden (Figure III:2.3-1) to more complex structures incorporating permeable liners and other design enhancements (Figure III:2.3-2).

Tailings are discharged into the constructed impoundments using one of three deposition methods which can influence the monitoring requirements:

• drained or sub-aerial “slurry” deposition (Figure III:2.3-2, Stage I)
  - spigotting of the slurry from a pipeline with surface water decanted from the tailings solids and re-cycled in the milling process;
• subaqueous deposition (Figure III:2.3-2, Stage II)
  - tailings are discharged under water, with a pond or supernatant maintained over the tailings solids; or
• dry deposition
  - tailings are handled in a solid form.

AMD generation in tailings differs from rock piles in a number of ways:
• the fine particle size of tailings results in a more homogenous distribution of potentially acid-generating sulphide minerals and neutralizing-alkali minerals; hence, there is a more homogenous acid/neutralizing balance relative to rock piles;
• the fine particle size also results in a lower permeability restricting oxygen penetration and the rates of infiltration and migration;
• the mill effluent discharged as the water component of the tailings slurry tends to be strongly alkaline, neutralizing acid generation on previously exposed tailings; and
• when deposited as a slurry the tailings tend to be completely or partially saturated thereby limiting oxygen exposure and hence oxidation. As a result oxidation tends to be restricted to exposed surfaces along beaches or high ground areas of the TMF. The use of sub-aqueous deposition eliminates this exposure.

Tailings particles tend to be sorted when they are hydraulically placed, and sulphide minerals may be closely associated with a specific size fraction of the tailings. The content and particle size distribution of sulphide minerals within tailings are site-specific. The distribution of sulphide minerals within a specific TMF is an aspect that needs to be understood for the development of tailings solids, pore water, and pore gas monitoring programs. Other factors to consider when developing a sampling program at a TMF are:

• possible oxidation of near surface sulphide tailings
  - the depth of oxidation will vary from site to site and across a TMF;
• the possible presence of other materials in some areas of the TMF
  - some TMFs are used to dispose of waste rock and lime treatment sludges;
  - landfill areas may also be contained within TMFs;
• the nature of the tailings and the potential instability of the tailings surface; and
• the presence of impermeable liners in some tailings basins.

2.3.2 Pathways

A conceptual diagram of a simplified TMF and the potential acid-generating processes is provided in Figure III:2.3-1, with a pathways schematic provided in Figure III:2.3-3. For most TMFs there are two primary water sources:

1) precipitation; and
2) water in the tailings slurry.
Oxidation tends to be restricted to the upper or vadose zone of the tailings, but moves downward over time. High water levels in the tailings impoundment results in the downward and lateral movement of any AMD generated in the oxidation zone. This pore water tends to be neutralized as it moves deeper through the tailings, though the neutralizing capacity will decrease with time as the alkaline components of the tailings are consumed. This downward lateral movement can result in embankment seepage and groundwater discharge. Due to the low permeability of the tailings, it may take months or years for AMD generated at the surface to enter the groundwater.

TMFs designed with side drains (Figure III:2.3-2) collect the laterally moving pore water and direct it to a bottom drain from which it is pumped to a treatment facility (Figure III:2.3-3). Water ponding on the tailings surface can also be pumped from the TMF for treatment. The remaining potential contaminant pathway is surface discharge from a spillway. Such release would be rare as most TMF water is re-routed for treatment.

2.3.3 Compliance and Diagnostic Monitoring

Compliance monitoring should be completed at the stations and using the protocols as detailed in the permits for the mining operation. In most cases compliance monitoring will be restricted to surface water quality monitoring at the point(s) of release from the TMF to the defined receiving environment. For TMF facilities which interact with large groundwater systems, compliance monitoring may also involve a groundwater component.

Diagnostic monitoring of a TMF tends to be more intensive relative to the monitoring of waste rock piles due to the high contaminant loads and fine grained particles. Diagnostic monitoring of TMF’s should incorporate water quality analyses of surface waters, drainage waters, groundwater, pore water, and tailings characteristics.

2.3.3.1 Identifying Sampling Locations and Periods / Frequency

A schematic of the AMD pathways for a generic TMF is provided in Figure III:2.3-3 along with recommended monitoring priorities. The classification system is defined in ChIII:2.1 with the locations subdivided into Compliance, Primary and Secondary Stations. A list of the monitoring options and generic classification of their status (i.e., P, SD, SI) is provided in Table III:2.3-1.

Primary and Secondary Diagnostic Stations
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Surface Waters

Primary surface water quality stations should be located at all points of release to the environment upflow of the compliance stations during the operational and decommissioning phases. This would involve:

- monitoring of embankment seepage waters;
- monitoring water directly released to the environment from the TMF; and/or
- end of pipe monitoring of water released from an associated AMD treatment facility.

This assumes that the latter two points have not already been designated as compliance stations by the regulatory bodies.

The chemical composition of the slurry (both tailings solids and liquid effluent) should be monitored prior to deposition.

In order to refine treatment protocols, a primary or secondary diagnostic monitoring station, depending on the sensitivity of the treatment process, is required to analyze water pumped to a treatment system. This may involve:

- water pumped from surface ponds formed in TMFs using sub-aerial deposition;
- water pumped from TMFs using subaqueous deposition or flooded decommissioned TMFs still being treated; and
- water pumped from TMFs with side and bottom drain systems (Figure III:2.3-2)
  - monitoring drain water is also an excellent means of assessing AMD production and downward seepage through the tailings.

In flooded TMFs, whether subaqueous deposition systems or flooded after decommissioning, in situ water quality should be assessed using a minimum of one deep water station on a monthly basis. If the TMF waters stratify, samples should be collected from the epilimnion, metalimnion and hypolimnion (see ChIV:2.0). If no stratification occurs, samples should be collected from the top, middle and bottom (ensuring no tailings or sediment cap contamination) of the water column. These samples should not be composited.

Groundwater
Primary groundwater monitoring stations are required if aquifers intersect with the TMF. A minimum sampling program would involve one up-gradient and one down-gradient well for each hydraulically related stratum potentially impacted by the TMF (BC AMD 1989). The higher the hydraulic conductivity of the subsurface strata the more dense the groundwater network (additional downflow stations) should be and the greater the sampling frequency.

The importance of the groundwater monitoring network increases during the later operational and decommissioning phases as water slowly migrates downward through the low permeable tailings. Hence, it may initially be classified as a secondary diagnostic component during the early operational periods shifting to a primary monitoring component in the later operational and decommissioning phases.

Upon decommissioning of the TMF, piezometers should be installed in any constructed embankments with additional peizometers located near the TMF to monitor seepage and shallow groundwater movement.

The geophysical methods detailed in the TSN 8.0 are also applicable for determining the general extent of groundwater seepage plumes from TMFs. At a minimum they should be useful in determining borehole locations. Additional information on groundwater monitoring is provided in Chapter IV, with information on specific sampling techniques provided in the TSN 7.2, 7.3, 14.3 and in MEND 4.5.1 (1994).

Pore Water

A comparison of tailings pore water quality to TMF seepage water or local groundwater quality can be useful in understanding subsurface flowpaths from a TMF and the dynamics of AMD generation as it migrates downward and laterally through the tailings.

Pore water monitoring within the tailings should be classified as a secondary diagnostic component:

- if predictive modelling suggests a high AMD potential; and/or
- if significant acid generation has been detected.
Tailings porewater monitoring in the unsaturated or vadose zone may be completed using core extraction procedures (TSN 14.2.3) or suction lysimeters (14.2.4). Porewater monitoring in saturated tailings can be completed using peizometers (TSN 14.3). For additional information on porewater monitoring of surface tailings in flooded or subaqueous TMFs see ChIV:3.6.1.

Consideration should also be given to installing peizometers (TSN 14.3) to determine the pore water flow rate. This information is required to determine sampling frequency and for predictive AMD modelling purposes.

**Tailings Characteristics**

Internal tailings compaction and pore pressure monitoring should be completed during the operational phase using geotechnical instruments such as piezo-cone penetration testing (TSN 8.5). This monitoring should continue into the decommissioning phase until suitable tailings compaction\(^8\) has been achieved. This will determine water infiltration rates and help establish long-term AMD generation potential. TMFs constructed with side and bottom drains should compact more rapidly. These measurements should be completed monthly (BC AMD 1989).

### 2.3.4 Investigative Monitoring

AMD investigative monitoring for TMFs tends to focus on verifying and fine-tuning AMD modelling predictions to increase confidence in the long term predictive modelling for decommissioning. Investigative monitoring intensity will increase just prior to and/or immediately after closure (decommissioning baseline) to assess the future potential for AMD production and to identify and establish any long-term control facilities.

- Tailings solids should be collected every 3 to 5 years for predictive AMD tests (TSN 2.0, 6.0) to confirm or re-assess previous predictive tests and modelling (TSN 3.0).
- Tailings pore water (TSN 14.2, 14.3) data may be collected to provide indications of:
  - the level of acid production when oxidizing reactions are occurring; and
  - acidity and reaction products in the pore water inventory that are potentially available to migrate.

---

\(^8\) Based on relative comparisons to the hydraulic conductivity of the surrounding strata.
• Pore gas monitoring (TSN 3.1, 3.2) may be required to support research and modelling of the processes taking place within the tailings, and the effects of changed conditions (e.g. construction of a dry cover (TSN 3.1-3.5) or subaqueous disposal options).
• Geophysical monitoring techniques (TSN 8.0) may be employed for groundwater assessment or plume detection.

2.4 Mine Workings

2.4.1 Background

Mining methods fall into two broad categories: surface pit mining and underground mining. Open pit mining involves the removal of the overburden and the barren overlying rock to expose the orebody. This excavation is generally completed in a series of step-like layers (benches), which are expanded outwards to the designated perimeter of the pit (Figure III:2.4-1a).

In underground mining a minimum amount of overburden and barren rock is removed to provide a point of access to the ore. Horizontal openings (e.g., adits and tunnels) and vertical openings (e.g., shafts and raises) are excavated to provide access for workers and equipment, routes for extracting the ore and ventilation networks. The selected underground mining method depends on the geometry of the orebody and the structural integrity of the ore and the surrounding rock. The voids created by the removal of the ore may be backfilled with broken rock or tailings. Fractures resulting from subsidence after decommissioning may extend to the surface providing an additional linking pathway to the environment (Figure III:2.4-1b).

Both open pits and underground mines commonly incorporate some form of local dewatering program (e.g., dewatering wells, networks of sump pumps, gravity drains, etc.) to minimize the inflow of water (primarily groundwater) to the mine workings. Upon decommissioning the dewatering program ceases and the mine workings (open pit or underground network) are permitted to flood.

2.4.2 Pathways

There are three main potential sources for AMD associated with mine workings (Figures III:2.4-2 and III:2.4.3). These are:
• zones of sulphide mineralization outside excavations which are exposed to oxidation when the water table is lowered;
• sulphide mineralization in the exposed walls of the pit or underground excavations (i.e., including additional surface area exposure due to erosion, bench failure, etc); and
• additional sulphide-bearing materials deposited in a pit or underground mine such as waste rock, tailings materials, or backfill material.

Oxidized sulphide deposits exposed by dewatering are generally the lowest contributor to AMD since they exist in intact formations with limited infiltration of water and oxygen. AMD generated from this source is carried by subsurface flow to the groundwater table. During the operational phase of the mine this groundwater tends to flow towards the dewatering wells (if present) or to the open pit or underground mine. The water from the dewatering wells is usually pumped for treatment, and the water entering the mine works becomes a part of the regular mine water management operations.

The primary sources of AMD from mine workings arise from air and water entering the mine (e.g., infiltrating precipitation, groundwater, drilling water) and interacting with sulphide minerals associated with the exposed faces of the mine (pit or underground) and any fractured rock material stored in the mine works (e.g., waste rock, backfill). During the operational phase potentially contaminated waters flow downward (surface flow or shallow sub-surface flow) to collection points (bottom of the pit or underground collections points) and are pumped to the surface. Alternatively, if the topography allows, the water may be directed to the surface through gravity drains and collected. In most cases, mine water brought to the surface is pumped to a treatment facility or used in the milling process.

Some AMD generated in the mine works may enter the local groundwater system. However, dewatering activities surrounding and within the mine tend to draw groundwater flow back into the mine.

At closure, mines are typically allowed to flood, usually through natural recharge. Water levels in flooded underground mines or open pits often rise to pre-development watertable levels (below the surface, shaft/raise collar, and pit crest elevations). In some instances, mine water may discharge through mine openings at the surface (i.e., adits, shafts, raises, glory holes, crown pillar stopes) and result in another potential AMD pathway to the environment. Initially, flooding results in a flushing of stored oxidation products increasing AMD contamination in the flooded mine waters. Additional
AMD generation should decrease as the submergence of most or all exposed sulphide minerals inhibits their oxidation.

With the cessation of the dewatering program, the groundwater flow regime tends to revert back to pre-operational flow patterns. Thus, while the groundwater flow during the operational stage tends to discharge into the mine, upon closure the alteration of the groundwater flux through the mine may result in AMD waters entering the regional groundwater system.

2.4.3 Compliance and Diagnostic Monitoring

The monitoring categories applicable to mine workings are summarized in Table III:2.4-1. **Compliance** and **diagnostic** monitoring for mineworks during the **operational phase** focus on the quality of the mine water collected, and pumped or drained to the surface. Depending on the local hydrogeology, groundwater monitoring may also be necessary during the operational phase. During the **decommissioning phase**, monitoring of the flooded mine works shifts to monitoring the quality of the in situ flooded mine water and any surface releases. Additional emphasis is placed on groundwater monitoring as outward groundflow becomes a factor. Compliance stations will likely be required at all points of surface water release to the environment. If this is not the case the operator should locate a primary diagnostic station at these points.

2.4.3.1 Identifying Sampling Locations and Periods / Frequency

Schematics of the AMD pathways for a generic open pit and an underground mine are provided in Figures III:2.4-2 and III:2.4-3, respectively, along with recommended priorities for monitoring these pathways. The classification system is defined in ChIII:2.1 with the locations subdivided into Compliance, Primary, and Secondary Stations.

**Primary and Secondary Stations**

Mine water monitoring is part of the minesite water quality monitoring program and is essential for proper water quality management. Mine water management plans involve the control of water within the mine including distribution, collection, dewatering, and protection against inrush.

**Surface Waters**

**Primary** surface water quality stations should be located at all points of release to the environment upflow of the compliance stations during the operational and decommissioning phases. Any points
of release to the environment not designated as compliance stations should be classified as primary diagnostic stations. This would involve:

- monitoring water directly released to the environment from the mineworks
  - Operational Phase:
    - drainage from gravity drains or from mine openings (e.g., adits);
  - Decommissioned and Flooded:
    - spillway discharge from pits or surface discharge from underground works (e.g., adits, shafts, glory holes); and
  - end of pipe monitoring of water released from associated AMD treatment facilities.

To optimize treatment protocols, a primary or secondary diagnostic monitoring station, depending on the sensitivity of the treatment process, is required to analyze water pumped to any treatment system. This may involve water pumped:

- from the bottom sump(s) of open pits;
- from various underground sumps (e.g., mine voids);
- from any points of surface discharge (e.g., gravity drains, flooded pit spillways, surface discharge from flooded mine openings);
- from dewatering wells; and
- from flooded works.

The minimum recommended sampling frequency for sump collections is monthly (BC AMD 1989). However, it is recommended that a seasonally stratified sampling routine (see ChIII:2.5) be adopted for open pit sump collections due to seasonal flushing of AMD from open pits. A fixed sampling frequency is suitable for monitoring sump water from underground works as the primary water source is groundwater which is less influenced by seasonal discharge patterns. Further information on water quality sampling frequencies is presented in ChIII:2.5.

In flooded (decommissioned) open pits, in situ water quality should be assessed using a minimum of one deep water station with sample points distributed vertically through the water column. The number and the depth distribution for these sampling horizons will depend on the total depth of the pit and whether a thermocline or chemocline has developed.

If the pit waters stratify, samples should be collected from the surface (0.5 m), immediately above the epilimnion, immediately below the epilimnion, mid-hypolimnion and 0.5 to 1 m above the sediment.
surface. (See ChIV:2.0 for further information). If no thermocline develops, then samples should be collected from the top, middle, and bottom of the water column. Similarly, if a chemocline develops sampling should be distributed to assess the chemical variability within the water column.

The vertically distributed samples should **not** be composited. Initially, sampling frequency should be monthly and can be extended (e.g., seasonal/quarterly) once the hydrological patterns of the system are understood. Consideration should be given to stratifying sampling frequency if strong seasonal patterns are evident in precipitation or other inputs to the flooded pit.

**Groundwater**

**Primary** groundwater monitoring stations are required if aquifers intersect with mineworks. A minimum sampling program would involve one up-gradient and one down-gradient well for each hydraulically related stratum associated with the mining facilities (BC AMD 1989). Higher hydraulic conductivity of the subsurface stratum and increased AMD potential, will require a denser groundwater network and a greater sampling frequency.

During the operational phase:

- a **primary** groundwater quality and flow monitoring program should be associated with the dewatering wells. This water may require treatment and should be monitored to identify the specific treatment requirements; and
- the groundwater flow regime within the perimeter of the dewatering system should be monitored (**secondary diagnostic**) using piezometers to confirm that groundwater flow from the pit is minimal and that water quality monitoring is not yet required.

After flooding and during the decommissioning phase the groundwater monitoring network becomes a high priority as groundwater flow from the mineworks may commence with an initial AMD pulse until previously exposed sulphides are flooded.

- Groundwater flow monitoring should be maintained and upgraded to a **primary** monitoring component incorporating water quality analysis.
  - The original network of dewatering wells serves to supplement the groundwater monitoring program.
BC AMD (1989) recommends groundwater monitoring (other than water pumped to a treatment facility) be completed every six months. Consideration should be given to modifying this sampling frequency to reflect the hydraulic conductivity of the strata being monitored. Additional information on groundwater monitoring is provided in ChIV:1.0 and 2.0, with information on specific sampling techniques provided in the TSN 14.3 and in MEND 4.5.1 (1994).

2.4.4 Investigative Stations

As in waste rock and TMF monitoring, investigative monitoring should focus on verifying and fine-tuning AMD model predictions to increase confidence in the long-term predictive decommissioning modelling. Such programs tend to be more site-specific such that, what is considered investigative at one facility may be a primary monitoring component at another facility due to differences in AMD risks. Investigative monitoring intensity should increase just prior to and/or immediately after closure (decommissioning baseline) to assess the future potential for AMD production and to identify any long-term control facilities.

Additional investigative monitoring may involve:

- periodic re-assessment of AMD potential for specific mine walls
  - using AMD prediction protocols outlined in ChIII:4.0. (e.g. Miller et al. 1991a)
- collection of seepage waters from specific mine walls or sections to confirm predictive AMD assessments and to direct non-acid and acid flows to different sumps to minimize treated water volumes; and
- the use of geophysical monitoring techniques (TSN 8.0) for groundwater assessment or plume detection.

2.5 Design Considerations For Source Surface Water Programs

Surface water quality is the core component of any source monitoring program. Station locations tend to vary depending on the source and have been previously discussed in this section. Source water quality monitoring programs may be subdivided into the monitoring of:

- water with the **potential** for AMD contamination; and
- waters **contaminated** with AMD.

2.5.1 Potential AMD Surface Waters
Monitoring untreated drainage or seeps serves as an early warning system to determine whether the buffering plateau (Figure II:1.2-1) of a potential source has been exceeded leading to the commencement of, or an increase in, the release of AMD contaminants. Waste management decisions can then be identified which will range from increased diagnostic or investigative monitoring to the initiation of various remedial or control options (BC AMD 1989).

Decisions relating to the interception and treatment of drainage waters should be based on peak concentrations. Due to the hysteresis effect (ChII:1.4), a monitoring program consisting of single monthly samples has a high probability of missing AMD flushing events and is therefore not considered adequate. Since the main loads of AMD contaminants are flushed during moderate to high discharges following a low discharge period, sampling should be concentrated within these flushing period(s). Thus, the only reliable way to determine peak concentrations is to collect a minimum of daily samples during periods of high AMD release.

Probable peak flushing periods should be identified from seasonal discharge data for streams on or adjacent to the site (ChIV:1.1) and precipitation and snow melt records. This will serve to roughly delineate the most likely periods of peak AMD release (Figure II:1.4-2). The importance of capturing the first flushing event means the monitoring commencement date must be flexible and determined by the on-site operator. For example, as the roughly delineated sampling period approaches, the on-site technician should be prepared to commence the daily sampling in response to the first significant flushing event (rock pile snow melt or significant rainfall).

Daily sampling should continue until a peak concentration has been detected followed by evidence of a number of days of declining concentrations. Hence, relatively rapid analytical results are required if the data are to be used to identify when sampling may cease. To achieve this, the chemical analysis may be completed using the mine’s laboratory facility. Since peak concentrations are the measurement of interest, precision near the detection limit for metals is of secondary concern relative to the need for rapid feedback for decision making. If analytical error associated with the mine laboratory is a concern, it may be quantified with a preliminary study based on split sample comparisons with another laboratory. Since preserved samples for metal analyses may be held for up to six months, replicates (≈3 to 5) should be collected each sampling period. One sample would be analyzed and the other replicates held until the peak single sample concentration was identified. The replicates from the peak sampling day and the adjacent pre- and post-peak days may then be analyzed to confirm the peak concentration and provide a measure of the instantaneous variation.
2.5.1.1 Parameters of Interest

The most efficient approach to monitoring source water quality would be to employ a tiering strategy for analyte selection. Parameter selection will tend to be site-specific; however, some generalities apply and are discussed here. When AMD generation is of low concern, analyses could be limited to Tier I parameters such as pH, conductivity, acidity, alkalinity, and sulphate. Trace metals would be considered Tier II parameters and be measured when decreases in pH and/or alkalinity or increases in conductivity and/or sulphates are detected. The trace metals of interest would be those previously identified during the AMD predictive assessment program. Discharge should be measured for each sampling event (see ChIV:1.1, and TSN 7.1).

When predictive AMD assessment has identified a source as of moderate to high AMD potential, trace metal(s) should be added to the previously identified Tier I parameters. If site-specific predictive modelling has identified certain trace metals as early precursors of AMD generation (e.g., Al and Zn) they should be incorporated as Tier I parameters with additional metals classified as Tier II. Should there be evidence of increased concentrations of the selected Tier I trace metal(s), then a complete analysis of all of the trace metals identified as potential leachates for the site should be completed (Tier II trace metals, possibly an ICAP scan). This should also trigger the initiation of a detailed AMD preliminary investigation for what should now be considered an active AMD source. This investigation will serve to provide the information required to develop the long-term monitoring program for the now identified AMD source. Details for this are provided in the following section.

2.5.2 Identified AMD Surface Waters

When AMD source(s) of moderate to high concern have been identified by the monitoring program, the minesite surface water management plan should be adapted to separate contaminated drainage from uncontaminated surface flows, as proposed in the contingency plans of the Final Mine Plan. Separation of contaminated and uncontaminated discharges will isolate contaminated water into a single AMD pathway and thereby minimizes the volume of water requiring detailed monitoring or treatment. A primary diagnostic station should be located at a point downstream of the final inflow point to this AMD pathway to facilitate detailed discharge monitoring. Once AMD has been

---

9 Zn entering solution due to acid generation tends to remain in solution after neutralization.
Neutralization with Al(OH)₃ (gibbsite) mobilizes aluminium, e.g., Al(OH)₃ + 3H⁺ → Al³⁺ + 3H₂O
Hence, both these metals serve as early indicators of neutralized AMD prior to evidence of a significant decrease in pH in the drainage.
identified and localized, a preliminary intensive monitoring program will be required to confirm the seasonal or discharge related dynamics of the AMD and determine loadings and peak concentrations. This information will support decisions regarding management and/or treatment of the discharge and will aid in the design of the future monitoring program.

2.5.2.1 Preliminary Investigations

Without an intensive preliminary survey, the developed monitoring program may be costly, inefficient and inadequate to meet the data requirements necessary for informed management decisions. A poorly designed monitoring program may result in failure to detect lethal pulses of contaminants prior to release to the receiving environment, or in the design of inadequate treatment facilities. The monitoring program should be developed in consultation with a biostatistician or other personnel familiar with the statistical design of water monitoring systems.

The basic principles of developing a preliminary monitoring program for AMD contaminated waters are provided in this section. Information on the statistical terms used below are provided in ChII:2.5. For more detailed discussions on statistical designs for monitoring water quality of acid mine drainages, see BC AMD (1990b). The preliminary investigation for the AMD contaminated waters should be designed to identify the following information for the primary monitoring stations.

Parameters of Interest

The preliminary investigation should include all of the Tier I and Tier II parameters discussed in ChIII:2.5.1.1.

Stratification

The preliminary investigation identifies factors that may influence the mean and variance of the AMD water quality variables. The rate of release of contaminants from AMD sources is usually seasonal and discharge related; therefore the preliminary sampling program should be subdivided into strata representing this dependence relationship. An example would be a sampling program initially subdivided into four strata consisting of:

- snow melt strata;
- summer strata;
- autumn strata; and
winter strata, as shown in Figure II:1.4-2.

The discharge data collected at potential AMD sources prior to detection of AMD, and the hydrology/meteorological data collected as part of the general mine monitoring program (ChIV:1.1) will aid in the initial stratification.

Within each stratum, a number of samples should be collected in order to calculate the mean and variance for the AMD components (see ChII:2.5) and all suspected co-factors such as discharge and temperature. Sampling frequency must be of sufficient intensity to capture the range of variability within each of the stratum. This will generally require a minimum of weekly water quality samples for one year, assuming periods of no flow (dry or frozen) do not occur.

The ideal scenario involves the use of an in situ continuous probe attached to a data logger, with continuous discharge data also collected using the options discussed in ChIV:1.1 and TSN 14.1. Continuous data logging probes which are capable of measuring pH and conductivity can be purchased commercially. A list of parameters which can be determined using continuous time probes and data loggers is presented in Table III:2.5-1. Additional AMD parameters of interest (see ChIII:2.5.1.1) should be sampled using the previously mentioned minimum schedule.
**Instantaneous Variation (Replication)**

To determine how representative a single sample or mean estimate is for that specific sampling time, the within station instantaneous variation must be determined by collecting sample replicates (3 to 5 replicates). Identifying within-station instantaneous variation serves two functions:

- it allows for the exact determination of the number of replicates required for the long-term monitoring program (power analysis); and
- allows the separation of instantaneous variation from temporal variation which would otherwise lead to a monitoring design requiring more frequent sampling and, hence, more long-term expense (BC AMD 1990b).

If AMD components within the discharge are homogeneously mixed, then the variation between the replicates will be low. In such scenarios, a single sample is a suitable representative of the water quality at that moment in time. In most situations instantaneous variation need only be determined during one sampling period for each stratum.

**Autocorrelation**

To identify the optimal sampling frequency the autocorrelation in the system must be determined. The objective is to identify the time interval (lag effect) between sampling events that is required for sample concentration to be uninfluenced by the concentration of the previously collected sample. The time lag required for a specific parameter can only be identified by sampling more frequently than the duration of the time lag. This should not be a problem for pH or conductivity if a continuous data logger is used. If sampling of the additional AMD parameters was completed weekly it would not be possible to identify time lags of less than one week; therefore more intensive sampling should be considered for the preliminary investigation.

**2.5.2.2 AMD Monitoring Program**

Based on the results from a comprehensive preliminary investigation the monitoring program can be designed to meet site-specific requirements. These may involve accurately quantifying the volume and composition of the AMD to minimize treatment requirements, optimize the treatment process, and to meet compliance criteria. Another common requirement in water quality monitoring involves estimates of total contaminant loadings to the environment. The former examples require study
designs focussed on close monitoring of peak concentrations, while the latter may be suitable and more economically achieved with a design directed towards accurate determination of mean concentrations. Examples of these different design requirements are provided in the following subsections.

**Peak Concentrations**

Accurate monitoring peak concentrations may be of interest when monitoring the inflow to a treatment facility, in order to refine the treatment process to achieve the most cost efficient (e.g., minimizing reagent expenses and transportation costs) and environmentally sound results. Peak concentrations are also of interest to monitor for alert levels, which act as early warnings of values approaching permit concentrations for downstream compliance stations. These alert levels should be set at concentrations which provide enough response time for operational adjustments or the initiation of intervention plans (e.g., redirect to a temporary holding pond).

Accuracy in monitoring peak concentrations requires intensive monitoring. A cost effective approach may involve a continuous proxy monitoring design. The results of the preliminary monitoring program should be analyzed to identify a parameter which may be monitored on a continuous basis that also exhibits a strong correlation with the parameter of concern (e.g., a certain trace metal) (Morin and Hutt 1993). The most likely candidate is pH. The correlation is usually insufficient to confidently calculate trace metal concentration directly from the pH value. However, pH is usually a reliable enough indicator to serve as the trigger to initiate sampling of water for trace metal analyses. For example, preliminary survey results may show pH values of less than 4.5 are correlated with copper concentrations approaching levels of concern. In such a scenario, sample collection would be initiated for copper analysis when the pH declined to values of 4.5 or less.

Collection of samples for trace metal analyses could involve one of two procedures. The system could be designed to signal an operator (via a visual or audio signal) to manually collect a grab sample, or monitoring equipment may be purchased that collects and stores the samples for removal at a later time (note preservation and holding times in Table IV:2.1-2 and TSN 13.2). Chemical analyses may be restricted to samples collected during the peak pH events, thereby saving a great deal in expensive analytical costs. The expense of self-sampling monitoring equipment must be balanced against the manpower requirements of the former monitoring design. Additional cost savings will be realized due to the benefits inherent in an efficient treatment system tailored to respond to the inflow dynamics of the AMD.
Accurate Mean Concentrations

The most accurate method of determining contaminant loads to the environment would involve continuous time measurements and data logging of the contaminants. However, as previously discussed, this is not possible for trace metals. Determination of accurate mean concentrations is usually the most realistic and cost efficient method for estimating monthly or annual contaminant loadings to the receiving environment. In systems which exhibit extreme fluctuations in contaminant concentrations, some incorporation of peak concentrations may also apply. An example of developing monitoring programs for total AMD loadings is provided in BC AMD (1990b) with the basic process subsequently summarized. Such investigations would be located at the points of release of treated or collected AMD to the receiving environments and would therefore usually coincide with compliance stations.

A preliminary investigation should be completed as described in ChIII:2.5.2.1 to identify the variance, frequency distribution, and autocorrelation in the water quality. Based on these data suitable strata should be identified (e.g., seasonal, discharge, pH, etc.) and a sampling program developed with sampling intensity distributed amongst the strata in a manner which provides approximately equal variance. The intensity of the sampling program may then be set to achieve a designated level of confidence for an estimation of the means. The minimum time interval between sample collection required to collect independent samples is determined by identifying the level of autocorrelation in the preliminary database. The sampling dates should then be randomly allotted within the sampling period, rejecting dates conflicting with the minimal time interval (BC AMD 1990b).

If the system exhibits a great deal of fluctuation, accurate load estimates may also require incorporation of peak contaminant concentrations along with the mean estimates. This would require additional data collection as described above for determining peak concentrations. Decisions on incorporating peak concentrations will have to be made upon determination of the additional cost in relation to the increased confidence in the estimates of contaminant loadings.

Accurate discharge measurements are also required to determine total loadings. The ideal situation would involve the use of a permanent discharge data logging system. See ChIV:1.1 for more information on appropriate procedures for determining discharge.
With these data contaminant loadings may be calculated as a function of concentration and the volume discharged. When total loadings are determined using concentrations and discharge values with accompanying error estimate, the error estimate of the contaminant loading may also be determined. This allows for additional confidence in modelling estimates.

2.6 Structural Integrity

Periodic geotechnical monitoring should be completed to determine the structural integrity of the various AMD sources at a minesite. Monitoring of the structural integrity of rock piles should involve such factors as consolidation/settlement and slope stability to assess the potential for hydrological changes within the structure and to prevent slumping and toe collapse (BC AMD 1989). Attention should be placed on determining internal particle size of large waste rock dumps, as recent studies suggest that internal weathering and chemical dynamics can result in rapid transition from large to small particles sizes. This has significant implications for shear stress and structural stability (Herasymuik et. al. 1996). Therefore, a pre-decommissioning assessment of the long-term stability of the rock pile should be completed.

The structural integrity of the TMF and any mine workings is also routinely investigated during the operational phase. A detailed pre-decommissioning assessment of the long-term stability of a TMF, worked out open pit, underground mine, and any other associated control structures should be completed in order to quantify the relative risk of structural failure.

2.7 Section Summary

Generic Surface Water Monitoring

**Primary diagnostic** monitoring stations should be located at all points of surface water release upstream of compliance stations and any non-compliance points of release to a natural water course. Primary diagnostic stations are also required to monitor contaminated water flowing into, and treated waters flowing out of AMD treatment facilities.

**Secondary diagnostic** surface water stations are required when AMD concerns are high. They are established to delineate drainages from different potential AMD sources, and to monitor between primary (source) and compliance stations when there is the potential for significant changes in water quality between the two stations.

Generic Groundwater Monitoring
Primary groundwater monitoring stations are required if groundwater interacts with the potential AMD source. Where groundwater is a concern, samples should be collected from daylights and/or well(s) located along the flowpath with a minimum of one up-gradient and one down-gradient well for each hydraulically related stratum potentially impacted.

Additional Generic Monitoring Components

Additional secondary monitoring requirements vary depending on the AMD source, i.e., waste rock, TMF or mineworks. Investigative monitoring should focus on verifying and fine tuning AMD model predictions to increase confidence in the long-term predictive decommissioning modelling.

Waste Rock

Primary surface water quality stations specific to rock piles should be located:

- at the toe of waste rock piles or in the surrounding collection ditch; and
- at any points of discharge from the drainage ditch to a natural water course (e.g., stream on or off property). This should be accompanied by an upstream reference station if feasible.

Primary or secondary groundwater monitoring for rockpiles is only required if the shallow groundwater system interacts with the rock pile.

Internal monitoring of rock piles is generally required for investigative purposes either in response to active acid generation or for on-going fine-tuning of predictive AMD modelling.

Tailings Management Facilities

Primary surface water quality stations should be located at all points of release to the environment up-flow of the compliance stations. This involves:

- monitoring of embankment seepage waters;
- monitoring water directly released to the environment from the TMF.
  (assuming this is not already a compliance station)
CHAPTER III – SOURCE EVALUATION AND MONITORING

The chemical composition of the slurry (both tailings solids and liquid effluent) should be monitored prior to deposition.

Water pumped from the TMF should be monitored. This includes:

- water pumped from surface ponds or flooded TMFs; and
- water pumped from TMFs with side and bottom drain systems.

**Groundwater** monitoring stations are required if aquifers intersect with the TMF. During the early operational phase groundwater may be a secondary diagnostic component becoming a primary component in the later operational and decommissioning phases.

Piezometers should be installed in any constructed embankments with additional piezometers located near the TMF to monitor seepage and shallow groundwater movement. Geophysical methods may be used to support seepage monitoring.

**Pore water** monitoring (quality and flow) within the tailings should be classified as a secondary diagnostic component:

- if predictive modelling suggests a high AMD potential; and/or
- if significant acid generation has been detected.

Internal **tailings compaction** and **pore pressure** monitoring should be completed during the operational phase and continued into decommissioning until suitable tailings compaction has been achieved.

TMF **investigative monitoring** will focus on verifying and fine-tuning AMD modelling predictions to increase confidence in the long term predictive modelling for decommissioning. Investigative monitoring intensity will increase just prior to and/or immediately after closure (decommissioning baseline) to assess the future potential for AMD production and to identify and establish any long-term control facilities.

**Mineworks**
Primary surface water quality stations should be located at all points of release to the environment up-flow of the compliance stations. This would involve:

- monitoring water directly released to the environment from the mineworks
  Operational Phase:
  - drainage from gravity drains or from mine openings (e.g. adits);
  Decommissioned and Flooded:
  - spillway discharge from pits or surface discharge from underground works.

Water pumped from the TMF should be monitored. This includes:

- from the bottom sump(s) of open pits;
- from various underground sumps (e.g., mine voids);
- from any points of surface discharge (e.g., gravity drains, flooded pit spillways, surface discharge from flooded mine openings);
- from dewatering wells; and
- from flooded works.

In situ water quality of flooded mineworks should also be monitored.

Primary groundwater monitoring stations are required if aquifers intersect with mineworks. During the operational phase:

- a groundwater quality and flow monitoring program should be associated with the dewatering wells; and
- the groundwater flow regime within the perimeter of the dewatering system should be monitored (secondary diagnostic) using piezometers.

After flooding and during the decommissioning phase, groundwater flow monitoring should be maintained and upgraded to a primary monitoring component incorporating water quality analysis. Geophysical methods may be used to support this program.

Short-term investigative monitoring should involve:

- periodic re-assessment of AMD potential for specific mine walls
collection of seepage waters from specific mine walls or sections to confirm predictive AMD assessments and to direct non-acid and acid flows to different sumps to minimize treated water volumes.

Additional investigative monitoring should focus on verifying and fine-tuning AMD model predictions to increase confidence in the long-term predictive decommissioning modelling.

Design Considerations For Source Surface Water Programs

Monitoring untreated drainage or seeps serves as an early warning system identifying whether the buffering plateau of a potential source has been exceeded leading to the commencement of, or an increase in, the release of AMD contaminants.

Potential for AMD Generation

Decisions relating to the interception and treatment of drainage waters should be based on peak concentrations. This requires a minimum of daily sample collection during periods of high AMD release. When AMD generation is of low concern, analyses could be limited to Tier I parameters. Trace metals would be Tier II parameters measured when decreases in pH and/or alkalinity or increases in specific conductivity and/or sulphates are detected. When predictive AMD assessment has identified a source as of moderate to high AMD potential, trace metal(s) should be Tier I parameters. Tier II confirmation of a shift to a higher AMD status should trigger the initiation of a detailed AMD preliminary investigation for what should now be considered an active AMD source.

Confirmed AMD Generation

Confirmation of acid generation should lead to:

• containment and localization of the AMD;
• initiation of a preliminary intensive monitoring program to,
  - confirm seasonal or discharge related dynamics
  - determine peak concentrations and estimate loadings; and
• the design of a long-term monitoring program for the identified source.
Monitoring programs addressing monthly or annual contaminant loadings require the determination of accurate mean contaminant concentrations using a stratified sampling design.

Monitoring programs concerned with potential effects of peak AMD releases to sensitive habitats or organisms require more intensive sampling with continuous monitoring during periods of potential high release.
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CHAPTER IV - RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT MONITORING

The objectives of receiving environment monitoring are two-fold:

1) monitoring contaminant inputs to the environment, and
2) identifying any changes in the biota which can be attributed to the contaminant input.

Monitoring the Abiotic Receiving Environment

Objective 1 requires monitoring of the contaminant concentrations in the abiotic components of the environment which serve as the connecting pathway to biota. Tier I abiotic monitoring components should consist of surface water quality and sediment chemical analyses using Tier I parameters (see Hydrology: ChIV:1.0, Water Quality: ChIV:2.0, Sediment: ChIV:3.0).

The selection of biological components for objective 2 is somewhat more complex. This requires consideration of the site-specific contaminants, the range of biota exposed, and the possible toxicological implications of exposure to specific biota. The following paragraphs should help to clarify objective 2 considerations.

Monitoring the Biotic Receiving Environment

It is generally accepted that the effects of chronic stress are manifested at lower levels of biological organization before there are expressions at the population, community or ecosystem levels. Effects are expressed first at the molecular and biochemical levels as changes in the functioning of enzymes, cell membranes or genetic material. Should the stressor persist, these changes may produce a series of structural and functional responses that may impair integrated processes such as hormonal regulation, metabolism, osmoregulation, and immunological functions. If significant, these effects may alter an organism's rates of growth, reproduction and survival, ultimately resulting in irreversible, negative effects at the population, community and ecosystem levels (Adams 1990). A bewildering range of biological monitoring techniques, operating at various stages along this chain of responses, has been proposed in the literature.

One way of organizing these options is shown in Figure IV:0-1. In this figure, the response chain is spatially distributed along a horizontal continuum representing the time interval between exposure
and a measurable effect at a specific organizational level. The organizational levels of the response chain are vertically ordinated along a continuum representing the significance or likelihood of an effect having a long-term detrimental impact on the ecosystem as a whole. The spatial pattern that arises is one where rapidly responding (seconds to minutes after exposure) sensitive indicators (low levels of organization) have low ecological relevance, while slowly responding (biological generations or years), hence poor early warning indicators, have high ecological significance.

This results in an organizational continuum that is bounded by community and population indices at the top and biochemical indicators at the bottom (Figure IV:0-1). The debate concerning bottom-up or top-down monitoring approaches is based on this spatial distribution of developed and developing biological indices.

*Top-down vs. Bottom-up*

The **bottom-up strategy** monitors for evidence of impacts at the lower organizational levels. Positive results trigger additional investigations to determine whether the measured effects are translating upwards and resulting in effects at the population/community level. The bottom-up strategy uses Tier I monitoring components/parameters (e.g., biochemical measures) that are highly sensitive to perturbations (anthropogenic and natural). As a result they allow for the initiation of remedial action(s) to prevent translation of impacts to higher levels of organization (Figure IV:0-1). However, the sensitivity of this approach is one of its major drawbacks. With the present level of knowledge, it is difficult to separate natural variation from actual mining related impacts. In addition, many of the detected impacts will pose no threat to ecosystem integrity, as they may never be reflected at the higher levels of organization (e.g., population or community) due to the compensatory capabilities of individuals and populations. In operational terms, this approach will increase the number of unnecessary additional monitoring investigations, mitigative projects, and shut-downs.

The **top-down strategy** employs community monitoring techniques as Tier I monitoring components. Evidence of community/population effects results in the initiation of Tier II and III components involving lower levels of organization to confirm the effect, and identify the causal agent(s) (Figure IV: 0-1). This restricts the detection of impacts to those likely to be of high ecological relevance and has the greatest potential to affect ecosystem health significantly. However, top-down monitoring detects impacts only **after** they have operated at the upper levels of organization. Thus, this approach provides limited response time, thereby, increasing the chances of identifying impacts only after significant damage has been done to the ecosystem. In operational terms, this increases the risk of
serious long-term shut-downs, significant regulatory fines, and the institution of restrictive (when the actual causal agent has not yet been identified) environmental regulations to prevent a re-occurrence.

To balance the pros and cons of the two monitoring strategies, it is recommended that AMD monitoring incorporate both top-down and bottom-up components, using organisms which vary in their perceived acceptable levels of risk. For example, an after-the-fact detection of an effect (e.g., species loss) to the fish community would be considered unacceptable; however, this is not necessarily the case for the benthic macroinvertebrate community. The loss of an invertebrate species or assemblage may not result in a significant change in system functioning (BC AMD 1990c), and hence may have little influence on the higher trophic levels. The detection of the impact at the benthic macroinvertebrate community level provides response time for further investigations (Tier II and III) to determine the possible significance of the detected effect on fish populations. Thus, it is recommended that the benthic macroinvertebrate community be used as a Tier I community monitoring component (ChIV:4.2).

Tier I monitoring should also include a fish sentinel species, using monitoring tools operating at the level of the whole organism or lower (ChIV:5.0). This will improve response time for the protection of fish species, and addresses concerns over the difficulties in justifying significant changes in mining operational procedures if evidence of an effect is restricted to algal or invertebrate communities (Moore and Ramamoorthy 1984). In recognition of the failure of fish (vertebrates) to meet a number of the criteria preferred in a sentinel organism, consideration should be given to adopting an additional organism such as bivalves or crayfish (when available) for this purpose. Unfortunately, while a great deal of work has been directed towards the use of invertebrates (bivalves and crustaceans) in marine systems, the use of freshwater invertebrate sentinel species is not as well developed.

In the future, Tier I monitoring programs are likely to involve more tools from the lower organizational levels as our knowledge and techniques are refined and transferred from the laboratory, and/or experimental field trials to routine field monitoring situations. At the present time the majority of the proposed short-term indices are still in the developmental stages. Since much of the work for these indices has been completed on fishes (aside from marine invertebrate work) a brief introduction to these techniques is provided in ChIV:5.2.7.

Tier II and III biotic monitoring components are directed towards confirming the impact detected in Tier I and identifying the causal agent. Hence, the appropriate Tier II or III biotic monitoring responses are dependent on the nature of the impact detected in Tier I. Hence, it is not possible to
state specifically the appropriate Tier II and III components for a generic AMD biotic monitoring program. The range of options for Tier II and III biotic monitoring are briefly outlined in each of the following sections whenever possible.

1.0 HYDROLOGY

The source generation and the transport of AMD and its resultant impacts on the aquatic receiving environment are critically linked to the local hydrologic cycle. The generation of AMD is directly influenced by hydrological inputs which are primarily precipitation (i.e., rain or snow, ChIV:1.4). The resultant contaminant pathways are determined by the local hydrologic regime of both surface water and groundwater.

1.1 Surface Water Hydrology

1.1.1 Pre-operational Hydrologic Requirements

Surface water hydrology is a significant component of the habitat classification process that should be completed during the environmental characterization phase of any mining operation. The requirements for completing the aquatic habitat classification for a mining operation are addressed in TSN 4.3, with details on the specific hydrological components provided in the following sections.

A strong baseline data collection program providing hydrometric data, for both streams and lakes, is critical to design decisions for developing the mining infrastructure and environmental management. Knowledge of the hydrologic regime of streams, including velocity, stage, discharge and the run-off characteristics of particular watersheds, is required to:

- identify periods with the highest potential for AMD flushing;
- maintain effluent dilution ratios;
- determine reservoir size required to maintain dilution ratios during low flows;
- ensure that bed or bank erosion do not result from the additional discharge associated with the effluent release;
- calculate total loading of various chemical parameters to the environment
- support special studies such as contaminant dispersal (plume delineation); and
- assist with the design of required project infrastructure (e.g., culverts and bridges).
An understanding of lake hydrologic parameters such as volumes (present and historical), mean and seasonal outflow discharges, and historical elevations is necessary to:

- calculate flushing rates which have implications to water quality;
- estimate the nature of contaminant dispersal (plume delineation) and residence time in a receiving waterbody;
- assess suitability for sub-aqueous deposition of potential AMD materials; and
- predict possible changes in lake elevation if water is to be removed from or released into a stream.

1.1.1.1 Regional Surface Hydrology

Regional surface hydrologic data are used to investigate cumulative effects of mining operations in large watersheds and to supply long term information to strengthen local short term flow estimates. Frequency curves for regional flood and low flows should be used to develop preliminary estimates of expected flows in a project area and can be modified to reflect more accurately local conditions once site-specific baseline data become available.

Regional hydrologic data should be obtained from streams which drain watersheds that are similar to the specific area of investigation in terms of watershed area, geology, topography, vegetation, and weather patterns. Hydrologic data for specific streams and lake levels in a region can be obtained from the Water Resources Branch of Environment Canada or from private data related to other projects. Most hydrologic data funded by federal, provincial, or territorial governments are found on the Hydat CD-ROM database which is available for use at many university libraries or, alternatively, may be purchased from Environment Canada.

1.1.1.2 Site-specific Hydrological Requirements

Typically, a lack of streamflow information or the limited time-span of existing flow records in a new project area necessitates comprehensive surface hydrology baseline data collection followed by an ongoing monitoring program. The surface hydrological program should be initiated early in the planning stages so that the natural flow regime can be determined prior to any significant development
on the property. The preliminary survey should be designed to provide information critical to the operation of the specific project but, in general, should provide information sufficient to calculate:

- mean discharge for all streams in the study area;
- overall surface water budget of each subwatershed within the project area;
- magnitude and frequency of both high and low flow events for all streams associated with the project;
- flow duration curves for all streams associated with the project;
- water level data for lakes in proximity to mining operations and for several lakes which can be used as controls; and
- mixing zones using mathematical models incorporating predicted plume characteristics and measured hydrological data.

These objectives can be met by:

- The installation of all season continuous stage recorders in streams which are likely to be influenced by mining, milling, dewatering, or waste rock storage. Smaller streams may be monitored with continuous stage recorders during the open water season with occasional instantaneous flow measurements collected during the winter months (if possible).
- The establishment of stage-discharge rating curves at each monitoring location. This requires the installation staff gauges (surveyed to a legal survey monument or an arbitrary benchmark) and completion of an appropriate number (12-20) of cross-sectional instantaneous flow measurements taken over a wide range of flow regimes.
- The installation of staff gauges in any lakes likely to be influenced by dewatering operations or any other water requirements for the mine.

1.1.2 Operational Hydrological Requirements

1.1.2.1 Effluent Discharge

Accurate measurement of effluent discharge is required to determine the quantity of effluent released to the environment. Specific discharge monitoring requirements will be detailed in the operating permit. Selection of effluent flow rate monitoring equipment is beyond the scope of this document but is addressed in some detail in Harsham (1995).
1.1.2.2 Water Quality Stations

The stream discharge should be measured in conjunction with each water sampling period at each sampling station. This discharge may be determined in one of three ways which are listed here in decreasing order of expense:

1) stage recorder located at the station used in conjunction with its rating curve;
2) instantaneous discharge determined using a current meter; or
3) a staff gauge located at the water sampling site used in conjunction with its rating curve.

1.1.2.3 Plume Delineation (Recommended Special Investigation)

It is imperative that designated impact sampling stations, whether water quality or biological, be located within the effluent plume. The modelled plume delineation results should be confirmed during the operational phase when effluent release has commenced. This may be achieved using a conservative constituent of the effluent (e.g. sodium), or preferably, using a tracer dye such as Rhodamine WT. Plume delineation is of special importance if water quality monitoring stations are to be located in large waterbodies, such as lakes with multiple inflows. Under these conditions effluent plumes often exhibit dynamic patterns which shift seasonally due to changes in wind exposure (e.g., ice cover or changes in prevailing winds) and vertically distributed flow patterns (e.g., stratification effects) as illustrated in Figure IV:1.1-1. Plume delineation may not be necessary for small, rapidly mixed waterbodies.

1.1.3 Station Location

The location of flow monitoring stations should be assessed according to the following criteria:

- accessibility during all seasons;
- spatial association with areas of influence such as points of effluent release (AMD or milling), water diversion or withdrawal, or control streams;
- a straight reach of the stream, preferably with a uniform cross-section, where both the channel bed and stream banks are stable;
- if possible, the substrate should consist of small, uniform bed material with no vegetation, debris, or other obstacles to impede flow;
- the entire flow should be confined to a single channel at least three stream widths upstream of the measurement section; and
all other factors being equal, locations immediately downstream of lakes are desirable because relatively warmer water from the lakes may result in channels that have little or no ice cover in winter (i.e., minimal seasonal effect on channel geometry and, therefore, the rating curve).

1.1.4 Selection of Equipment

Current meters and stream stage recorders are commercially available in several designs suitable for instantaneous measurements and water level recording. Table IV:1.1-1 summarizes the pros and cons of a number of the commercially available options. Additional information is provided in the accompanying TSN 7.1. Stage recording during the open water season can be accomplished with all designs, but the float and counterweight style cannot be used in the winter months as ice prevents movement of the float. Stage recorders which employ a pressure transducer and data logger system can operate all year and are currently being used at many locations. Other systems using new technology such as acoustics are also being employed with good results in some situations.

1.2 Groundwater Hydrology Requirements

Information on the subsurface hydrology of a region is required in order to characterize the quantities, quality and movement of groundwater for the pre-operational, operational, and decommissioning stages of a mine operation.

1.2.1 Pre-operational Hydrologic Requirements

A baseline data collection program provides groundwater hydrology data that is important for both the planning of mine infrastructure and the establishment of a groundwater monitoring program. An understanding of the local groundwater regime, including delineation of the piezometric surface and the determination of both direction and approximate rate of flow, is required to:

- indicate and quantify potential groundwater inflows to underground mineworkings and open pits;
- identify areas on the property where groundwater may be very close to the ground surface and thus more prone to AMD effects;
- identify areas on the property where groundwater flow is artesian or could be artesian and thus would contribute to surface flow and AMD considerations associated with surface flow;
- identify significant groundwater recharge areas (if any) on the property upon which the placement of PAG rock should be avoided (e.g., PAG ore stockpiles, PAG waste rock);
- permit the modelling of groundwater contaminant plumes should AMD influence groundwater;
- identify areas where natural ARD occurs: and
• contribute to the data required for the design of project infrastructure (e.g., mine dewatering facilities, tailings disposal facilities).

1.2.1.1 Regional Groundwater Hydrology

The analysis of regional groundwater data is used as a preliminary step in the baseline data collection program. Potential sources of data include exploration/deposit delineation drill cores and logs, geologic maps, and data from other projects in the area. The acquisition and analysis of regional data may provide a groundwater geologist with information on:

• the nature of regional geologic formations;
• the pattern of regional groundwater flow;
• the approximate depths at which groundwater may be encountered;
• the type of geologic materials through which wells may have to be drilled;
• background geochemical concentrations; and
• preliminary approximations of hydraulic conductivity and rates of groundwater flow.

1.2.1.2 Site-specific Groundwater Hydrological Requirements

Detailed information is required about the nature of groundwater hydrology especially in the immediate vicinity of the proposed development. These data will be of value for AMD groundwater monitoring, dewatering and waste management operations. The collection of groundwater data should commence early in the mine planning stage so that baseline conditions can be established before the hydrologic regime is influenced by mining operations (e.g., dewatering operations). A carefully planned groundwater hydrology baseline program will minimize possible duplication, and additional unnecessary cost, of the data needed for AMD and the data required for the planning of mining operations. With reference to AMD, data collection should concentrate on shallow groundwater which is more likely to be influenced by AMD than deep groundwater. Site-specific baseline data should identify:

• the piezometric surface (or water level map) of each groundwater zone;
• the hydraulic conductivity of each zone;
• the direction and rate of flow of groundwater in each zone;
• nonpermeable geologic strata that may be considered natural barriers to groundwater movement (e.g., fine grained clays);
• significant groundwater recharge areas on the property that should be avoided in the planning of infrastructure (e.g., location of waste rock piles, roads, ore stockpiles); and
• regions where groundwater flow is artesian and may contribute to surface hydrology AMD considerations.

These objectives may be met by:

• drilling monitoring wells at locations and depths that are appropriate for the geology of the area;
• establishing the piezometric surface and the direction of flow by measuring the water level in the wells;
• calculating the hydraulic conductivity (via bail or pumping tests) so that the rate of flow may be estimated; and
• using geophysical techniques such as piezo-cone penetration testing (TSN 8.5) and electromagnetic surveys (TSN 8.1-8.4).

Additional information is available on these techniques in the groundwater TSN 14.3.

1.2.2 Operational and Decommissioning Requirements

During the operational and decommissioning phases groundwater hydrological monitoring primarily consists of source monitoring as outlined in ChIII2.0. The water levels for the well network should be measured at regular intervals and before any sampling for water quality (ChIV2.2.2.4). The routine monitoring network would benefit from periodic screening along potential groundwater flowpaths using geophysical techniques (TSN 8.0). For information on monitoring groundwater quality, see ChIV2.2.2.
1.3 Section Summary

**Surface Water Hydrology**

**Regional Requirements**

Regional surface hydrologic data are used to investigate cumulative effects of mining operations in large watersheds and to supply long-term information to strengthen local short-term flow estimates. Frequency curves for regional flood and low flows should be used to develop preliminary estimates of expected flows in a project area and can be modified to reflect more accurately local conditions once site-specific baseline data become available.

**Site-Specific Pre-operational Requirements**

The preliminary survey provides information critical to the operation of the specific project. This commonly requires a surface water budget of each subwatershed within the project area and the calculation of mean discharge for streams in the study area. The magnitude and frequency of both high and low flow events and flow duration curves should be determined for all streams directly associated with the project. Water level data are required for lakes in proximity to mining operations and for several lakes which can be used as controls. By incorporating these hydrological measurements with predicted plume characteristics mixing zones can be mathematically modelled.

**Operational Requirements**

Accurate measurements of end-of-pipe effluent discharge are required to determine the quantity of contaminants released in the effluent to the environment. Discharge should also be measured at each water sampling station for every sampling interval.

Once effluent release has commenced the modelled plume delineation results should be empirically confirmed. Plume delineation is of special importance if water quality monitoring stations are to be located in large waterbodies, such as lakes with multiple inflows.

**Groundwater Hydrology**

Information on the subsurface hydrology of a region is required to characterize the quantities, quality, and movement of groundwater for the pre-operational, operational, and decommissioning stages of a mine operation.
Regional Pre-operational Requirements

The analysis of regional information is used as a preliminary step in the baseline data collection program. Information requirements include the nature of regional geologic formations, the depth, flow patterns, preliminary rates of hydraulic conductivity, background geochemical concentrations for the regional groundwater systems, and the type of geological material through which wells may have to be drilled.

Site-Specific Requirements

Detailed site-specific groundwater hydrology is required to assist in designing dewatering and waste management plans, and the AMD groundwater monitoring program. For AMD purposes, data collection should concentrate on shallow groundwater systems which are more likely to be influenced by AMD than deep groundwater. Site-specific baseline data should identify:

- the piezometric surface (or water level map) of each groundwater zone;
- the hydraulic conductivity of each zone;
- the direction and rate of flow of groundwater in each zone;
- nonpermeable geologic strata that may be considered natural barriers to groundwater movement (e.g., fine grained clays);
- significant groundwater recharge areas on the property that should be avoided in the planning of infrastructure (e.g., location of waste rock piles, roads, ore stockpiles); and
- regions where groundwater flow is artesian and may contribute to surface hydrology AMD considerations.

Operational Requirements

During the operational and decommissioning phases groundwater hydrological monitoring is incorporated into the source monitoring as outlined in ChIII2.0. The routine monitoring network would also benefit from periodic geophysical screening of potential groundwater flowpaths.
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2.0 WATER QUALITY MONITORING

The core component of any AMD monitoring programme is the water quality component. Water monitoring may be compartmentalized into two basic classifications:

1) surface waters (ChIV:2.1), both flowing and standing; and

2) subsurface water (ChIV:2.2).

General characteristics of these two water compartments, and concerns specific to monitoring AMD in these systems are provided in the subsections to follow.
2.1 Surface Water Quality

Monitoring of surface water quality for AMD purposes can be subdivided into Source monitoring and Receiving Environment monitoring. Monitoring considerations specific to Source monitoring were addressed in ChIII:2.0 with the reader directed to the pertinent portions in this section which are applicable to both source and receiving environment monitoring.

2.1.1 Lakes

Lakes generally buffer and dampen seasonal contaminant inputs through dilution, and possess a number of seasonal physical, chemical, and biological characteristics which are strongly influenced by the thermal characteristics of water. These factors must be considered when sampling in lakes and are briefly discussed below.

In response to seasonal temperature change, lakes in temperate climates often undergo an annual cycle of stratification and destratification. Stable stratification usually occurs in waterbodies with depths greater than 10 m (Wetzel 1983). During the warm weather months lakes absorb energy from the sun and air, resulting in increasing water temperatures. During cold weather periods the lake loses heat energy to the air resulting in a net decrease in water temperatures. Since water density is influenced by temperature, seasonal stratification occurs when warm, less dense waters near the surface (epilimnion) overlie colder, denser waters (hypolimnion). These two layers are separated by a layer in which in which the temperature decreases rapidly with depth (metalimnion) (Figure IV:2.1-1a,b). The metalimnion acts as a barrier to mixing between the epilimnion and the hypolimnion. This thermal stratification may be associated with dissolved oxygen and chemical stratification, which has significant implications for contaminant and natural background water quality.

Stratification may break down at certain times of the year resulting in the mixing of waters from the epilimnion and hypolimnion. Spring turnover occurs when the surface water warms and becomes denser (maximum density of water is near 4°C) moving downward through the water column displacing the lighter, cooler waters below. Autumn turnover occurs as warm water in the epilimnion cools to reach maximum density and sinks in a similar manner as during the spring turnover. Winds aid turnover events during both spring and fall. During these turnover events the waters of the lake mix and the concentrations of chemical constituents become more uniform throughout the water column.
In shallow lakes, wind energy and low water residence times tend to prevent stratification, though stratification may occur during sunny, warm, calm weather.

In both shallow and deep lakes, stratification can occur if inflow waters differ significantly in temperature from the resident waters. Cold water inflows from tributaries or underground aquifers may flow along the bottom of the lake and warm water effluent inputs may also stratify for a period.

2.1.2 Rivers and Streams

Lotic systems are flowing bodies of water which tend to exhibit fluctuations in discharge and water quality in response to short-term seasonal variations in precipitation inputs (i.e., rainfall and snow-melt). The seasonal influences on discharge are evident in the annual hydrographs shown in Figures II:1.4-1 and II:1.4-2 for a coastal mine and an inland mine, respectively. This seasonal pattern is reflected in increases or decreases in AMD flushing and dilution rates. As discussed in ChII:1.4, flushing events after periods of AMD accumulation at the source initially result in increased concentrations of AMD associated contaminants in the receiving waters. This may soon be masked due to the dilution of AMD contaminants with additional run-off from the sub-basin and the hysterisis effect.

Seasonal patterns are associated with other chemical and physical characteristics which may influence environmental impacts associated with AMD. For example, seasonal patterns in alkalinity result in periods of limited acid buffering capacity for streams. Seasonal periods of low flow which may correspond with periods of low oxygen concentration (e.g., high summer temperatures with low precipitation) can result in marginal dilution of contaminants during a period already stressful to many organisms. Such background water quality patterns need to be understood to predict periods of maximum AMD sensitivity to minimize contaminant effects in the receiving environment.

2.1.3 Environmental Characterization

The objective is to gain a general characterization of the water quality and limnological characteristics of potential impact and reference waterbodies. This information will be used to identify potential control/reference and receiving environment monitoring stations for upstream and downstream waterbodies, which will be resampled during the completion of the intensive baseline study.
2.1.3.1 Lakes

**Limnological Data**

The following are recommended minimum requirements for lakes which may be influenced by the mining operation, as well as for one or more potential reference lakes. It is advisable to complete these procedures for all minesites independent of their AMD potential.

- complete **temperature** profiles to determine the seasonal thermal stratification pattern for the lakes;
  - identify to what extent thermal stratification occurs in the winter or summer and whether spring and autumn turnover (mixing) occurs;
- determine the **dissolved oxygen**, **conductivity**, and **pH** profiles which accompany the temperature profiles; and
- determine **Secchi disk** transparency
  - roughly identifies the depth at which light penetration is approximately 10% of that at the water surface.

The limnological information can be determined using field meters. Data for vertical profiles should be collected every 0.5 m for shallow water bodies (e.g. ≤ 3 m) and every 1 m for deeper waterbodies (≥ 3 m). This limnological data should also be collected in support of all additional aquatic ecological investigations (e.g., sediment, benthic macroinvertebrate, etc.).

**Water Chemistry**

Seasonal water chemistry should also be collected. Stratified waterbodies should be vertically sampled. Usually a minimum of five vertical sampling points are recommended:

1) surface;
2) immediately above the thermocline;
3) immediately below the thermocline;
4) mid-hypolimnion; and
5) 0.5 to 1 m above the sediment-water interface (IHD-WHO 1978).
If budget restrictions are a concern, this may be decreased to three samples, one from each of the epilimnion, metalimnion and the hypolimnion.

During this environmental characterization phase a broad range of water chemistry parameters should be determined. These would consist of:

**Buffering Capacity**
- acidity
- alkalinity

**Physical Properties**
- total dissolved solids (TDS)
- total suspended solids (TSS)

**Major Ions**
- bicarbonates
- chlorides
- sulphates
- calcium
- magnesium
- sodium
- total hardness

**Nutrients**
- organic carbon
- nitrogen (ammonia, nitrite, nitrate)
- phosphorous (total and organic)

**Metals**
- ICAP Scan

**Site/Process Specific Parameters**
- e.g. radionuclides

At this stage the metals can be analyzed using a standard ICAP scan. This will serve to identify those metals which will require analytical methods with lower detection limits during completion of the intensive baseline. Table IV:2.1-1 lists detection limits, for various methods, for trace elements in water.

### 2.1.3.2 Rivers and Streams

A similar general water quality program should be completed for the major rivers or streams entering and leaving the area of the proposed mine site.

- Complete limnological profiles in systems $\geq 1$ m deep using profile rules as for lakes. In shallow streams use mid-depth measurements.
- Collect a seasonal water chemistry sample upstream and downstream of any river or stream which may receives drainage or point source releases from the mining project.
- collect samples from mid-depth of the main channel or;
- collect vertically stratified samples if limnological profiles exhibit stratification.

2.1.3.3 Investigating Background ARD

In addition to the above generic water quality characterization program, an ARD water quality investigation should be completed for the streams and rivers in the region. A specific investigation for natural ARD is not recommended for lakes as ARD inputs tend to be difficult to detect due to dilution. The objective is to document the watersheds’ background concentration of ARD contaminants from sources other than the proposed mine. Weathering of natural sulphide-bearing outcrops, or materials exposed by rock slides or road building can produce ARD contaminants. Background AMD contaminants can also be present from other operational or abandoned mines in the same watershed. Without an appropriate pre-operational baseline it is not possible to separate these sources from possible future inputs from the proposed mine.

Determination of background ARD/AMD will require a short-term investigation during the predicted peak acid release period(s) to the environment. The following points should be considered:

- determine potential peak release periods from the regional hydrologic data (ChIV:1.1);
- sample all major rivers and streams associated with the project;
- sample smaller tributaries based on regional surface geology to define source areas - e.g., tributaries associated with surface run-off from sulphide bearing outcrops or anthropogenically exposed (e.g., forestry roads, other mines) sulphide deposits; and
- sample a minimum of weekly during the predicted peak period.

The standard Tier I water quality parameters of pH, acidity, alkalinity, specific conductance, and sulphates should be determined. An ICAP trace metal scan or analyses for specific metals based on the surface geology may be included. The decision to analyze for trace metals or additional site-specific parameters may be restricted to those sites showing evidence of possible acid drainage based on the Tier I parameter results.

Should there be evidence of acidic streams influenced by ARD, the local surface geology should be mapped in relation to stream water quality, and the significant ARD contributors identified. At this point care should be taken to identify possible AMD contributions from exploration activities. An example is provided in Figure IV:2.1-2, of the MacMillan Pass in east-central Yukon, where acidic
streams with elevated metal concentrations were found to be associated with specific sulphide-bearing outcrops (Kwong and Whitley 1992) more common to the east side of the MacMillan River. The predominant outcrops on the west side possessed greater buffering capacity which neutralized ARD. Such information collected during the pre-operational phase supports waste management decisions (ChII:2.2.1.3 and III:1.1.1), which, in this example, would involve locating potential AMD sources (e.g., mills, piles, etc.) on the west side of the river to take advantage of the natural buffering capacities (Kwong and Whitley 1992; MEND 1.32.1 1993).

2.1.4 Development of Operational Monitoring Program

Water quality monitoring programs for the receiving environment are subdivided into three program types:

1) Trend Monitoring;
2) Monitoring Total Loadings to Lakes; and
3) Monitoring of Sensitive Habitat/Species.

2.1.4.1 Trend Monitoring Programs

In the mining industry trend monitoring is the traditional and most common form of water quality monitoring used in the receiving environment. Monitoring programs designed for trend analysis are not suitable for early detection of AMD associated impacts, though they can provide evidence of long-term trends when an extensive database has accumulated (e.g. ≥ 10 years). Hence, trend monitoring systems are valuable during the decommissioning phase. Water quality trend monitoring is usually a monitoring component completed at mine sites independent of the AMD potential of the mine. The standard protocols involve the collection of single samples using fixed sampling intervals.

Station Locations

Receiving environment monitoring programs should always be developed using a BACI experimental design and whenever possible a multi-control design. Specific station locations should be determined as follows:

* Identify potential contaminant pathways for possible point source (e.g. treated AMD facility) and non-point source (e.g. surface or overland drainage) AMD. Extend Source pathways (ChIII:2.0)
to the receiving environment incorporating any sensitive or valued habitats identified during the biotic environmental characterization study.

- Control/reference stations should be located upstream of the identified potential contaminant inflow points.
- The first potentially influenced receiving environment station (near field) is located at the point where complete mixing of the source discharge with the receiving flows (based on best estimate or preliminary plume modelling) is predicted.
- A final downstream station should be located beyond the predicted point of potential environmental effects (far field).
- Additional stations are required between the near and far field stations if:
  - a sensitive habitat is identified (e.g., fish spawning habitat, see ChIV7.1.4.3); and
  - there is the possibility of additional contaminant influx from other anthropogenic activities in the watershed.

The appropriate placement of these stations in fully mixed zones (effluent and natural waters) should be confirmed as soon as effluent or contaminant release has commenced. This is required if unreplicated, single samples are to be justified in the sampling program. This can be accomplished by completing a tracer dye plume investigation or by collecting replicated samples laterally along a cross-section of the sampling station. These data will identify the within-station variance and hence an error estimate for the reliability of single samples. If a station is found to be incompletely mixed, the number of replicate samples required to adequately represent the mean at the station can be determined using power analysis, or the station may be relocated.

Lakes are not ideally suited for trend monitoring due to the potentially high seasonal variability of effluent plume locations (e.g., Figure IV:1.1-1). Investigations on total contaminant loadings (see ChIV2.1.4.2) are often more accurate and cost efficient compared to the expense associated with the number of stations (vertically and laterally) required to accurately reflect water quality within a lake. If lakes are to be incorporated in the trend monitoring program the sampling station should be located in the deepest point of the lake to support any sediment monitoring program (ChIV3.3.1). In large lakes additional stations should be located at the inflow(s) and outflow(s) of the lake.

Vertical subsampling may be required due to natural seasonal stratification events and incomplete vertical plume mixing. If limnological profiles exhibit stratification, then vertical subsampling of the water column at a station should be completed using the protocol described in ChIV2.1.3.1. In most cases the conductivity profile should serve to identify whether complete vertical mixing of treated
effluents is occurring, and hence, identify whether vertical sampling is required. To confirm this a short term investigative program (e.g. one full sample season) consisting of vertically stratified sampling with replications within each vertical stratum should be considered once the release of effluents has commenced.

**Sampling Frequency and Parameters**

- Collect the water samples on a monthly basis, budget permitting. Quarterly sampling, timed to incorporate turnover events in the drainage, may be considered.
- The parameter list need not be as detailed as the environmental characterization list. Water quality parameters of interest will be site- and ore-type specific and must at a minimum incorporate those required by the site’s regulatory body.
- If long-term trend monitoring of AMD components is also an objective of the program then the following parameters should be incorporated if not already in the parameter list:
  - pH
  - sulphate
  - total dissolved solids / conductivity
  - redox potential
  - acidity
  - discharge
  - alkalinity
  - temperature
  - metals of concern identified in the predictive AMD assessment
- Parameters found to be below detection limits in the environmental characterization studies should be reviewed to determine whether more sensitive analytical tests are required.

**Intensive Baseline for Trend Monitoring**

The purpose of the water quality intensive baseline is to provide the temporal control data for future trend analysis.

- Locate stations at the same sites as selected for the future monitoring program.
- Locate additional stations if there is the possibility of project design changes relating to points of release.
- The parameter list should be broader than that required for the operational monitoring program. Parameters should include those listed for the environmental characterization and the above mentioned AMD monitoring parameters.
• Determine suitable analytical detection levels. If a test’s detection level is near potential risk levels, e.g., the concentrations recommended by the Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life (1987), then more sensitive analytical techniques should be considered.

**Operational Trend Monitoring**

The operational monitoring program should be executed as designed, incorporating any fine-tuning identified after completion of the intensive baseline. The first year of the operating program may require additional sampling (e.g., vertical and/or horizontal) to confirm mixing.

**2.1.4.2 Large Waterbodies and Loadings**

As mentioned earlier in this section, lakes can be poor water-quality monitoring stations due to the dynamics relating to plume positioning in both the horizontal (e.g., wind, currents) and vertical (e.g., stratification) planes. Since lakes tend to act as sinks for contaminants, the most productive approach to lake monitoring is likely to involve monitoring water-quality contaminant loads into and discharged out of a lake in order to determine the contaminant load retained in the physical (e.g., sediments) and biological (e.g., benthic macroinvertebrates, fish) sinks of the lake. To improve the cost efficiency of such a program, parameter selection should involve a restricted list (one to two items) of identified contaminant(s) of concern. At the same time there should be analyses to determine the biologically active and inactive composition of the contaminants in the discharge and the various sinks.

Such an approach would require a water quality program designed to monitor mean inflow and outflow concentrations as described in ChIII:2.5.2.2. Hence, due to budget constraints it would likely only be cost effective for near field lakes recognised as at moderate to high risk from AMD. The water-quality program would subsequently be supported by monitoring programs of the physical (e.g., sediments) and biological (e.g., macroinvertebrates, fish) sinks within the lake. These sinks would be monitored as detailed in the following sections.

For example, assume AMD drainage containing elevated copper concentrations discharges into a lake. Water quality stations would be established at the inflow and outflow to determine annual mean copper loadings (total and dissolved), incorporating a stratified sample design (ChIII:2.5.2.2). The dominant physical and biological sinks would also be monitored (ChIV:3.0 - 6.0). Such a program would provide an annual copper budget for the lake, with information on the accumulation of copper
in the lake as a whole, the compartmentalization of this copper within the sub-components (physical and biological) of the lake, and the proportion which was bioavailable. Risk management decisions can be made based on the evidence of contaminant movement or storage between abiotic and biotic compartments.

2.1.4.3 Monitoring for Sensitive Habitats/Species

If sensitive habitats and/or species (hereafter referred to as habitats) were identified by the environmental characterization, and alternative mining options (e.g. different effluent release points, etc.) were not feasible, then a water quality monitoring program may be developed specifically for that habitat. Alternatively, the unforeseen development of an AMD discharge into a sensitive habitat may require specific monitoring or compliance requirements. Such a scenario is present at the Mt. Washington AMD site where copper contaminated AMD drains into salmon spawning and rearing habitat (BC Environment 1995).

Once again, the type of monitoring program required would depend on the degree of concern and whether peak or mean contaminant concentrations were of interest (see ChIII:2.5.1.2). These monitoring programs should also have a restricted parameter list based on identification of the AMD trace metal of most concern and incorporating total and dissolved concentrations.

If the sensitive organism(s) is exposed or present at that site for only a specific short time interval, such as fish eggs deposited at a site which is not a rearing habitat, then monitoring of peak concentrations during this short time interval would likely be the most cost efficient design. Should the site also be rearing habitat for fry and fingerlings, then peak monitoring for this extended time period may not be cost effective. This situation may be best monitored using a stratified monitoring design to determine mean concentrations. The mean concentrations could be statistically analyzed across years to determine whether the sensitive habitat was being exposed to stable or increasing AMD concentrations, and thereby provide managers with suitable response time to alleviate potential fisheries concerns which can have important regulatory ramifications.

An example of water-quality objectives designed for the protection of fish spawning and rearing activities was proposed in 1995 for the Tsolum River receiving AMD from the Mount Washington 10

\[^{10}\] Cost effectiveness would have to be assessed relative to the potential risk associated with the specific AMD concern. If AMD concern was HIGH peak monitoring may be justified.
Mine in British Columbia. This water quality objective recognizes the seasonality of AMD, proposing that weekly sampling be completed between 15 April to 30 June and 15 September to 30 November, respectively, with an objective of 0.007 mg/L (30 day average) for copper with a maximum concentration of 0.011 mg/L (BC Environment 1995).

An operator of an active mine facing such a water quality requirement should consider establishing an upstream diagnostic station to provide an early warning of potential compliance difficulties. This would require a monitoring program designed to track peak contaminant concentrations as proposed in ChIII:2.5.2.2.

2.1.5 Decommissioning Monitoring

A pre-decommissioning baseline program should be completed in the receiving environment which would be similar to the pre-operational baseline discussed in ChIV:2.1.3. The water quality monitoring program during the decommissioning phase should involve the continuation (possibly scaled down) of the operational trend monitoring program. This program will now be of more value due to the accumulation of data over the operational period of the mine.

Additional monitoring requirements will depend on a risk assessment completed using the results of the long-term AMD modelling for the potential sources and control structures. The continuation of a scaled down version of the operational monitoring program in the receiving environment, in combination with the source decommissioning water-quality program, should meet the environmental requirements for most mine sites. However, contingency plans should be in place to initiate receiving environment investigations in response to evidence of increased AMD concerns arising from the source monitoring programs. The pre-decommissioning baseline should be designed to support these contingency plans.
2.1.6 Sampling Equipment and Protocols

Water sampling equipment for the receiving environment generally consists of simple hand grab samples (TSN 14.1). Hand grab samples should be collected using the following procedures:

- Determine standard limnological measurements *in situ*.
  - field pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, and temperature
- Use correct sample container (Table IV:2.1-2).
- Always approach sampling sites by facing and moving upstream. This prevents contamination due to disturbance of the water column or from resuspension of sediments into the water column.
- Rinse sample jars two to three times with the water to be sampled.
- Surface samples should be collected at least 0.5 m below the surface or above the sediment to prevent collection of floating solids.
- Samples should be preserved and stored in the manner appropriate for the parameter to be measured (Table IV:2.1-2).

Samples from depth are most commonly sampled using a grab sampler triggered shut by a messenger, such as Van Dorn or Kemmerer samplers. Another option is a pump sampler, which pumps water up from the desired sample depth.

2.1.7 Quality Assurance and Quality Control

The standard generic QA/QC procedures outlined in ChII:2.6.1 should be followed. Samples should be clearly labelled as WATER samples and identified as filtered or unfiltered. Additional labelling should include:

- site and sample identification;
- date and time of collection;
- preservative if any; and
- identification of sampler or sample team.

Additional documentation which should be provided with the field notes is shown in Table IV:2.1-3. For additional discussions on field QA/QC protocols, see BC AMD (1992). The use of Quality Assurance samples, as detailed in (Table II:2.6-1) will depend on the perceived sensitivity of the
monitoring program to sampling and analytical errors or biases. The appropriate quality control procedures for the compliance program will be dictated in the permit. An example of an action flow chart is provided in Figure IV:2.1-3, showing the steps to be initiated if there is evidence of anomalous water quality results.

2.2 Subsurface Water

Subsurface water has been discussed previously in this document, with ChIII:2.0 addressing basic source monitoring concerns and ChIV:1.2 detailing groundwater hydrological considerations. This section focuses on sampling protocols and considerations for subsurface water quality investigations.

2.2.1 Subsurface Water and AMD

In temperate regions of the world subsurface water constitutes the largest source of storage for the hydrologic cycle. The regolith, the loose and discontinuous blanket of decayed rock debris overlying solid bedrock, can act as a storage medium for water or can transmit water vertically or horizontally to bedrock storage sites (Driscoll 1989). Water which has infiltrated the regolith is often classified into one of two simplified zones: the vadose zone or the phreatic zone (Figure IV:2.2-1). The vadose zone is bounded by the soil-atmosphere interface and the groundwater table and may be further subdivided into three layers:
1) the upper soil water;
2) the intermediate vadose zone; and
3) the capillary fringe.

The phreatic zone is sometimes incorrectly referred to as the zone of saturation. A more accurate definition defines the phreatic zone as the zone containing water that freely enters wells under both confined and unconfined conditions. For the purposes of this document, water in this zone is referred to as groundwater.

The lower boundary of the groundwater zone is marked by a transition zone consisting of water in unconnected pores which cannot flow to wells. Below this zone, water is chemically combined in the rock forming minerals (Driscoll 1989).

---

11 This is a misleading definition in fine grained sediments since the lower layer of the capillary fringe may also be saturated (Driscoll 1989).
Contamination of groundwater with AMD is greatly influenced by the length of the pathway and the neutralization potential of the matrices surrounding the pathway. However, unless AMD directly enters the groundwater, as can occur in flooded mine workings, contaminated water will flow through and be influenced by the vadose zone. In addition, groundwater movement is extremely slow relative to surface flow allowing plenty of time for contaminated groundwater to be influenced by the surrounding geochemistry. As a result groundwater presents a long, slow AMD pathway which often acts to neutralize acid mine drainage.

2.2.2 Groundwater Monitoring

2.2.2.1 Environmental Characterization

In addition to the groundwater hydrological requirements discussed in ChIV:1.2, the pre-operational groundwater quality should be determined. Potential groundwater contaminant pathways should be developed to anticipate the design options that may be included in the final mine plan. At a minimum, pre-operational groundwater quality should be determined up-gradient and down-gradient for each groundwater stratum with the potential to be influenced by the mining operation. The groundwater investigative network developed to meet mine design and engineering requirements (e.g., dewatering plans) will likely already meet the needs of the groundwater quality requirements at this stage of the project (ChII:1.2.1).

The recommended US EPA (1991b) parameter list for the pre-operational stage is shown below:

- standard groundwater chemical parameters
  - pH, specific conductance, TOC, TOX, alkalinity, TDS, Eh, Cl⁻, NO₃⁻, SO₄⁻²⁻, PO₄³⁻, SiO₂, Na⁺, K⁺, Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, NH₄⁺, Fe, Mn;
- additional potential impact assessment parameters
  - B, Zn, Cd, Cu, Pb, Cr, Ni, Ag, Hg, As, Sb, Se, Be;
- additional site-specific parameters not mentioned above; and
- water-quality hydrologic parameters
  (See ChIV:1.2 for complete hydrologic requirements.)
  - water level, hydraulic conductivity.

These are recommended as baseline parameters when the specific potential contaminants are not defined; e.g., when there is the potential of both organic and metal contamination. The organic
components may be dropped if the operator is convinced that AMD is the only potential contaminant and that contamination from organic compounds (e.g., sewage, organophosphates, solvents, etc.) is unlikely. The conservative design would measure all of the parameters for the baseline and then refine the operational parameter list.

2.2.2.2 Monitoring Program Development

Well Locations

The groundwater monitoring program consists of Source and Receiving environment monitoring. Due to the slow movement rates (relative to surface waters) groundwater monitoring tends to be concentrated near to or within the source (ChIII:2.0). If the potential AMD sources are limited and the contaminant pathways well defined, then the minimum receiving environment requirement of an up-gradient (control) and one down-gradient (potential impact) well per station is often adequate. This assumes that adequate source and near source monitoring networks have been established. Additional wells may be added to the receiving environment network should the source and near source wells indicate AMD migration. If there are a number of potential contaminant sources, then the well network should be designed to be able to identify between the potential sources. Site-specific concerns due to short contaminant pathways, such as a groundwater system in close proximity to surface flows, would require a denser monitoring network and possibly vadose zone monitoring (ChIV:2.2.3).

Preliminary Investigation / Intensive Baseline

Once all of the wells for the monitoring program have been located and drilled (ChIV:2.2.2.2), an intensive baseline monitoring program should be completed. Upon completion of the environmental characterization and the intensive baseline, the chemical and hydrogeologic characteristics of the property and each well (ChIV:1.2.1.1) should be understood (e.g., spatial distribution, hydraulic conductivity, etc.). This can be achieved by selecting from the various procedures discussed in the groundwater TSN (14.3). The intensive baseline program should involve:

- collecting water samples from each water quality station on a monthly basis for one year;
- completing an investigation to identify the instantaneous variation by collecting three to five replicates at each station for a minimum of one sampling event;
• determining the required replication for operational monitoring program by completing a power analysis on these data; and
• collecting samples should be collected using the procedures discussed in ChIV:2.2.2.3. The same parameter list as detailed for the environmental characterization (ChIV:2.2.2.1) should be used.

The data from this intensive baseline should provide the information needed to develop the operational monitoring program.

**Operational Monitoring Program**

The groundwater flow rates and water quality data from the preliminary survey should be investigated for any evidence of seasonal patterns and correlations with surface water discharges.

• Sampling frequency for the monitoring program should be based on the degree of autocorrelation in the data set from the preliminary survey. Groundwater tends to exhibit a high level of autocorrelation; hence, sampling intervals can likely be separated by a number of months.
• The parameter list for the operational program should be reduced to the standard hydrologic characteristics, Tier I AMD indicators for water quality and to the site-specific parameters as determined in the risk assessment modelling. Due to the lower sampling frequency, it may be cost effective to also measure Tier II AMD parameters each sampling event.

**2.2.2.3 Monitoring Well Design Considerations**

The construction of wells (e.g., diameter, screen type, casing material) is site-specific and should be determined by a hydrogeologist. The appropriate drilling method is dependent on the subsurface characteristics and the required depth. The various drilling options are shown in Table IV:2.2-1.

There are two general types of groundwater samplers, single or standpipe wells, well clusters, and multiple port piezometers, which are both shown in Figure IV:2.2-2 and described further in the groundwater (TSN 14.3) Care must be taken when drilling and constructing the well as these processes can themselves impact on the water-quality. Proper well development is essential if a well is to be used for water quality purposes. The use of improper materials in well construction may result in inaccuracies in baseline chemical analyses of the groundwater or in wells that are unacceptable for operational monitoring purposes (See TSN 14.3.3 for well design).
2.2.2.4 Basic Well Sampling Protocols

An outline of a generalized groundwater sampling protocol is shown in Table IV:2.2-2, with Figure IV:2.2-3 providing additional supportive information. The protocols will be briefly addressed.

Water Level Measurements

Prior to purging or sample collection, the water level in the well should be determined. This serves a number of purposes:

- to estimate purging requirements;
- low levels may indicate the influence of the cone of depression of production wells;
- increased water levels may indicate recharge events; and
- historical well levels may be used to identify seasonal patterns.

The water level may be determined in one of three ways depending on the depth of the well, level of accuracy required, and the expenditures allocated to this component:

1) steel measuring tape;  
2) electric drop line; and  
3) pressure transducer/digital data logger.

The advantages and disadvantages of each method are summarized in Table IV:2.2-3.

Purging

Purging of the well insures that the water samples reflect the present water quality in the strata and not in the well shaft. The purging volume should be calculated based on the hydraulic characteristics of the well. However, it is recommended that this estimate not be used for the actual purging. The most accurate means of purging a well is to continue the purging process until the well-purging parameters (pH, conductivity, temperature, redox) stabilize. Should the actual and predicted purging volume greatly differ, then a number of possible causes should be explored (U.S. EPA 1991b):

- the well may have been sampling the outer margin of a contaminant plume at the beginning of the purging process and have drawn in uncontaminated water from outside the plume by purging;
the hydraulic properties of the well may have changed indicating a need for well rehabilitation or maintenance;
• the device used for determining the purging parameters may need servicing; and/or
• the water in the well shaft may have been contaminated by the addition of clean water or a contaminate in order to bias the results.

Sample Collection and Handling

A simple review of the pros and cons of a wide range of monitoring well-sampling equipment is provided in Table IV:2.2-4. The selection of a sampling pump is primarily based on a trade-off between the ability to rapidly purge the well of stagnant water (e.g., L/min) and also collect samples at low flow rates (e.g., 100 ml/min) in order to minimize turbulence and degassing (U.S. EPA 1991b).

The collection of the water-quality samples may commence when the well parameters have stabilized over two successive well volumes (U.S. EPA 1991b). The order in which samples are collected is dependent on the sensitivity of the parameter to the required handling process. The flow chart in Figure IV:2.2-3 describes the recommended sampling priorities for a broad range of monitoring parameters. If the well is solely for monitoring AMD constituents, then the organic parameters in the figure are not relevant.

Preservation techniques and recommended holding times are similar to those outlined in Table IV:2.1-1.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control

The standard generic QA/QC procedures outlined in ChII:2.6.1 should be followed. Samples should be clearly labelled as GROUNDWATER samples and identified as filtered or unfiltered. Additional labelling should include:

• well identification code;
• date and time of collection;
• preservative if any; and
• identification of sampler or sample team.
Additional documentation which should be provided with the field notes is shown in Table IV:2.1-2. For additional discussions on field QC requirements, see BC AMD (1992). The use of Quality Control samples, as detailed in (Table II:2.6-1) will depend on the perceived sensitivity of the monitoring program to sampling and analytical errors or biases. The appropriate quality control procedures for any compliance groundwater wells will be dictated in the permit.

2.2.3 Monitoring the Vadose Zone

Vadose-zone monitoring detects contaminants in the vadose zone prior to their entry into the groundwater. The most common form of vadose-zone monitoring for the mining industry involves the monitoring of pore liquid. Pore liquid may be collected from the unsaturated zone directly, using suction samplers or indirectly by core sampling. Core sampling has two significant drawbacks compared to suction sampling. Core sampling is destructive; therefore, it is not possible to collect repeated measurements from the same specific site. It also requires higher atmospheric pressures to extract the water, which results in solute concentrations considered less representative of in situ pore liquid compared to water retrieved with suction samplers (Zabowski and Ugolinin 1990).

The most common types of suction samplers are porous samplers often referred to as suction lysimeters (TSN 14.2.4). Suction lysimeters are used in the mining industry to detect leakage problems early enough to allow the initiation of remedial action before the contaminant becomes widespread in the vadose zone or enters the groundwater. Figure IV:2.2-4 provides two case examples where suction lysimeters were installed as diagnostic monitoring tools in the mining industry.

For a review of the principles and practices in vadose-zone monitoring the reader is directed to the “Handbook of Vadose Zone Characterization and Monitoring” (Wilson et al. 1995). Additional references are provided in the section bibliography.

2.3 Section Summary

Standing waterbodies (lentic) such as lakes generally buffer and dampen seasonal contaminant inputs through dilution, and possess a number of seasonal physical, chemical, and biological characteristics which are strongly influenced by the thermal characteristics of water. Lotic systems are flowing bodies of water which tend to exhibit fluctuations in discharge and water quality in response to short-term seasonal variations in precipitation inputs (i.e. rainfall and snow-melt). These factors must be considered when developing monitoring programs for surface waters.
Environmental Characterization

The objective is to characterize the water quality and limnological features of potential impact and reference waterbodies. This information will be used to identify potential control/reference and receiving environment monitoring stations.

**Limnology and Water Quality**

Temperature, dissolved oxygen, specific conductance, and pH profiles along with measurement of the rate of light extinction (Secchi disk or light meter) should be completed for each potential exposure and reference lake. The same limnological data should be collected for the major rivers or streams entering and leaving the area of the proposed mine site as well as in support of all additional aquatic ecological investigations (e.g., sediment, benthic macroinvertebrate, etc.).

At a minimum, water chemistry should be determined on a seasonal basis with stratified waterbodies vertically sampled. A broad range of parameters is required including major and minor ions, physical properties, nutrients, elements, and site/process specific parameters.

**Investigating Background ARD**

An ARD water quality investigation should be completed for the streams and rivers in the region. The objective is to document the background concentration of ARD contaminants from sources other than the proposed mine. This requires a short-term investigation during the predicted peak acid release period(s) to the environment.

**Operational Monitoring Program(s)**

**Trend Monitoring**

Trend-monitoring in the mining industry is the traditional and most common form of water-quality monitoring used in the receiving environment. Trend-monitoring study designs are not suitable for early detection of AMD associated impacts, though they can provide evidence of long-term trends when an extensive database has accumulated (e.g. ≥ 10 years).

**Large Waterbodies and Loadings**
Lakes often act as sinks for contaminants; hence, the most productive AMD lake monitoring design is one that addresses concerns related to **contaminant loadings**. The objective is to determine the contaminant load into and out of the lake, and the contaminant load retained in the physical (e.g., sediments) and biological (e.g., benthic macroinvertebrates, fish) sinks of the lake. This requires the monitoring of **mean** inflow and outflow concentrations and discharges, combined with monitoring programs of the physical and biological sinks within the lake.

**Monitoring Sensitive Habitats/Species**

The potential or actual discharge of AMD into a sensitive habitat may require specific monitoring or compliance requirements. The study design will depend on the degree of concern and whether peak or mean contaminant concentrations are of interest.

**Decommissioning Monitoring**

A pre-decommissioning baseline program should be completed in the receiving environment. The operational trend-monitoring program should be continued, though the required number of stations and sampling intensity may be reassessed. Additional monitoring requirements will depend on a risk assessment completed using the results of the long-term AMD modelling for the potential sources and control structures.

**Sampling Equipment and Protocols**

Water-sampling equipment for the receiving environment generally consists of simple grab samples. Samples from depth are most commonly collected using a grab sampler triggered closed by a messenger. Pump samplers which draw water from the desired sample depth are also an option. Integrated samplers such as tygon tubes may be used when stratification is not a concern. Standard QA/QC procedures should be followed. The use of Quality Assurance samples will depend on the perceived sensitivity of the monitoring program to sampling and analytical errors or biases.

**Subsurface Water and AMD**

Contamination of groundwater with AMD is greatly influenced by the length of the pathway and the neutralization potential of the matrices surrounding the pathway. Unless AMD directly enters the
groundwater, as can occur in flooded mine workings, contaminated water will flow through and be influenced by the vadose zone. This results in a long, slow AMD pathway which often acts to neutralize acid mine drainage.

**Environmental Characterization**

At a minimum, pre-operational groundwater quality should be determined up-gradient and down-gradient for each groundwater stratum with the potential to be influenced by the mining operation. Standard groundwater quality, potential impact (e.g. metals, radionuclides, etc.), and hydrological parameters should be measured.

**Preliminary Investigation/Intensive Baseline**

The intensive baseline program should involve:

- collecting water samples from each water quality station on a monthly basis for one year;
- completing an investigation to identify the instantaneous variation by collecting three to five replicates at each station for a minimum of one sampling event;
- determining the required replication for operational monitoring program by completing a power analysis on these data; and
- using the same parameter list as detailed for the environmental characterization should be used.

The data from this intensive baseline will provide the information needed to develop the operational monitoring program.

**Operational Monitoring**

The operational monitoring program should be designed using the results of the preliminary baseline and the following procedures.

- Assess whether a stratified study design is required by analysing the preliminary survey data for evidence of seasonal patterns and/or correlations with surface water discharges.
- Determine the appropriate sampling frequency based on the degree of autocorrelation in the preliminary survey data set.
• Follow standard QA/QC procedures should be followed. The use of Quality Control samples will depend on the perceived sensitivity of the monitoring program to sampling and analytical errors or biases.
• Note that the parameter list may be reduced to the standard hydrologic characteristics, Tier I AMD indicators for water quality, and to the site-specific parameters as determined in the risk assessment modelling.
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3.0  SEDIMENT MONITORING

For the purposes of this document, sediments are defined as the bedded particulate material, along with the pore water occupying the interstitial spaces, which has been transported and deposited in the aquatic habitat. Sediments play an integral role in the sustainment of an aquatic ecosystem. They provide food and shelter to many organisms and are essential to the mineralization and decomposition processes of potentially toxic material.

3.1  Trace Metal Biogeochemical Cycling

Contaminants in the sediment are locked up and slowly buried through time by sedimentation processes. Bioturbation, the movement of sediment and contaminants due to the activities of benthic organisms, and mixing due to wind energy and/or turnover events\(^{12}\) (ChIV:2.1.2) slow the rate of contaminant burial. The adsorptive capacity of sediments for contaminants is dependent on the physical (e.g., particle size, mechanical disturbance), chemical (e.g., pH, redox potential, ionic composition), and biological conditions in the waterbody of interest.

\(^{12}\) The mixing of previously thermally stratified waterbodies.
Hart (1982) provided a simplified schematic of the biogeochemical cycles of metals in lakes and rivers (Figure IV:3.1-1a,b). The following points pertain to Figures IV:3.1-1a, and 1b; the numbers refer to the numbering of stages in the biogeochemical cycle illustrated in Figure IV:3.1-1a.

Pathways:

1. The biological cycle with physico-chemical sorption and active uptake of metals to phytoplankton and other particulates.

2. Bacterial decomposition in the water column releases metals in a number of dissolved and particulate forms.

3. Sedimentation of particulate material. Some material may be exported via output (discharge from the waterbody).

4. Adsorption of dissolved free metal ions ($M^{2+}$) and metal complexes or colloids (ML) onto the sediments.

5. Metal inputs as particulate, complexed, and free metal forms may enter directly into the biological cycle (into path 1) or,

6. Metals may interact directly with the sediments.

7. Under certain conditions sediments may act as a source of dissolved metals into the water column.

8. Particulate metal forms can enter the water column through perturbation of the sediments.

The cycle is similar in fluvial systems (Figure IV:3.1-1b) with some difference in the relative importance of the reservoirs and pathways. The only major difference is the greater role played by periphytic (benthic) algae which are more abundant in fluvial systems due to light penetration to the substrate.

In shallow lakes, benthic algae and macrophytes would play roles similar to stream benthic algae. The role of phytoplankton is diminished in such systems (Vanriel and Johnson 1996).

3.2 Biological Implications of Sediment Contaminants

The tendency of sediments to act as contaminant sinks can lead to higher sediment contaminant concentrations than in the overlying waters. This accumulation can result in biologically toxic concentrations in the sediment, which would not be directly detected in the water monitoring.
program. Contaminants in the sediment may persist resulting in long-term exposure to organisms living in (benthic invertebrates), or periodically contacting (benthic foraging fish species), the sediments. Contaminants in the sediment reservoir can affect organisms either through direct contact or by ingestion of contaminated particles. Exposure may occur through external contact and/or through ingestion of contaminated particles.

The measured concentration of sediment-bound contaminants is suggestive of toxic potential; however, it does not indicate the biological toxicity of the sediment. For example, sediments have been shown to exhibit differing degrees of toxicity while possessing the same total quantity of metal (Di Toro et al. 1992). To have a biological effect, sediment related contaminants must be biologically available. Contaminants are bioavailable if they are released from the sediment and are assimilated by an organism across a biological barrier. The bioavailability of a contaminant is greatly dependent on the speciation or phase distribution of the contaminant (e.g. trace metal), which for the purposes of this document will be defined as “the distribution or partitioning of a metal among various physico-chemical forms in external medium” (BC AMD 1993).

3.3 Monitoring Types

Sediment monitoring falls into three broad categories:

1) chemical characterization studies;
2) investigations of the in situ benthic community; and
3) sediment toxicity assays.

The latter categories are addressed in ChIV:4.0 and 6.0, respectively. This section focuses specifically on chemical characterization studies.

Sediment contaminant characterization investigations can be subdivided into four types of tests:

- total bulk contaminant analysis (ChIV:3.4);
- pore water chemistry (ChIV:3.6.1);
- trace metal phase distribution (ChIV:3.6.2); and
- elutriate tests (ChIV:3.6.3).
Of these four procedures, only total bulk contaminant investigations would be considered routine compliance/diagnostic monitoring components at most mine sites. More complex contaminant characterization investigations involve the use of pore water investigation, and fraction/extraction procedures, where the objective is not only to quantify contaminant concentrations in the sediment, but also to assess the \textit{in situ} bioavailability of these contaminants. These techniques require specialized equipment and personnel and are therefore classified as investigative monitoring procedures. However, recent scientific advances may shift the monitoring emphasis of sediments towards the measurement of bioavailability of contaminants (SETAC - December 1996). Elutriate tests, are and have recognized standard protocols. However, they are generally only of value in assessing sediments prior to disposal or dredging operations.

3.4 Total Bulk Contaminant Characterization

Total bulk contaminant chemical characterization of sediments is recommended as a Tier I AMD monitoring component. The collection and chemical analysis of sediment samples has long been employed by the mining industry for both exploration and monitoring purposes. Lake sediment surveys have been used as a preliminary exploration tool to delineate regional zones or belts of increased metal content, which may be correlated with features of economic interest (e.g., Hornbrook and Garrett 1976; Sopuck et al. 1980; Coker and Dunn 1983). Sediment contaminant characterization studies, in one form or another, have also served as regular core components of most mine monitoring programs. This often involves monitoring total contaminant concentrations or loadings in the sediment at reference station(s) and at potential contaminant receiving stations. They are of greatest value as a component of contaminant-loading monitoring designs which incorporate water-quality monitoring as detailed in ChIV:2.1.4.2.
3.4.1 Environmental Characterization or Preliminary Survey

3.4.1.1 Preliminary Mapping

During the environmental characterization phase a comprehensive aquatic habitat classification mapping program should be completed for potential reference and influenced waterbodies (TSN 4.3). The required information is listed in Table IV:3.4-1 with the main sediment related requirements addressed in further detail within this subsection.

Lakes

- Develop bathymetric maps of the potential impact and reference waterbodies in the greater study area.
- Identify sediment types and their distribution in these waterbodies with special emphasis on locating areas of fine sediment deposition.

Preliminary sediment mapping may be completed using acoustic surveys or through a low intensity sediment sampling program. Acoustic surveys (e.g., echo sounding, ground penetrating radar, seismic reflections or refractions) may be completed to characterize the surficial sediment layer (e.g., sand, gravel, silt) and the subsurface sediments. These techniques require special equipment and may need to be interpreted by a geophysicist.

A low intensity sediment sampling program involves collecting samples along a series of transects (located using the bathymetric data) to identify areas of fine-grained sediment deposition (usually in the deepest regions). These regions have the greatest potential for long-term contaminant accumulation.

Selection of the number of transects, and of the sampling intensity along a transect, can be a subjective process. At a minimum, sampling stations should be located along a transect situated on the long axis of the lake. Stations should then be sampled on a few transects located perpendicular to the long axis. Stations should be positioned on these transects so that a wide range of depth zones is represented. This means more complex bottom morphometry requires a denser network of stations (Mudroch and Azcue 1995). Lakes with irregular shorelines (no clear central axis) or where the study area is restricted to a river mouth or point source may be best served by positioning transects in a ray-like pattern. Examples of possible transect positioning are shown in Figure IV:3.4-1.
A sampling algorithm has been proposed (Rowan et al. 1995) for determining the general positioning and the number of stations required to optimize sampling effort in lake sediment surveys. This algorithm requires only bathymetric and catchment parameters. Rowan et al. (1995) should be consulted for further information.

**Rivers**

- Complete a physical investigation of any rivers or streams (e.g. foot or aerial reconnaissance) to subdivide the river into depositional and erosional zones.
- Identify the sediment types in the depositional and erosional zones.

Detailed surface sediment maps categorizing the distribution of sediment types (e.g. organics, silts, sand, gravel, etc.) are required if the mining activities are expected to result in significant changes in sedimentation patterns. Changes in sedimentation patterns may result, through alterations of flow patterns, or where large releases of sediments are expected (e.g., placer operations).

**3.4.1.2 Analytes or Parameters of Interest**

At a minimum, the samples collected in the preliminary survey should have their physical characteristics determined. This involves recording the following information:

- **Physical logging:**
  - Equipment used for core collection.
  - Name of the operator who collected, handled, and split the core.
  - Length of the retained core.
  - Description of splitting methods.
  - Thickness of sediment units (may be based on colour).
  - Consistency (e.g., soupy, soft, medium-firm, etc.).
  - Texture (e.g., silty sand, sandy clay, etc.).
  - Structure (e.g., graded bedding, cross bedding, etc.).
  - Presence and description of organic matter.
  - Odour.
  - Appearance of oil, coal dust, ash, etc.
  - Presence of carbonates (see Mudroch and Azcue 1995).
Recommended additional parameters.

- **Sediment grain size**
  - important in determining the sorptive capacity (e.g. for heavy metals) of sediments.
  - used to indicate the potential availability of contaminants to benthic organisms through ingestion of fine-grained materials.

- **Total Organic Carbon (TOC) or % loss on ignition (%LOI)**
  - potential metal-adsorption capacity of the organic load in the sediment.

- **Wet Weight/Dry Weight**
  - for estimating the wet weight that will meet dry weight analytical requirements.

Chemical characteristics would also be of value; however, if the budget is limited analysis of chemical constituents may be delayed until the intensive baseline program is implemented.

### 3.4.2 Development of Operational Monitoring Program

#### 3.4.2.1 Station Locations

The specific objective of the monitoring program is of key importance when determining sampling strategies. Three such objectives are outlined as follows:

**Objective A:** To monitor the spatial and temporal influence along a drainage of a point source release (most common AMD concern).

Compliance/Diagnostic monitoring.

**Objective B:** To quantify contaminant loadings and determine contaminant budgets for a lake (see ChIV:2.1.4.2 for water quality concerns).

Diagnostic/Investigative monitoring.

**Objective C:** To identify or locate sites of contaminated sediments on a quantitative spatial and/or temporal basis. Identification of contaminant “hot spots.”

Diagnostic/Investigative monitoring.

To meet **Objective A** the station distribution pattern should be based on the influence of factors affecting contaminant dispersion (e.g. currents) (Env. Can. 1994). Hence, plume delineation or
plume modelling (see ChIV:1.1.2.3) results should be consulted when locating sediment stations. The key points are listed below.

- Locate stations in fine-grained depositional zones identified in the preliminary survey.
- Select stations with sediments of similar physical composition/dynamics.
- Locate the first impact station at the nearest depositional zone to the point of release to the receiving environment.
- Locate additional stations within the modelled mixing zone at increasing fixed intervals downstream.
- Locate the last downstream station should be located in a depositional site considered to be beyond the point of potential environmental effects.
- Locate reference station(s) at depositional sites identified in the extensive survey as being similar to the impact stations. Since sediment chemical composition of lakes can vary dramatically in response to local mineralization (hence its use as an exploration tool), the study design should incorporate multiple control or reference sites/waterbodies.

For example, point source releases into rivers are best monitored by locating stations in the nearest deposition zones (e.g., pools or small riverine lakes) approximating fixed distances (Mudroch and MacKnight 1991) or modelled water quality dilutions, following a geometric progression (i.e., X, 2X, 4X, 8X, . . .). If the point of release is into a large waterbody where dispersion may not be unidirectional (e.g., Figure IV:1.1.1), radiating patterns should be employed (e.g. Figure IV:3.4-2) with stations located at selected intervals along the radiating axes. If plume delineation has been completed, additional transects may be concentrated in the predicted path of the plume.

Objective B involves quantifying the compartmental (water, sediment, biota, etc.) distribution of the specific contaminant(s) of concern. The sediment component of such an investigation requires a stratified sampling design. Sediment mapping completed during the preliminary survey is used to select a number of sediment sub-units or stratum with sampling stations divided between these strata. The most common factors used to subdivide strata are those associated with contaminant accumulation, such as dominant particle sizes and organic composition.

Objective C needs are best met using a systematic or regular grid study design. This involves dividing the study area into a sampling grid (squares, rectangles, or triangles) and collecting within the grids. Gilbert (1987) discusses the appropriate sampling design for identifying suspected “hot spots” where the following three questions are to be addressed:
1) What grid spacing is needed to hit a suspected hot spot with a specified confidence?
2) For a given grid spacing, what is the probability of hitting a hot spot of a specified size?
3) What is the probability that a hot spot exists when no hot spots were found by sampling on a grid?

**Accurate Relocation**

The ability to relocate a sediment sampling station accurately is required for any sediment-monitoring program interested in temporal changes in contaminant concentrations. Information on the available options for siting in a station location for future sampling events is provided in TSN 9.0.

### 3.4.2.2 Sample Replication Requirements

Once the stations (Objectives A and C above) or strata (Objective B above) have been identified the number of replicate samples required within each station or strata should be determined.

**Objective A** monitoring programs are designed to test the null hypothesis (H₀) that there is no difference between the mean sediment contaminant concentration, either spatially (amongst the station(s)) or temporally (between sampling periods). Such monitoring programs require the calculation of the mean contaminant concentration(s) within a station and an error estimate for the mean, as it is not possible to test for differences among stations if within-station variability is not accounted for. Therefore, once the location of a sampling station has been determined, the number of sample replicates to be collected within that location must be decided.

**Objective B** monitoring programs require replication within a stratum (# of stations) to identify the confidence which may be placed in the estimate of total contaminant loadings for a specified stratum and to support any spatial (between strata) or temporal (between study periods) statistical comparisons.

The number of stations placed within a stratum may be determined in one of two ways. The simpler involves distributing the stations amongst the strata based on the percentage contribution of that stratum to the lake as a whole (e.g., 40% silt: 4 of ten budgeted stations randomly located in silt substrates, Figure IV:3.4-3). The statistical approach involves completing of a preliminary study designed to measure the variance within each of the defined strata. Power analysis is then completed.
to determine the number of samples required per stratum to achieve an estimate of the mean contaminant concentration for each stratum within a specified confidence limit (Gilbert 1987).

**Considerations for Sample Replication**

Complete statistical power analyses on preliminary sampling data to identify the number of replicates required to meet the predetermined level of precision (Green 1979; Mudroch and Azcue 1995). If statistical determination of the number of replicates identifies sampling intensities beyond the technical and financial capabilities of the program, use one or both of the following alternatives:

- Determine whether additional replicates may be accommodated in the program by refining the parameter list and/or decreasing the number of sampling stations.

- Re-assess the level of precision and confidence required by the monitoring program based on the toxicity of the contaminant(s) of concern. If a large increase in concentration is required to approach levels of concern, lower confidence limits may be acceptable. If minor increases could have marked environmental implications then high precision and confidence is required.

Ensure that the minimum number of replicates collected at a station be three to five, with error estimates provided for each calculated mean. The literature listed in the section bibliography should be consulted for additional information on statistical determination of within-station/strata replication for monitoring programs.

**3.4.2.3 Particle Size Considerations**

There are a number of physical attributes of interest when evaluating sediment chemical data, such as grain size, surface area, specific gravity, surface charge, bulk density, sheer stress, porosity, and permeability. The most important for interpreting sediment chemical data is grain or particle size, as it tends to integrate all of the other factors (Horowitz 1991a, Mudroch and Azcue 1995). Table IV:3.4-2 shows the commonly used sediment particle size classes and the analytical options for determining particle size.

Sediments in depositional zones usually consist of sand or finer materials (<2,000 • m). Silt and clay particles (approx. <63 • m) are of particular importance in determining a sediments’ capacity for concentrating and retaining contaminants. Compared to coarser particles, these fine-grained particles
have a greater affinity for inorganic contaminants due to both physical (e.g., relatively large surface area) and chemical (e.g., geochemical substrates) factors. Their importance in sediment monitoring is further enhanced by their greater direct association with the benthic macroinvertebrate community through ingestion. Hence, bulk contaminant monitoring programs should be concentrated in depositional zones dominated by fine particulate material, which for the purposes of this document are defined as particles \( \leq 63 \cdot \text{m} \).

Direct comparisons of contaminant concentrations between sampling sites is not possible unless sediment particle composition is consistent. The presence of coarser materials (\( > 63 \cdot \text{m} \)) serves to dilute the total contaminant concentrations, especially for metals and trace metals which have a high affinity for the fine particles (Mudroch and Azcue 1995). Three procedures have been proposed to address this concern:

1) chemical analysis of separate particle size classes;
2) correction using particle size distributions in a bulk sample; and
3) correction using the concentration of a conservative element in the bulk sample.

Of these three approaches, chemical analysis after physically separating the sample into fine and coarse fractions provides the most accurate results for metal concentrations. Corrections based on particle size and conservative elements tend to over- or under estimate metal concentrations and often require the collection of a large number of samples to confirm the power of the correction. A brief discussion on these three options is provided in the following paragraphs. Final decisions addressing particle size concerns for a routine compliance or diagnostic monitoring program should be arrived at in consultation with the relevant regulatory body to identify site-specific protocols.

**Chemical Analysis of Separate Size Classes**

Samples collected from different stations may be separated into defined size classes (Table IV:3.4-2a) with chemical analyses completed on each of the size classes. When separating the fine fraction into classes \(< 63 \cdot \text{m} \) it can be difficult to collect sufficient material to meet analytical requirements. Fine size fractions should only be compared when they have been separated using the same technique and pre-treatment processes (Table IV:3.4-2b). For example, Figure IV:3.4-4 shows the markedly different size distributions which resulted when air elutriation techniques were compared to chemically dispersed pipette analyses (Horowitz and Elrick 1986). Hence, an experienced sedimentologist should be consulted prior to incorporating subdivision of the fine fraction into a study program. For routine monitoring purposes, analyses of the fine fraction (\( \leq 63 \cdot \text{m} \)) as a whole is
adequate (Mudroch and Azcue 1995). The organic component (loss on ignition) must be determined prior to particle size analysis if the separation technique requires ashed samples.

**Correction Using Particle Size Distribution**

Instead of analyzing physically separated particle sizes, the contaminant concentrations determined for a bulk sediment sample may be corrected based on the particle size distribution in the sample. This approach assumes that the relationship between the contaminants of interest and the fine particle component of the sediment is linear. The contaminant concentration is then plotted against the percentage contribution of the fine particles ($\leq 63 \cdot m$) to the whole sample. Should a linear regression of this relationship exhibit a high correlation coefficient and a $p$ value$^{13} \leq 0.05$ or 0.01, then normalization based on the fine particle component may be appropriate (Mudroch and Azcue 1995). Unfortunately, this approach requires a large number of replicates (10 to 15) from a study area and a suitable regression is difficult to achieve if particle size ranges in the study area are limited. The coarse component may exhibit a high correlation with the organic composition.

**Correction Using a Conservative Element**

In this approach the contaminant concentration is corrected using the concentration of a conservative trace element in the bulk sediment sample. The conservative element used for normalization should be a significant constituent of one or more of the major fine grained carriers of the contaminant and must reflect its variation with different sediment particle sizes. Aluminum has been used as a fine particle proxy, as it occurs naturally in alumino-silicates which are mainly found in the silt-clay fraction (Mudroch and Azcue 1995). Cesium has also been presented as an appropriate proxy for correcting heavy metal concentrations to the $\leq 20 \cdot m$ fraction due to its low concentration in quartz (the main constituent of sand fractions) relative to its concentration in clay materials (Ackermann 1980). Prior to using a conservative element for normalizing contaminant concentrations the dependence of the proposed proxy to the fine fraction must be determined.

**3.4.2.4 Sample Depth Profile**

---

$^{13}$ P value is the probability of incorrectly determining that the regression slope is significantly different from zero, i.e., a Type I error.
A number of biotic and abiotic factors such as bioturbation, sedimentation rates, and turn-over events, influence the vertical accumulation of contaminants. The upper 0 - 5 cm layer of sediment is the sampling horizon of interest for most sediment monitoring programs, where historical contaminant accumulation is not a significant priority (Env. Can. 1994). The upper 2 cm of this horizon will consist of the most recently accumulated contaminants and represents the region with the greatest benthic macroinvertebrate biomass and activity (Env. Can. 1994). There are currently no standard regulations stating the depth of the vertical horizon which should be analyzed for monitoring purposes. The sampling protocols have tended to vary among different jurisdictions and among mine sites within the same jurisdictions.

Currently there are ongoing discussions between regulatory agencies and industry (SERM, AECB, DFO, AETE, etc.) addressing concerns over the appropriate depth zones for sediment core fractions. A number of protocols have been proposed ranging from 1 cm slices for the top 15 cm to analysis of a sample consisting of a full Ekman Dredge. Until standardized regulations are decided upon it will be necessary for each mine operation to consult with the relevant regulatory body to identify site-specific protocols.

### 3.4.2.5 Where and When to Sample

Sediment monitoring in areas of fine particle deposition serves to provide information on the long-term accumulation of contaminants. This can be achieved using a fixed sampling frequency ranging from every three to five years, depending on site-specific concerns.

Compared to water-quality monitoring, sediment monitoring in long-term depositional sites is less sensitive to short-term environmental events (e.g., source water-quality hysteresis effect (ChII:1.5)); however, certain seasonal factors must be accounted into the sediment program. Periods of instability at the sediment-water interface such as seasonal turn-over or mixing events and periods of high flow or discharge in rivers should be avoided.

### 3.4.2.6 Sampling Platform

There are essentially three options for sampling platforms, the ice surface, a boat or in the water (a diver). Sampling from the ice has the benefit of providing a stable platform and a non-restrictive

---

14 For example, in lakes with a very flocculent sediment-water interface, it may not be possible to accurately sample the upper 1 cm.
working area. If small samplers are used a single hole augered through the ice is often sufficient. If larger holes are required overlapping holes can be drilled in a round or square pattern from which the central ice plug can be removed using ice tongs. Winch or pulley frames can be set up on the ice surface if required.

The smaller grab and core samplers can be operated from a boat. Depending on the size of the boat and the water depth, portable winches, hand reels, or line keepers can be used. Operating from a boat makes establishing a well defined sample grid pattern difficult (i.e., wind-induced boat movement). Often it is more efficient to sample along a linear pattern established by the boat anchor line, taking care not to sample too close to the disturbed anchor site.

The third option is to sample using a diver. Sediment sampling investigations focussing on the sediment water interface require undisturbed samples. The ability of a diver to observe and control the placement (visually select site, detect and reject a poor sample, etc.) of the sampler and to make notes and photo/videotape the site can greatly improve sampling efficiency/accuracy. The value of using a diver declines under conditions of low visibility, very shallow or deep water, or the presence of currents. Care must be taken to prevent the divers’ movement from disturbing the surficial sediments.

3.4.2.7 Selection of Sampling Equipment

There are two types of commercially available sediment samplers:

- grab samplers (Figure IV:3.4-5)
  - to collect surface sediments for the determination of horizontal distribution; and
- core samplers (Figures IV:3.4-6 and 3.4-7)
  - determining horizontal and vertical distribution of parameters.

No single sampler is suited for all possible situations. In terms of sample integrity (minimal disturbance), generally grab samplers are considered less efficient than corers (ASTM 1991). TSN 4.5 addresses the most common commercially available sediment samplers with Tables IV:3.4-3 and 3.4-4 providing summaries of their advantages and disadvantages and recommendations for specific samplers. Figure IV:3.4-8 provides a simplified flowchart for selecting the most appropriate sampler. For an in-depth review of sampler types the reader is referred to Env. Can. (1994), and Mudroch and Azcue (1995).
Grab samplers are suitable for the preliminary mapping of the surficial sediments and may be used for gross bulk chemical analysis. Core sampling is recommended when the objective is to characterize the chemical composition of specific vertical horizons (e.g., top 2 cm). Vertical horizons are sometimes collected using grab samples, which are then subsampled using small core tubes, when brought to the surface. This methodology is not recommended due to the greater potential for washout of the surficial sediments, when using grab samplers compared to core samplers. Loss of the fine surficial sediments can also result when using core samplers, if care is not taken to minimize the shock wave when delivering the core to the sediment.

3.4.2.8 Sample Wet Weight Requirements

Properly estimating the required wet field weight for analysis is critical, especially when returning to the site is costly. The dry mass requirements for a number of parameters are provided in Table IV:3.4-5.

If the sampling program does not require distinct vertical horizons, then a single bulk grab sample usually provides sufficient material to meet full analytical requirements. Sampling of defined vertical horizons is often hampered by small sample volumes and high water content and will often require compositing of a number of core horizons. The number of separate collections required to meet a single sample’s mass requirements is dependent on the thickness of the desired sampling horizon (vertical sectioning or whole sample), diameter of the core or length and width of the grab sampler, the sediment water content, and whether the sample will be subdivided into specific particle sizes. Table IV:3.4-6 from Mudroch and Azcue (1995) provides estimates of the dry mass that would be collected from the upper 1 cm of various sized core tubes assuming 90 - 95% water content. Site-specific information on water content should be available from the preliminary survey (ChIV:3.3.1.1: Preliminary survey parameters).

3.4.2.9 Analytes or Parameters of Interest

The analytes or parameters of interest will often be site- and objective-specific. Hence, only generic parameters will be discussed in this section, with a more comprehensive list of potential parameters provided in Table IV:3.4-5. The parameter list will also differ somewhat depending on whether the mine is pre-operational, operational or in the decommissioning phase.

Intensive Baseline (pre-operational phase)
The purpose of the intensive baseline investigation is to collect detailed, replicated data on the physico-chemical characteristics of the sediment quality at fixed points in time (pre-impact, specific sampling season) and place (the monitoring stations) against which future surveys (operational monitoring program) will be compared.

Minimum requirements:

- Match the protocols of the proposed operational monitoring program. - i.e. sampling techniques, sampling season, parameters, etc.

As it is not possible to collect baseline data once mining operations have commenced, it is prudent to collect data on any additional parameters not at present incorporated in the operational monitoring program which may be useful in the future.

Recommended Sediment Analytes for the Intensive Monitoring Program are:

- Physical logging
- Particle size distribution
- Total Organic Carbon (TOC) or % Loss On Ignition (%LOI)
- Wet weight/Dry weight
- Sulphides
  - increase in sediments as a result of rapid erosion (natural or anthropogenic) and industrial inputs.
  - potentially toxic, however, also have the potential for binding trace metals making them unavailable for biological uptake (see ChIV:3.6.2.2).
- Ammonia (NH3)
  - natural product of organic decomposition.
  - present as NH3 (toxic state) or NH4+, depending on pH.
  - in acidic conditions NH4+ can begin to accumulate in the sediments.
  - a potentially toxic release of NH3 can result when acid drainage inputs cease, and pH shifts towards neutrality.
- Metal concentrations
  Metals are the primary contaminants of concern in the sediments for acid mine drainages.
  Determine baseline concentrations for the following metals:
- metals in the Metal Mining Liquid Effluent Regulations (MMLER) (arsenic, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc).
- metals of site-specific concern (e.g., metals identified as possible components of acid drainage).
- metals associated with the release of treated mill effluent (e.g., barium used in the treatment of uranium mill effluent).

- **Site-specific parameters**
  Examples:
  - uranium, radium $^{226}$, lead $^{210}$ and polonium $^{210}$ for the uranium mining industry.
  - cyanide (CN⁻) for gold cyanide heap leach facilities.

Additional parameters requiring further technical expertise and equipment.

- **pH and Eh (Redox State)**
  - pH and Eh should be measured in the field immediately upon sediment retrieval.
  - pH and Eh are important to the geochemical processes occurring in the sediment.
  - generally adsorption of cationic metals increases with an increase in pH, whereas adsorption of metals present as anions increases as pH is reduced.
  - Eh measurements are of particular importance if information on the state of metal speciation and sediment oxidation is required.

Note: the representivity, accuracy and precision of pH and Eh measurements are questionable due to sampling disturbance and the reliability and sensitivity of the meters and probes (Mudroch and Azcue 1995). It is recommended that the literature listed in the section bibliography be consulted prior to deciding to incorporate these two parameters in routine monitoring programs.

**Operational Monitoring Program**

The objective of the operational phase of the sediment monitoring program is to detect accumulation or loadings of contaminants in the sediments. The key decision is to determine the total concentration(s) which the system can sustain before ecological effects occur. These predetermined$^{15}$ concentration(s) serve as a "trigger" leading to the initiation of Tier II or III contaminant bioavailability investigations.

$^{15}$ Should be a **conservative** estimate of sustainable concentration(s).
The federal government is scheduled to release sediment quality guidelines (SQG) which will consist of calculated Threshold Effects Levels (TEL) and Probable Effect Levels (PEL). A site-specific sediment contaminant concentration trigger bounded by the TEL and the PEL could be agreed upon between the site proponent and the regulatory agencies (Figure IV:3.4-9). Exceeding of this trigger point should lead to initiation of additional investigative monitoring such as sediment toxicity assays (Tier II or secondary components) and contaminant bioavailability investigations.

Suggested Sediment Analytes for the Operational Monitoring Program are:

- **Physical logging**
- **Particle size distribution**
- **Total Organic Carbon (TOC) or % Loss On Ignition (%LOI)**
- **Wet weight/Dry weight**
- **Sulphides**
- **Ammonia**
  - monitoring if acid releases commence.
  - increases in importance after successful remedial action has been taken
    (see parameters for intensive baseline).
- **Metal concentrations**
  - metals designated for sediment monitoring in the operating permits.
  - site-specific metals identified as possible components of AMD
  - consider tiering if a significant release of multiple metals is expected in an acid event.
- **Site-specific parameters**
  As detailed for intensive baseline.

**Decommissioning**

During the decommissioning phase, sediments monitoring should be completed to determine whether the sediments are continuing to act as a sink and burying the contaminants; or whether the flow has reversed, with the sediments acting as the contaminant source for the water. Sediment sampling, in conjunction with a water-quality program, can be used to monitor contaminant loadings and identify any flow reversal of contaminants.

Suggested Sediment Analytes for the Decommissioning Monitoring Program are:
• Physical logging
• Particle size distribution
• Total Organic Carbon (TOC) or % Loss On Ignition (% LOI)
• Wet weight/Dry weight
• Sulphides
• Ammonia
  - if acid generation has occurred.
• Metal concentrations
  - those identified by the operating program as present in ecologically significant high concentrations in sediments (Defined in consultation with the regulators).
• Site-specific parameters
  - parameters of concern identified by the decommissioning risk assessment.

### 3.5 Quality Assurance and Quality Control

Containers and other equipment used for processing samples can be significant sources of contaminants. Table IV:3.4-7 provides a list of sample containers and preservation procedures for a number of the most commonly measured sediment parameters. Samples requiring shipment to a laboratory should be shipped at approximately 4°C\(^{16}\) (e.g. coolers with ice packs). Additional documentation which should be provided with the field notes is shown in Table IV:2.1-3. The standard QA/QC procedures outlined in ChII:2..6 should also be followed where applicable.

Special attention is required to prevent sample contamination when:

- handling the sample in the field (e.g. preservation, sectioning, measuring pH, etc.);
- the parameters of interest are present in relatively low concentrations (e.g., cadmium, mercury, and many organic contaminants);
- there is the potential for cross-contamination (e.g., when samples from contaminated and uncontaminated sites are collected during the same field trip); and
- the parameter of interest is highly volatile (e.g. Hg and some organic contaminants).

\(^{16}\) Exceptions to this guideline are for mercury and organic contaminant tests for which sediments must be frozen to at least -20°C.
To minimize contamination due to handling, standard practices should be followed:

- clean and decontaminate sampling devices between sites;
- rinse the sampling equipment in the ambient water at the sampling site; and
- carefully package samples stored or shipped together to prevent cross contamination.

Sample containers and core tubes require special cleaning procedures. Qualified laboratory specialists should be consulted to confirm that the decontamination procedures are appropriate for the contaminants of interest.

### 3.6 Investigative Monitoring Techniques

The following information is provided to introduce mine personnel and managers to investigative techniques. This will provide a starting point to open discussions with contractors and regulators should these techniques be required or proposed as possible approaches to specific sediment contamination concerns.

#### 3.6.1 Pore Water Chemistry

Sediment pore water or interstitial water is defined as the water filling the space between sediment particles and not held by surface forces to sediment particles. Pore water acts as the link between sediments and the overlying water and is one of the primary contaminant exposure routes for benthic organisms. Sediment pore water chemistry is of interest in subaqueous tailings investigations (ChIII:2.3.3.1) related to source pathways and investigations of contaminant bioavailability in the receiving environment.

Analysis of sediment pore water can be used to obtain information on:

- chemical changes occurring in the sediment,
  - equilibrium reactions between the sediments solid phase and pore water
  - fluxes of contaminants into the sediment/water interface and overlying water; and
- bioavailability of nutrients and contaminants.

Many indirect and direct collection methods exist; however, until standard methods have been determined, pore water investigations should be considered investigative components exercised on
a site-specific basis. For a short review and discussion on pore water sampling, the reader is referred to Mudroch and Azcue (1995).

With the exception of the sediment/water interface, sediments are generally anoxic and tend to be rapidly oxidized upon exposure to the air. This oxidation tends to alter the chemical speciation of redox-sensitive components of the pore water, with many dissolved elements precipitating. Hence, handling must be completed in an oxygen-free environment and analysis must be completed rapidly after sampling. There are four standard techniques for pore water investigations as shown in Table IV:3.6-1. A brief discussion will be provided for each in the following paragraphs.

3.6.1.1 Indirect Method
considered quantitative and evaporation is a significant problem due to the slow rate of pore water removal. Extraction by squeezing is only suitable for the collection of representative pore water samples rather than quantitative samples (Mudroch and Azcue 1995).

### 3.6.1.2 Direct Methods

The main handling problem associated with the indirect pore water approaches has been identified as sediment oxidation. To minimize this sampling artifact, *in situ* pore water sampling procedures have been developed. These samplers employ two basic approaches, suction and dialysis.

**Suction** samplers generally function by placing a probe with sampling ports into the sediment. Pore water is drawn through the Teflon or ceramic filters of the sampling ports using vacuum pressure generated by syringes, the release of pressurized gases, or vacuum pumps. The primary difficulty with these samplers is determining the appropriate pore size for the sampling port filter. Clogging becomes a problem if the pore size is too small, while contamination with fine-grained sediment particles is a problem if the pore size is too large.

**Dialysis** samplers are based on diffusion-controlled transport, where equilibration occurs across a dialysis membrane separating the pore water and the water in the sampler. The most common form of dialyser is the Peeper developed by Hesslein (1976). The basic design of a peeper is shown in Figure IV:3.6-1 and usually consists of two acrylic sheets: one 1.3 cm thick main body and a 0.3 cm thick cover. Elongated cells are machined into the main body usually at approximately 1 cm depth intervals. A dialysis membrane is sandwiched between the main body and the cover sheet. The cover sheet has slots cut in it which align with the cells in the main body. The cells in the main body are filled with deoxygenated double distilled water. All handling of the peeper prior to placement is under oxygen-purged conditions.

The Peeper is driven into the sediments and the water in the cells is allowed to equilibrate in place for a designated time period (usually ranging from 6 to 30 days). Upon retrieval, the cells are sampled using a syringe. Collection from the cells should be completed within 5 minutes of removal from the sediments.

### 3.6.2 Trace Metal Phase Distribution

#### 3.6.2.1 Sequential Extractions
While total metal concentration may be determined in bulk contaminant analyses, the proportional distribution of the metals among the various phases will differ under various environmental conditions. The toxicity, or bioavailability of the metals is primarily determined by the chemical partitioning and phase distribution. In order of increasing bond strength, they may be:

1) adsorbed (e.g., to clays, humic acids, etc.);
2) bound to carbonates;
3) bound to iron and/or manganese oxyhydroxides;
4) bound to organic matter;
5) bound to sulphide; or
6) matrix bound (bound in lattice positions).

Sampling procedures and laboratory analyses for sequential extractions are relatively complex, requiring sampling and handling under anoxic conditions (e.g., nitrogen purged environments). The basic protocol consists of leaching the sediments with progressively stronger reagents to determine the metal concentrations in each of the extracts. The mildest extraction is completed first, with the solids recovered by filtration, washed and used for the next extraction. This is repeated until the entire predetermined series of extractions has been completed. The data are then used as a correlate for the bioavailability of the metals of interest.

### 3.6.2.2 Acid Volatile Sulphides (AVS)

The bioavailability of metals in sediments is related to the chemical activity of the metal in the sediment-interstitial water system. Recent research suggests that biological effects can be correlated to the divalent metal activity (from Di Toro et. al. 1992) and that under anoxic conditions this activity in the sediment-interstitial water system is strongly influenced by the sulphide concentrations in the sediment. The sulphides most responsible for this control are termed acid volatile sulphides (AVS) due to their ability to be extracted with cold hydrochloric acid. The fraction of metals extracted along with the AVS are referred to as Simultaneously Extracted Metals or SEM. It has been shown for a number of metals that when AVS concentrations exceed those of metals simultaneously extracted with the AVS, metal concentrations in the interstitial water are low, and toxicity is not observed (Di Toro et al. 1992, Ankley et al. 1996).
Experiments have demonstrated that when the molar concentration of SEM to AVS was less than one, that no acute toxicity occurred (i.e., \([\text{SEM}] / [\text{AVS}] < 1\)); however, when \([\text{SEM}] / [\text{AVS}] > 1\), then the mortality of sensitive species increased (Di Toro et al. 1992). Currently, this method may be used to predict the lack of bioavailability for cadmium, copper, nickel, lead, and zinc (if \([\text{SEM}] / [\text{AVS}] < 1\)). However, it cannot be used to predict bioavailability (still may not be bioavailable when \([\text{SEM}] / [\text{AVS}] > 1\)) as other factors such as organic carbon, and manganese oxides will also influence bioavailability.

Recently, recommendations have been made to the Science Advisory Board of the U.S. EPA that interstitial water chemistry (porewater) and/or metal-AVS relationships be utilized to assist in the derivation of Sediment Quality Guidelines (Ankley et al. 1996).

Key Points on the Potential of SEM/AVS for Monitoring:

- proposed that when \([\text{SEM}] / [\text{AVS}] < 1\) metals are **NOT** biologically available.
- proposed that when \([\text{SEM}] / [\text{AVS}] > 1\) metals **MAY** be bioavailable.
  - e.g. an area with low \([\text{SEM}]\) and no \([\text{AVS}]\) does not necessarily indicate a toxic sediment.
- standardized methods are lacking (see Brumbaugh and Arms 1996 newly proposed QC).
- concept based on assumption of anoxic conditions which may not hold at the micro-habitat level (BC AMD 1993).
- further research required, but it is rapidly developing as a promising monitoring tool.

### 3.6.3 Elutriate Tests

Elutriate tests were initially developed to assess the effects of dredging operations on water quality, but may also be applied to situations where the re-suspension of sediment-bound toxicants is a concern (Env. Can. 1994). The tests are used to provide information on the potential effects of a disposal operation on water quality (BC AMD 1990) and are not considered appropriate for determining pore water or bedded sediment contaminant concentrations or toxicity (Env. Can. 1994).

Elutriate tests are relatively simple short-term sediment leaching tests. A known volume of sediment (collected via a grab or corer) is combined and agitated with a known volume of site water in an approximate volumetric ratio of 4:1 (e.g., 1000 g dry sediment: 4000 g). This mixture is agitated for 30 minutes and then allowed to settle. The supernatant is decanted and centrifuged. The elutriate
(supernatant) is now available for chemical analysis (with or without filtration depending on the end-use) or for use in biological assays. Elutriate bioassays have been found to be more, similar, or less toxic than pore water based on differences in bioavailability between the two test types (Env. Can. 1994).

3.7 Section Summary

Sediments often act as contaminant sinks, and typically contain higher concentrations of contaminants relative to the overlying water. This can result in the accumulation of contaminants in the sediments to biologically toxic levels, which would not be directly detected in a water-quality monitoring program. These sediment bound contaminants may persist resulting in long-term exposure to organisms living or feeding in, or periodically contacting the sediments.

Total Bulk Contaminant Characterization

Total bulk contaminant chemical characterization of sediments is recommended as a Tier I AMD monitoring component. Bulk sediment characterization is best completed in conjunction with water-quality contaminant-loading monitoring programs.

Environmental Characterization / Preliminary Mapping

The preliminary survey should involve sediment mapping of the greater study area (control/reference waterbodies) and a review of the historical information for the study area. At a minimum, samples collected for mapping purposes should receive physical logging. Additional parameters that should be considered are particle size determination, analysis for total organic carbon (or loss on ignition) and moisture content.

Operational Monitoring Program

The specific objective of the monitoring program is of key importance when determining sampling strategies. Three such objectives are outlined below.

Objective A: To monitor the spatial and temporal influence along a drainage of a point source release (most common AMD concern).
   - Compliance / Diagnostic monitoring.
Objective B: To quantify contaminant loadings and determine contaminant budgets for a lake.  
- Diagnostic / Investigative monitoring.

Objective C: To identify or locate sites of contaminated sediments on a quantitative spatial and/or temporal basis. Identification of contaminant “hot spots.”  
- Diagnostic / Investigative monitoring.

**Locating Stations**

Objective A requires a station distribution pattern that reflects the influence of factors affecting contaminant dispersion (e.g., currents). Hence, plume delineation or plume modelling results should be consulted when locating sediment stations.

Stations should be located in fine-grained depositional zones with the stations possessing sediments of similar physical composition/dynamics. The first impact station should be located in the nearest depositional zone to the point of release to the receiving environment. Additional stations should be established at increasing intervals downstream, with the last downstream station located in a depositional site considered to be beyond the point of potential environmental effects.

Reference station(s) should be located at depositional sites identified in the extensive survey as being similar to the impact stations. Multiple control or reference sites/waterbodies are preferred.

Objective B involves quantifying the compartmental (water, sediment, biota, etc.) distribution of the specific contaminant(s) of concern. Sediment mapping completed during the preliminary survey is used to select a number of sediment sub-units or strata with sampling stations divided between these strata.

Objective C requires a systematic or regular grid-sampling study design. The study area should be divided into a sampling grid (squares, rectangles, or triangles) with collections made within the grids.

**Additional Considerations**

The required number of sample replicates per station or strata is identified by completing power analysis on the preliminary sampling data. Direct comparisons of contaminant concentrations between sampling sites are not possible unless sediment particle composition is consistent or corrected for by either:
• chemical analysis of separate particle size classes;
• correction using particle size distributions in the bulk samples; and/or
• correction using the concentration of a conservative element in the bulk samples.

Until standardized regulations are developed identifying the specific depth horizon to be sampled it will be necessary for each mine operation to consult with the relevant regulatory body for site-specific protocols. The collection of the upper two cm horizon is proposed as a suitable compromise between the cost and difficulties associated with shallow sampling horizons (e.g., 1 cm fractions) versus the dilution effect of including sediments likely deposited prior to the commencement of operational contaminant releases.

On-site characteristics and the objective of the sediment program will determine whether the samples should be collected from the ice surface, boat, or by a diver, though the use of a diver to visually assess the in-situ sediments is always beneficial. Core sampling is recommended when the objective is to characterize the chemical composition of specific vertical horizons (e.g., top 2 cm). Grab samplers are best used for preliminary mapping of the surficial sediments and for gross bulk chemical analysis.

Parameters common to most mine sites involve a visual description (physical logging) of the sediment, measurement of the wet to dry weight ratio, analysis of the particle size distribution, total organic carbon ( % loss on ignition), sulphides, ammonia, and metal concentrations. Consideration should be given to adding sediment pH and Eh (Redox State) measurements, as well as acid volatile sulphide concentrations, to the parameter list.

Decommissioning

Monitoring should be completed to determine whether the sediments are continuing to act as a sink and burying the contaminants; or whether the pathway has reversed, with the sediments acting as a source of contaminants to the water column. Sediment sampling, in conjunction with a water-quality program, can be used to monitor contaminant loadings and identify any flow reversal of contaminants.

Investigative Monitoring Techniques
A serious drawback to total bulk contaminant monitoring is the inability to correlate total contaminant concentrations to bioavailability and hence the potential for ecological effects. For this reason total bulk contaminant monitoring should only be used as a Tier I screening tool with Tier II or III sediment components initiated when predetermined “threshold concentrations” have been exceeded or when evidence of sediment related biological effects (e.g. in benthic macroinvertebrates) is detected. Additional Tier II or III sediment monitoring options that may be used to address questions of contaminant bioavailability are sediment pore water chemistry and trace metal phase distribution analyses either through sequential extraction or acid volatile sulphide relationships.
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4.0 COMMUNITY MONITORING

The impact of pollutants (e.g., metal contamination and/or acidification) on individual species may influence their population dynamics, and if severe or persistent can ultimately alter the community composition in the contaminated ecosystem. Obvious changes in community composition result when contaminants are acutely toxic to all or specific species in the community. Significant changes in community composition can also result from more subtle contaminant influences. For example, contaminant exposure on two competing species may alter the competitive interaction between the two species\textsuperscript{18}, resulting in a long-term shift in community composition and structure.

The objective of a community monitoring program is to detect and track these taxonomic changes through temporal and spatial (with respect to distance from point source) sampling of the community. The data are analyzed for discernible temporal and spatial patterns using a number of univariate biological indices and/or multivariate statistical procedures (ChIV:4.2.2.6) to examine the variation in the community composition and structure.

Often the terms “composition” and “structure” are used interchangeably in the literature; however, there is a distinct difference between the two terms. \textbf{Community Composition} can be defined as the presence/absence and abundance of taxa within a defined area (i.e., species list and densities). \textbf{Community Structure} is defined as the numerical description or pattern of the community composition data, for example the number of organisms, taxonomic richness, and species diversity.

\textbf{Indicator species} are commonly used to support investigations on community composition and structure. Indicator species are defined as:

- “a species or species assemblage (either taxonomically defined or fictionally defined such as a guild) that has particular requirements with regard to known physical and chemical variables such that changes in presence/absence, numbers, morphology, physiology, or behavior of that species indicate that physical or chemical variables are outside its preferred limits” (Rosenberg and Resh 1993).

\textsuperscript{18} The competitive interaction may be altered in a number of ways. For example, species A may be negatively effected or the effect may be neutral on A but positive on B, etc.
The presence of an indicator organism/group is interpreted as evidence that a certain range of environmental conditions are being met. However, the absence of indicator organisms does not necessarily indicate that impacts on its physical and chemical environment have occurred. The absence of an indicator organism may be the result of geographic variables, competitive exclusion, or life-cycle events; this may indicate the need for further investigation. The following have been proposed (Rosenberg and Wiens 1976 and Hellawell 1986 in Johnson et al. 1993) as characteristics for the ideal indicator:

- taxonomic soundness and easy recognition by the nonspecialist. *Taxonomic uncertainties complicate long-term monitoring and between-site interpretation*;
- cosmopolitan distribution. *Allows for comparative studies on regional, national, and international scales*;
- numerical abundance. *Simplifies sampling and the identification of quantitative distribution patterns*;
- ecological characteristics well known;
- low genetic and ecological variability. *Often associated with narrow ecological demands, hence easier to define environmental requirements*;
- large body size (relatively speaking). *Facilitates collections and sample sorting*; and
- suitable for use in laboratory or micro/mesocosm studies. *Improves chances of determining cause and effect if impact detected*.

### 4.1 Selecting an AMD Community Monitoring Component

As briefly discussed in ChII:2.2.2.3 it is recommended that a community monitoring component be included in Tier I of the biological monitoring program. A number of aquatic communities may be used for community monitoring purposes including:

- fish communities;
- algal communities (planktonic algae and periphyton);
- zooplankton communities; and
- benthic macroinvertebrate communities.

The most significant drawback to top-down strategies such as community monitoring is that impacts are only detected after they have been expressed at the community level (ChII:2.2.2.3). This provides a mine operator with very little response time to investigate and mitigate contaminant impacts to that
community. Hence, the community selected for monitoring purposes must be one which possesses a strong potential for recovery (e.g., recolonization, large reproductive potential, etc.) after mitigation and one not considered an economic resource. Of the four communities mentioned, fish communities are the least favourable in meeting these considerations. In the majority of situations, after the fact detection of significant impacts to fish populations and communities carries too high a cost in terms of negative regulatory and public reactions.

Mine tailings, AMD and other sources of metal contamination have been shown to alter algal community composition (Foster 1982; Crosseley and La Point 1988; Clements 1991, Rosassen 1997). However, there are a number of difficulties associated with using algal communities for Tier I monitoring of AMD, including:

- an imperfect knowledge of the life history and ecology of most species;
- poor taxonomic descriptions which make species identification difficult;
- wide fluctuations and very patchy distributions under natural conditions requiring intensive sampling and multiple reference stations;
- the ability of normally sensitive taxa to develop metal tolerance or form resistant spores;
- confounding factors arising from the close interaction between the zooplankton and phytoplankton communities; and
- the confounding interactions arising from the sensitivity of phytoplankton to nutrient additions which commonly accompany mining effluents.

For these reasons planktonic communities are considered to offer limited scope for the detection of toxic effects of aquatic contamination (Phillips and Rainbow 1993) and are not recommended as generic primary (Tier I) AMD monitoring components (BC AMD 1990, 1993). However, phytoplankton may prove to be an appropriate community-monitoring component on a site-specific basis.

Benthic macroinvertebrates are recommended as the Tier I AMD community monitoring component for most mining operations. In addition to their generic value for monitoring aquatic impacts (see ChIV:4.2), they are ideally suited for use in a tiered AMD monitoring program. Tier I monitoring of the benthic invertebrate community secures the benefits of community monitoring, while still providing enough response time to investigate any evidence of impacts to fishes. Monitoring of this community also monitors one of the indirect routes (food availability and contaminant transfer) for AMD impacts to fish populations, as they are significant prey items for many fish species. Tier I
benthic macroinvertebrate community monitoring also serves to provide a biotic component to
directly support the Tier I sediment contaminant program. The combined monitoring of sediment
chemical composition, sediment benthic macroinvertebrate communities and the proposed Tier II
sediment toxicity assays (ChIV:6.0) provides an integrated monitoring design incorporating concepts
from the sediment triad (Chapman 1986; Chapman et al. 1991) and BEAST (BEEnthic Assessment of
SedimenT) (Reynoldson et al. 1995) approaches.

For additional literature on the effects of metal contamination on the other previously mentioned
aquatic communities, see the section bibliography.

4.2 Benthic Macroinvertebrates

Invertebrates that inhabit the bottom substrates (sediments, debris, logs, macrophytes, filamentous
algae, etc.) of aquatic habitats for at least part of their life cycle, and are retained by mesh sizes ≥ 200
to 500 • m are referred to as benthic macroinvertebrates (Rosenberg and Resh 1993). Benthic
macroinvertebrates have and continue to be the most commonly used organisms for biomonitoring
purposes. The advantages and disadvantages associated with using benthic macroinvertebrates and
their communities as biomonitoring tools are summarized below, from the more detailed discussion
provided by Rosenberg and Resh (1993).

Advantages

• Ubiquitous organisms that can be affected by many types of environmental perturbation in a
  number of different habitats.
• Large number of species allows for a broad range of responses to environmental stressors.
• Sedentary or limited individual ranges allow for spatial analysis of pollutant distribution.
• Long life cycles compared to other groups (e.g., phytoplankton) allows assessment of temporal
  changes caused by perturbation.
• Direct contact with water and sediment allows for assessment of biological responses to water
  and sediment quality.
• Important component in aquatic food chain.
• Well suited for experimental approaches to biomonitoring (especially for combining microcosm,
  mesocosm, and field community studies).

Disadvantages
• Do not respond to all types of stressors and, therefore, must be balanced with other biological components.
• Contagious distribution of benthic macroinvertebrates requires a large number of samples for precise quantitative assessments.
• Sample processing and identification can be costly and time consuming\textsuperscript{19}.
• Distribution and abundance can be affected by factors other than water-quality (i.e., flow and substrate).
• Seasonal variation needs to be accommodated in the design of biomonitoring programs.
• Difficulty in identification of some groups.

Several studies have indicated the sensitivity of the benthic macroinvertebrate community to changes in metal concentrations (Winner et al. 1980; Clements et al. 1988; Clements et al. 1992, Nelson and Roline 1996) and pH (Dermott 1985, Fjellheim and Raddum 1990, Hall 1990), the two primary concerns arising from acid mine drainage. The response of the benthic community to AMD can be seen in the loss of sensitive groups of species, sometimes resulting in a reduction in the number of taxa present and/or a decrease in the diversity of organisms inhabiting the benthic regions.

Since benthic macroinvertebrate responses to AMD may vary, there are a number of different approaches which may be employed when using these organisms for monitoring purposes. These consist of investigations using:

1) community composition and structure;
2) indicator species; and
3) sentinel organisms.

The remainder of this section concentrates on developing monitoring programs based on interpreting the dynamics of the composition and structure of the benthic macroinvertebrate community, with additional support provided by the use of indicator species. The use of benthic macroinvertebrates as sentinel organisms for tissue contaminant loadings has primarily been developed employing marine organisms and/or for organic contaminants. The use of freshwater bivalves and large crustaceans

\textsuperscript{19} Costs associated with benthic macroinvertebrate analyses are comparable to chemical analytical expenses for water, sediment and tissues incorporating metals and few additional parameters.
(e.g., crayfish)) for AMD biomonitoring is a field that merits further investigation (Tessier et al. 1984, Czarnezki 1987, Alikhan et al. 1990, Phillips and Rainbow 1993).

The use of benthic macroinvertebrate community composition and structure as indicators of change in environmental conditions is well documented in the literature (Rosenberg and Resh 1993). Much of the work on developing indicator species has also employed benthic macroinvertebrates. The selection of benthic macroinvertebrate indicator species or assemblages may be accomplished by:

• studying the distribution of species among community types (pre-operational baseline data) followed by the classification of sites by macroinvertebrate assemblages with associated abiotic characteristics (Johnson and Wiederholm 1989); and

• further refined by selecting species of intermediate abundance, as rare species may be rare for several reasons other than pollution effects, and abundant organisms may have opportunistic characteristics promoting their abundance, rather than tolerance to pollution (Pearson et al. 1983)

Several studies related to elevated metal concentrations have shown trends in response patterns of specific groups of macroinvertebrates, primarily mayflies, caddisflies, and midges. Clements et al. (1988) compared field observational collections with controlled experimental studies and found that in both situations certain groups responded to elevated metal concentrations in predictable patterns.

• Ephemeroptera (mayflies) and chironomids (midges) of the sub-family Tanytarsini tended to be highly sensitive to increased metal exposure (Note Ch IV:4.2.2.5).

• Orthocladiini chironomids were more tolerant to heavy metal exposure.

• Similar patterns observed by other researchers (Winner et al. 1980; Wiederholm 1984) suggest that these groups contain species assemblages of value as indicator species for heavy metal pollution.

Designing the Tier I AMD benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring program follows the environmental plan discussed in Ch II:2.0. The three main components for development of the benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring program include:

1) environmental characterization;
2) development of the monitoring program and completion of the intensive environmental survey; and
3) commencement of operational/decommissioning monitoring. These are discussed in the following sections.

### 4.2.1 Environmental Characterization

Prior to the development of an operational benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring program, a pre-operational baseline characterization of the physical characteristics of potential benthic macroinvertebrate stations should be completed. This would be considered a part of the habitat classification as described in TSN 4.3. Sediment particle size and hydrological characteristics are the most significant abiotic factors to be considered when developing benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring programs. Hence, data from the preliminary hydrological, sediment, and aquatic habitat surveys should be incorporated into the benthic macroinvertebrate preliminary survey.

**Minimum Requirements**

Habitat classification mapping should be completed (TSN 4.3) confirming that the following information is available for all potential benthic macroinvertebrate stations.

- minimum physical characterization of the benthic macroinvertebrate habitat at potential stations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Hydrology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- particle size</td>
<td>- water depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- moisture content</td>
<td>- current velocity / wave exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- organic content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- classify sites as erosional or depositional

Areas where these characteristics are similar should be flagged as potential benthic macroinvertebrate sampling locations. This should result in the tentative identification of a number of potential reference station(s) and exposure stations. The exposure stations should be located along a spatial gradient from the predicted point of contaminant release.

A preliminary benthic macroinvertebrate sampling program should be completed at the potential operational sampling locations. This would involve the collection of replicated samples. This information would be used for:
• identification of rare, or potentially sensitive organisms and habitats;
• identifying any organisms (mayflies, chironomids, clams, crayfish) that would be useful as indicator species or sentinel organisms; and
• power analysis to determine the number of replicates required to meet the predetermined level of precision.

4.2.2 Monitoring Program

Benthic macroinvertebrate assessments are typically either part of the compliance or diagnostic monitoring objectives. The major decisions in the development of a benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring program are addressed in this section.

4.2.2.1 Station Locations

Stations may be located in depositional or erosional zones of lakes and rivers. There are pros and cons to sampling either of these zones, though site-specific characteristics often dictate site selection (e.g. very few erosional zones in streams with low elevational relief).

Lakes

In most instances, benthic macroinvertebrate stations in lakes should be located in depositional zones for two reasons:

1) depositional sites are the areas of long-term contaminant accumulation; and
2) by locating the stations at the same sites as the sediment stations, correlations of sediment quality (i.e. contaminant load) may be made to the biological community.

Rivers/Streams

The selection of depositional (pools) versus erosional zones (riffles) in flowing waters is less obvious. The more transient nature of sediment depositional zones in flowing systems makes them less suitable for sediment and benthic macroinvertebrate stations, relative to lakes. The fauna in depositional zones of flowing water also tend to be more difficult to identify (e.g., chironomid populations) and less abundant relative to the fauna of erosional zones.
Benthic macroinvertebrates in erosional zones of rivers and streams are primarily exposed to water-borne contaminants rather than accumulated contaminants in the sediment. By locating the stations at the same sites as water-quality stations, correlations of water-quality may be made to the biological community. Conversely, benthic invertebrate depositional stations located in rivers and streams should be spatially correlated with sediment sampling stations.

**Station Selection**

Once the general sampling habitat (erosional or depositional) has been determined, decisions regarding specific station locations are required. Station selection criteria are similar to those for selecting sediment stations; hence, less detail is provided here (see Ch IV:3.4.2.1). The results of any plume-delineation investigations or modelling (see Ch IV:1.1.2.3) should be consulted to assist in identifying station locations and mixing zones.

The following points should be considered when selecting impact or effluent-exposed stations.

1) Combine stations with sediment and/or water-quality stations when possible;

2) Stations should possess **similar physical and ecological characteristics** in order to minimize the potential for differences in community structure resulting from natural confounding factors (see following subsection). This should be confirmed using the data collected in the preliminary survey and habitat classification.

3) The first impact station should be located within the margin of the mixing zone nearest to the point of contaminant release (confirm using plume delineation). If the mixing zone does not commence until some distance downstream, then the nearest station should be located at the first suitable downstream habitat known to be within the contaminant plume.

4) Locate additional stations within the modelled mixing zone at increasing fixed intervals downstream. An effort should be made to locate these stations at geometrically increasing intervals (i.e., X, 2X, 4X, 8X) downstream, as detailed for sediment stations (Ch IV:3.4.2.1).

A minimum of one reference station is required, though, as previously discussed, multiple reference stations greatly enhance the power of a monitoring program by decreasing the chance of statistically detecting non-existent impacts (Ch II:2.2.2.4).

In addition to the first two points listed above for exposure stations, the following points should be considered when locating reference stations.
1) Upstream station(s) are preferred though these should be located neither too far upstream of, nor too close to, the contaminant point source. The former increases the likelihood of potential differences in biotic and abiotic variables (confounding factors). The latter raises concerns of indirectly influencing reference community composition through contaminant effects on mobile species such as fish, which may have been, or are exerting, a top-down influence on the benthic community (Env. Can. and DFO 1993).

2) If neighboring waterbodies (lakes or streams in adjacent drainages) are used as reference stations, they must be located at sites with similar biotic and abiotic features. When using different waterbodies as reference stations it is even more important to employ a multi-reference study design (Section 2.2.2.4).

3) For lake studies, reference stations located in the same bay as influenced stations are preferred, if it can be demonstrated that they are not exposed to the contaminant. Otherwise, adjacent bays with similar biotic and abiotic characteristics should be selected. Once again, a multi-reference study design is preferred.

4) The addition of a downstream station located at a site beyond the point of potential environmental effects\(^ {20} \) should be considered in order to assess community recovery.

**Confounding Environmental Factors**

Confounding factors consist of a range of biotic and abiotic environmental variables that influence the composition and structure of benthic communities completely independent of mining activities. Stations should be selected such that these potential confounding factors are minimized between all of the stations (both reference and influenced). Note that some of the potential confounding factors listed below may be effluent related (e.g., pH), and hence would be considered a treatment effect and not a confounding factor.

The following is a brief discussion of the most common confounding factors for benthic macroinvertebrate community investigations. Many of these factors are inter-related (e.g., sediment particle size and current velocity); however, for the sake of simplicity they will be discussed as separate factors. These factors are all components which would have been parameterized during the

\(^ {20} \) Defined in the Environmental Effects Monitoring Guidelines for the pulp and paper industry as beyond the point where the effluent contribution has been diluted to < 1% (Env. Can. and DFO 1993).
Environmental Characterization Phase as part of the general habitat characterization as discussed in TSN 4.3.

Current Velocity and Discharge

Current velocity affects the benthic community both directly and indirectly. Current velocity directly affects organisms through its physical influence on the organisms’ mobility and capability to maintain position within the current\textsuperscript{21}. Current velocity indirectly influences species composition is indirectly effected by current velocity via the influence of current (turbulent or laminar flow) on oxygen concentrations and sediment deposition rates and particles size distribution.

Discharge is a confounding factor that should be standardized when a reference station is located in a different waterbody. It should also be determined during each sampling event as its effect on contaminant dilution rates may prove to be a confounding factor when comparing between sampling periods that experienced different discharges.

Depth

Sampling depth indirectly influences the species composition of a benthic community in a number of ways. Water depth has a significant influence on light penetration as it pertains to periphyton and rooted macrophyte production, sediment deposition, and temperature and dissolved oxygen concentration resulting from stratification (ChIV:2.1.2). Standardization of monitoring stations by depth is of key importance in monitoring lake benthic macroinvertebrate communities.

Substrate

The physical characteristics of the substrate is one of the most important factors influencing the characteristics of the benthic macroinvertebrate community (Klemm et al. 1990). All sampling stations (reference and exposed) should be standardized according to substrate composition.

Dissolved Oxygen

\textsuperscript{21} e.g., “clingers” such as some ephemeropterans (mayflies), and simulids (blackflies) can maintain position and forage in very high current velocities.
Benthic macroinvertebrates vary greatly in their dissolved oxygen requirements; hence, this is a significant factor in determining the species composition of the benthic community at a site. Visually similar habitats may possess different dissolved oxygen concentrations due to the influences of neighbouring habitats. For example, a pool at the base of a long deep run will have lower dissolved oxygen concentrations than one at the base of a highly oxygenated riffle zone. To minimize the influence of species specific oxygen requirements, stations should be selected which possess similar oxygen regimes.

Tributaries
Care should be taken when locating additional stations downstream of tributaries. The water-quality of the tributary may differ significantly from that of the waterbody under investigation. Differences may be due to anthropogenic influences, or natural influences resulting from the surface geology of the tributaries’ drainage basin (e.g., natural acid drainage). The basic water chemistry of any tributaries should be determined during the Environmental Characterization Phase (Ch II:2.1.3.3), prior to finalizing the location of the operational monitoring stations.

Accurate Relocation

The ability to relocate a benthic macroinvertebrate station accurately is essential for repeated sampling through time. Information on the available options for siting in a station location for future sampling events is provided in TSN 9.0.

4.2.2.2 Sample Replication Requirements

To be of any value to a monitoring program benthic macroinvertebrate sampling must be replicated at each sampling station, during each sampling period. Most benthic marcoinvertebrate community monitoring programs are designed to test the null hypothesis (H₀) that there is no difference between community characteristics (e.g., abundance, diversity, etc.), either spatially (amongst the station(s)) or temporally (between sampling periods). Since benthic macroinvertebrates tend to exhibit highly contagious distributions (e.g., community parameters vary even within the immediate area designated as a sampling station), knowledge of within-station variability is required if differences among stations are to be confidently identified. Therefore, once the location of a sampling station has been
determined, the number of sample replicates required to obtain a measure of within-station variability must be determined.

Statistical determination of within-station replication for monitoring programs is addressed by Green (1977) with discussions specific to benthic macroinvertebrates provided by Allan (1984), and Resh and McElravy (1993).

Considerations for sample replication:

- a **minimum** of three to five replicates should be collected for each station; and
- ideally, power analysis should be completed on the preliminary survey data to identify the number of replicates required to meet the predetermined level of precision (e.g., Appendix B). If the number of replicates is strictly determined by the budget, statistical analysis should be completed to identify the level of precision provided by the selected replication.

### 4.2.2.3 Sample Timing

In most cases a fixed sampling frequency is appropriate for monitoring benthic macroinvertebrates. Sampling should be timed to approximate periods of maximum invertebrate diversity and should not be completed within a month of any significant freshet (Env. Can. and DFO 1993). In temperate climates, the period of maximum community maturity and richness occurs in early spring or late autumn; hence these are the most appropriate sampling periods (Cuffney et al. 1993). Winter sampling has the benefit of monitoring the population during potentially stressful conditions of low flows and food availability. However, winter sampling often presents difficult logistical problems. Sampling periodicity may range from annually to every 3 years depending on site-specific concerns.

### 4.2.2.4 Selection of Sampling Equipment

A number of factors are involved in the selection of specific sampling devices and protocols. Standard benthic macroinvertebrate sampling equipment and methods should be used to collect **quantitative** samples. The two key equipment considerations involve determining whether depositional samplers, erosional samplers or artificial substrates are preferred and the mesh size to be used for sieving collections.

*Samplers*
For in situ monitoring purposes, samplers which collect benthic macroinvertebrates from the natural bottom sediments are preferred over samplers collecting organisms in the drift or colonizing artificial substrates (DFO and Env. Can. 1995b). Benthos collected from natural substrates represent the community formed through historical and current influences (DFO and Env. Can. 1995b). Organisms that have colonized artificial substrates, and especially those organisms in the drift, are more representative of short-term influences and poorly represent historical influences.

In depositional habitat, such as lake bottoms or slow moving areas of streams, grab or core samplers may be used. The selection of a depositional sampler for benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring is primarily based on the composition of the substrate being sampled; hence, the information provided on selecting sediment sampling equipment in the previous section (Ch IV:3.4.3.7) should be consulted for additional information.

**Grab samplers** are recommended over core samplers for monitoring the benthic macroinvertebrate community. Grab samplers have spring-loaded or gravity-operated jaws that close to entrap a certain volume of unconsolidated sediment (clay, silt, sand, etc.) and the organisms residing in the sediment. Figure IV:3.4-8 and Table IV:3.4-3 summarize the characteristics of the most common grab samplers along with recommendations for their use in specific substrates. Additional information related to benthic macroinvertebrate sampling is provided in TSN 4.2. Two of the most commonly used grabs for benthic macroinvertebrate studies are the Ponar and the Ekman grab samplers (Figure IV:3.4-5).

**Core samplers** (Table IV:3.4-4 and Figures IV:3.4-6 and 3.4-7) may also be used for collecting benthic macroinvertebrates from unconsolidated sediments. However, they are not used as much as grab samplers due to the small surface area they sample (Env. Can. and DFO 1993).

Benthic macroinvertebrate sampling in erosional zones, such as riffles in rivers, is best conducted with stream-net or erosional samplers (Figure IV:4.2-1). These samplers use mesh bags to sieve organisms from water flowing through the mesh. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the most common erosional (stream) samplers is shown in Table 9.2-1 with additional information provided in TSN 4.2.

Two commercially available and commonly used erosional samplers are the Surber sampler and various versions of cylinder samplers. While these samplers are relatively quantitative when used with care by an experienced biologist, they are sensitive to individual operator consistency. Variations of the Hess cylinder or invertebrate box sampler are recommended over Surber samplers as they are
somewhat less sensitive to loss from beneath the sampler and from backwashing (Table 9.2-1). However, Surber samplers may now be equipped with base extensions to minimize loss beneath the sampler and to improve stability.

Artificial substrates are of use when sampling cannot be standardized for natural habitat features, or when it is not logistically possible to sample the natural communities (e.g., cobble substrate in deep water). Rivers and streams dominated by rubble and boulder substrates (e.g., common to Shield regions) are also best sampled using artificial substrates. Artificial substrate samplers are constructed of natural or artificial materials that are placed in water for a predetermined period for colonization by indigenous invertebrate communities (Env. Can. and DFO 1993). The Multi-plate (modified Hester-Dendy) and the basket sampler are the two most commonly used artificial substrate samplers. Examples of these samplers are shown in Figure IV:4.2-1, with additional information provided in TSN 4.2.

For more detailed discussions on sampling equipment, consult the review document by Klemm et al. (1990) and the references provided in the section bibliography.

Mesh Size

Benthic macroinvertebrate samples require sieving to separate the invertebrates from fine sediment and debris. Once collected, samples should be field-washed using a maximum mesh size of 500 • m as proposed in the Canadian Environmental Effects Monitoring Guidelines for the pulp and paper industry (Env. Can. and DFO 1993). This is similar to the U.S. EPA recommendation (Klemm et al. 1990) of field washing through a U.S. Standard No. 30 sieve (approx. 600 • m). Compared to depositional samplers, erosional samplers tend to collect fewer fines and debris; hence, smaller mesh sizes may be used more efficiently. When comparing to historical databases the mesh sizes should be standardized or at a minimum accounted for during the interpretation of the databases. Mesh size should always be reported in the methods section of all reports.

Preservation, sorting and subsampling procedures.

Samples should be fixed after field sieving using 10% formalin. Once fixed in formalin they may be stored as is, or washed and transferred to 70 - 80% ethanol (usually done in the laboratory). Samples to be used for biomass determination should not be preserved in alcohol due to the significantly greater weight loss associated with alcohol preservation compared to formalin (Klemm et. al. 1990).
Sorting and subsampling procedures as proposed in the Canadian Environmental Effects Monitoring Guidelines for the pulp and paper industry (Env. Can. and DFO 1993) are recommended. Similar procedures are also detailed by Klemm et al. (1990) as recommended U.S. EPA protocols.

**Field Notes**

Upon sample collection, both internal (pencil) and external (side of container, not lid) labeling should be completed. Each label should include the date, station code, and replicate number. Any large samples sub-divided into additional jars should be labeled as such (e.g., jar 1 of 2). The preservative type (formalin or ethanol) should also be detailed.

The following additional supportive data should be collected and recorded in the fieldbook.

- The above mentioned label information.
- The applicable habitat information such as substrate type, current velocity, water depth, and macrophyte composition.
- For streams, any changes in channel characteristics relative to the previously completed habitat characterization (see TSN 4.3).
- Field water-quality and limnology data such as temperature, pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, and Secchi disk transparency (Ch IV:2.1.3.1). Include type and size of field equipment operated.

**4.2.2.5 Taxonomy**

The taxonomic evaluation of benthic macroinvertebrate sample should be completed to the lowest taxonomic level confidently achievable (Env. Can. and DFO 1993). For most benthic groups this means identification to genus with some identified to species level. The desired identification levels for the major taxonomic groups are provided in Table IV:4.2-2. To meet these taxonomic requirements a qualified taxonomist is required and the creation of a reference collection for each site should be considered.

Generally, the present consensus supports this intensive level of taxonomic identification. The argument is that the use of higher taxa containing numerous diverse species can result in an environmentally heterogenous population being treated as a single non-representative variable. For example, ephemeropterans (mayflies) and trichopterans (caddisflies) are two groups often classified
as sensitive indicators and are predicted to decline in abundance in response to decreasing water-quality. However, on a species specific level, tolerances can vary significantly. This is evidenced in work by Norris et al. (1982), who found that certain species of Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera were highly tolerant of trace metal pollution.

4.2.2.6 Data Analyses

Details on data analyses procedures for benthic macroinvertebrate investigations are beyond the scope of this document. However, there are a number of factors that are relatively unique to community databases that will be briefly addressed, with literature sources for more detailed discussions provided in the section bibliography.

Unknown Immature or Damaged Organisms

The standard-data handling and data-screening procedures outlined in Ch II:2.7 should be followed. Benthic macroinvertebrate databases often contain a number of organisms at different taxonomic levels classified as Unknown or Unidentified. These are usually organisms too immature or damaged to be identified to the next lower taxonomic level. These unidentified taxa and their abundances should be recorded in the raw databases; however, there are three options to be considered for handling these data during analysis (DFO and Env. Can. 1995b).

1) Apportion the number of Unknown individuals according to the ratio of identified individuals within that taxonomic level.
2) Delete these Unknown individuals completely from the analyzed database.
3) Complete the data analysis at the most detailed taxonomic level that has no organisms classified as Unknown.

Option 1 assumes that the ratio of Unknown individuals is similar to the ratio of identified individuals. This assumption is confounded by differing requirements for structural integrity for taxonomic identification (e.g., sensitivity of specific key morphometric characteristics to damage or developmental age), and differing life histories between species influencing the age distribution of the various species present.

With Option 2 there is the risk of severely biasing and misrepresenting the analysis if the Unknown component consists of a large proportion of taxa that account for a high proportion of the total
benthic community. Option 3 has the same effect and drawbacks as restricting the taxonomic classification to lower hierarchical levels as previously discussed in Ch IV:4.2.2.5.

The most appropriate option is likely to be project-specific and determined by an experienced ecologist. The option selected should be clearly stated with a brief discussion of the basis for selecting that option.

**Analysis Procedures or Techniques**

A wide range of analytical techniques or procedures is used in benthic macroinvertebrate studies, with a great deal of emphasis historically placed on univariate indices. While commonly used, the value of univariate indices of community structure (diversity, dominance, richness, etc.) has been in question for sometime (Hurlbert 1971; Washington 1984; Suter 1993). Diversity indices assess the numbers of taxa present (taxa richness) and the homogeneity of their numeric distributions in the community. Recently, the taxa richness component of diversity indices has been found to be more informative in demonstrating a metal gradient within receiving waters than the complete diversity index (Winner et al. 1980; Leland et al. 1989). However, changes in taxonomic richness may only represent short-term community responses, with species replacement masking any long-term changes in richness. Therefore, sole use of these measures/indices of community structure is not recommended.

Assessment of community structure through the combination of community composition data and multivariate analyses can provide more valuable information. The EEM guidelines for the pulp and paper industry (DFO and Env. Can. 1995b) recommend that the primary data investigative procedures for benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring programs include:

- an examination of variation in community structure based on multivariate taxa abundances and presence/absence, and
- an examination of variation in total benthic abundance and total richness (number of taxa).

The EEM guidelines outline the specific methods (e.g., canonical correspondence analysis, ANCOVA, and MANOVA) which may be used. Additional discussions on data analysis specifically for benthic macroinvertebrates are provided by Klemm et. al. (1990), and Norris and Georges (1993). Additional statistical references are listed in the section bibliography.
4.2.3 Pre-Operational Intensive Baseline

The purpose of the intensive baseline investigation is to collect detailed, replicated data on the benthic macroinvertebrate community at fixed points in time (pre-impact, specific sampling season) and space (the monitoring stations) against which future surveys (operational monitoring program) will be compared. This will result in a BACI study design, which, when combined with multiple reference stations, would provide the most rigorous study design (ChII:2.2.2.4). The intensive baseline provides a final opportunity for the \textit{a priori} identification of potential indicator species (Pearson et al. 1983) and determination of the optimal number of stations and replicates required for the operational monitoring program.

\textbf{Minimum requirements}

- Match the protocols and stations of the proposed \textit{operational monitoring program}.  
  - i.e. sampling techniques, sampling season, etc.
- Consider additional replicates or sample stations (reference and impacted) to support any future decisions to intensify the monitoring program.
  - to minimize costs, these could be stored (appropriately preserved) and processed at a later date as required.
- Consider storing reference specimens in anticipation of the continued evolution of taxonomic classifications.
  - e.g. chironomid taxonomy has developed markedly over the last 10 to 15 years.

4.2.4 Operational Monitoring

The operational monitoring program should be executed as designed (see ChIV:4.2.2), incorporating any fine tuning developed during the completion of the intensive baseline. At a minimum, operational monitoring should include benthic macroinvertebrate collections for assessment of changes in community composition and structure. The data should be analyzed in order to determine whether there is evidence of marked changes in benthic macroinvertebrate population and/or community characteristics which can be related to mining activities. Sentinel organisms are best sued as investigative monitoring tools.
4.2.5 Decommissioning

The objective of benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring during the decommissioning phase is to determine whether recovery is occurring in any previously impacted areas. A key area will involve monitoring recovery of the benthic macroinvertebrate community on subaqueous tailings or waste-rock disposal sites. The section bibliography provides additional sources specifically concerned with the re-establishment of the benthic macroinvertebrate community on subaqueous disposal sites. An important component of the decommissioning baseline should involve sediment benthic macroinvertebrate toxicity assays for sediments known to be contaminated. This is discussed in greater detail in ChIV:6.1.

4.3 Quality Control

Along with the standard QA/QC procedures outlined in ChII:2.6.1, the following procedures should be incorporated into the benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring program:

- Ensure that the preservative is evenly distributed throughout the sample.
- Resort ten percent of all the samples to assess sorting consistency.
- Check a minimum of 10% of all sample splits during sorting or subsampling.
- Archive a reference collection.
- Recheck databases for accuracy, since benthic macroinvertebrate databases are highly susceptible to recording and transcription errors.

4.4 Investigative Monitoring Techniques

Previous sub-sections address the most common approaches and procedures used when incorporating benthic macroinvertebrate community analyses into a mine-monitoring program. In the following sub-sections some additional techniques are discussed which may be incorporated into the benthic macroinvertebrate program.

4.4.1 Functional Processes

Assessing the relationship between benthic macroinvertebrates and ecosystem processes is not a new technique; however, it is worth mentioning here as a potential monitoring technique. The benthic community functions as the major pathway for decomposition within aquatic ecosystems. Through the decomposition process, dead plant and animal material is broken down into compounds which
can be absorbed by plants and used in primary production. This provides a key loop for the recycling of nutrients within the aquatic system. Decomposition involves bacteria, fungi, and benthic invertebrates.

Environmental perturbations, such as elevated metal concentrations and/or acidity, can disrupt the processing of detrital material in the ecosystem through impacts on the benthic invertebrate community. These changes in the benthic community can reduce the efficiency of the decomposition process and thus cause increased accumulation of organics and inorganics within the receiving waters.

There are two relatively simple methods available for assessing changes in ecosystem processes.

• Leaf pack litter bags (Petersen and Cummins 1974; Reice 1980).
  - place a known biomass of leaf litter (or macrophyte) in a porous bag
  - position bags within the reference and exposure study areas
  - remove bags at specified intervals and determine remaining biomass
  - rate of change in biomass is used as a quantitative value of decomposition rates.

• Functional classifications of benthic macroinvertebrates (Merritt and Cummins 1984)
  - incorporate functional classifications into the analysis of the community composition.
  - functional classifications are based on the morphology of mouth parts.

    Shredders - ingest Coarse Particulate Organic Matter (CPOM)
    Collector/Filterers - ingest suspended Fine POM
    Collector/Gatherers - ingest FPOM from surface films
    Scrapers - ingest attached algae and associated material
    Predators - ingest living animal tissue
    Parasites - feed on living animal tissue without directly killing the host

From an ecological perspective, the assessment of both benthic community structure and benthic processes, such as decomposition, can provide valuable insight into the health of the entire ecosystem. Assessing both structure and process provides the opportunity to understand the significance of species changes within the system, and monitor how these changes disrupt the natural processes of the ecosystem.
4.5 Section Summary

The objective of a community monitoring program is to detect and track taxonomic changes through temporal and spatial (with respect to distance from point source) sampling of the community. A community monitoring component should be incorporated into Tier I of the biological monitoring program.

For most mine sites benthic macroinvertebrates are likely to be the best Tier I AMD community monitoring component. However, this should be determined on a site-specific basis as other communities may be more suitable in certain circumstances. The combined monitoring of sediment chemical composition, sediment benthic macroinvertebrate communities, and the proposed Tier I/II sediment toxicity assays (ChIV6.2.2) will provide an integrated monitoring design.

Environmental Characterization

Areas with similar physical characteristics should be identified during habitat classification mapping as potential benthic macroinvertebrate sampling locations. A preliminary benthic macroinvertebrate sampling program should be completed at the potential operational sampling locations for:

- identification of rare, or potentially sensitive organisms and habitats;
- identifying organisms useful as indicator species or sentinel organisms; and
- power analysis to determine the number of replicates required to meet the predetermined level of precision for the operational monitoring program.

Developing the Operational Monitoring Program

In most instances, benthic invertebrate stations in lakes should be located in depositional zones. The availability of suitable erosional (i.e., cobble-gravel substrate) or depositional (i.e., organic material) sites determines the appropriate sampling substrate for streams and rivers. Erosional sites are generally preferred as they tend to have greater invertebrate abundances and/or community diversity. Macroinvertebrate stations located in erosional zones should be paired with water-quality monitoring stations, while those located in depositional zones should be paired with sediment and water-quality stations.
Stations should possess similar physical and ecological characteristics to minimize confounding factors. The first impact station should be located within the margin of the mixing zone nearest to the point of contaminant release. Additional stations should be established at increasing intervals downstream, with the last downstream station located in a depositional site considered to be beyond the point of potential environmental effects.

Reference/Control station(s) should be located at sites identified in the extensive survey as being similar to the impact stations. Multiple control or reference sites/waterbodies are preferred. If suitable reference sites are not available, then the program is restricted to a gradient study design.

It is common for three to five replicate samples to be collected at each station; however, the most appropriate procedure is to complete statistical power analyses on preliminary sampling data. Sampling should be timed to approximate periods of maximum invertebrate diversity and should not be completed within a month of any significant freshet. In temperate climates, sampling in early spring or late autumn usually meets these criteria. Sampling periodicity may range from annually to every 3 to 5 years depending on site-specific concerns.

For in situ monitoring purposes, samplers which collect benthic macroinvertebrates from the natural bottom sediments are preferred over samplers collecting organisms in the drift or colonizing artificial substrates. Grab samplers are recommended over core samplers for community monitoring in depositional zones, with erosional net samplers used in erosional habitats. Artificial substrates are of use when sampling cannot be standardized for natural habitat features, or when it is not logistically possible to sample the natural communities.

Sorting and subsampling procedures as proposed in the Canadian Environmental Effects Monitoring Guidelines for the pulp and paper industry (Env. Can. and DFO 1993, DFO and Env. Can. 1995b) are recommended. Taxonomic identification should be completed by a qualified taxonomist to the lowest taxonomic level confidently achievable with a reference collection archived.

Pre-Operational Intensive Baseline

The purpose of the intensive baseline investigation is to collect detailed, replicated pre-impact data on the benthic macroinvertebrate community against which future surveys (operational monitoring program) can be compared. The protocols and stations should match those of the proposed
operational monitoring program, though reference specimens and additional samples (if desired) may be stored pending future needs.

**Operational Monitoring**

The operational monitoring program should be executed as designed, incorporating any fine tuning developed during the completion of the intensive baseline. At a minimum, operational monitoring should include benthic macroinvertebrate collections for assessment of changes in community composition and structure. The data should be analysed to determine whether there is evidence of marked changes in benthic macroinvertebrate population and/or community characteristics which can be related to mining activities.

**Decommissioning**

Benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring during the decommissioning serves to measure recovery rates in previously impacted areas. Sediments identified as contaminated by the decommissioning baseline should be periodically reassessed using sediment-benthic macroinvertebrate toxicity tests.

**Investigative Monitoring Techniques**

*Functional Processes*

From an ecological perspective, the assessment of both benthic community structure and benthic processes, such as decomposition, can provide valuable insight into the health of the entire ecosystem. Two relatively simple methods may be used for assessing changes in ecosystem processes. These include **leaf pack litter bags**, and the incorporation of **functional classifications** into the analysis of the benthic macroinvertebrate community composition.
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5.0 SENTINEL COMPONENT - ADULT FISH INVESTIGATIONS

Fishes may exhibit an acute or chronic response to AMD contaminants. The source compliance and diagnostic water-quality monitoring programs (ChIII:2.0 and ChIV:2.0) and effluent toxicity assays (ChIV:6.0) should serve to prevent acute AMD effects on the fish population\(^ {22} \). Chronic AMD effects are more difficult to monitor and may influence fish either directly or indirectly as shown in Figure IV:5.2-1.

Indirect effects arise when AMD impacts food sources or habitat which in turn influences the health of the fish, or alters the total carrying capacity of the waterbody (Munkittrick and Dixon 1991). Direct effects occur when exposure to AMD contaminants has toxicological implications to the fish. Through time, one or both of these factors will influence population size and structure.

\(^ {22} \) With the exception of catastrophic spill or accidental release events.
The most important AMD constituents that may influence fish are pH and mobilized trace elements. Reductions in the pH of aquatic ecosystems are known to affect behavioural (e.g., avoidance responses), respiratory and other physiological fish functions. Reduced pH also has a serious effect on recruitment in a number of different fish species (Harvey and Jackson 1995, Jackson and Harvey 1995). Generally, early life stages are the most vulnerable to reductions in pH (Harvey 1982). This can lead to the loss of year classes and, hence, alteration in the age structure of the population. Eventually the most sensitive species may disappear from the fish community. Mobilized trace elements (e.g., aluminum, copper, nickel) can similarly affect behaviour, recruitment and/or lead to the bioaccumulation of these contaminants in juveniles and adults.

Due to the importance of fishes as an economic and recreational resource, and the sensitivity of regulatory and public opinion to impacts to the fishery, it is recommended that some form of fish monitoring be incorporated into the Tier I AMD monitoring program.

5.1 Environmental Characterization

A fisheries assessment should be completed in both exposed and reference waterbodies as part of the Environmental Characterization Phase. A comprehensive species list should be developed from historical information and a preliminary sampling program. The relevant biological and habitat requirements should be identified from the literature for each of the species present on the species list.

Complete habitat classification and mapping (TSN 4.3) with an emphasis on habitat required for dominant, economically important and rare fish species identified in the species list. The following critical fish habitat should be identified and rated:

- fish spawning habitat;
- rearing habitat (species and possibly life-stage specific);
- foraging habitat;
- overwintering habitat;
- fish migration routes; and
- natural (e.g., beaver dams) and anthropogenic barriers to fish movement.

23 Non-fatal sampling methods should be used whenever possible (See TSN 4.4).
Information on species-specific habitat requirements for the more common/economically important Canadian fishes may be found in the references listed in the section bibliography. Special attention should be paid to those portions of the waterbodies likely to receive point source (e.g., proposed effluent release points), non-point source (e.g., stack releases, site disturbance effects such as sediment inputs) pollutants, stream road crossings, and culvert installations. For information on road crossings and culvert requirements, see the references in the chapter bibliography.

5.2 Fish Monitoring Options

Fish are used as a monitoring component for most mining operations in Canada. They have been used to varying degrees for monitoring purposes at all organizational levels shown in Figure IV:0-1. Fish monitoring requirements will differ depending on the sensitivity of the population to sampling stress, and the risk of AMD impacts. Several fish monitoring options are discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.2.1 Population Monitoring

The combined direct and indirect effects of a contaminant(s) may be monitored at the organism, population or community levels\(^{24}\) of organization (Figure 9.0-1). As previously discussed (ChIV: Intro), community level monitoring of fish populations provides inadequate response time to protect fishes. Monitoring fish at the population level increases the chances of detecting an effect while it is still reversible and before it is reflected at the community level in the form of local species extinction. A population’s size and age structure are reflections of the sensitivity of population processes such as recruitment, and age-specific fecundity\(^{25}\) mortality rates, to the surrounding environment, and hence can prove to be sensitive to direct or indirect contaminant exposure (McFarlane and Franzin 1978, Munkittrick and Dixon 1989a,b).

A full-scale monitoring program designed to accurately determine the population dynamics of even a single fish species requires comprehensive information on the population age/stage structure, and age/stage-specific survivorship, and reproduction rates for both exposed and reference sites. At a minimum, this would require a sampling program incorporating seasonal sampling in a number of

\(^{24}\) A community consists of a number of interacting populations. A population consists of a number of interacting individuals of the same species.

\(^{25}\) An individual’s potential reproductive capacity based on mature germ cell (e.g. eggs) production.
habitats, as habitat use can vary both seasonally and with developmental stage. The value of such an intensive population investigation as an operational monitoring component should be carefully considered due to concerns of cost efficiency, difficulties in separating natural fluctuations from AMD effects (BC AMD 1992), and the potential of sampling mortality causing more serious impacts than chronic contaminant exposure. This is especially of concern in northern oligotrophic waters where fish growth-rates are slow.

5.2.1.1 Simplified Sentinel Population Monitoring

A simplified monitoring program for determining individual level characteristics which strongly influence or correlate with population processes may be used as a proxy for the more intensive population studies. It has been proposed (Munkittrick 1989a,b, BC AMD 1990, 1992, Env. Can. and DFO 1993, DFO and Env. Can. 1995a), that the monitoring of individual organism characteristics (traditional condition indices) of a sentinel fish species may serve as a fish surveillance program. This would require data on individual indices which reflect reproductive potential (e.g., No. eggs per female, gonad weight, age at maturity), growth (length and weight as a function of age), and energy stores (liver weight and condition factor). Additional data on sample population parameters such as mean age, and time to maturity, would also be required. Such an approach has several advantages, including:

- the use of traditional fisheries techniques (individual fish measurements);
- requires less intensive sampling of fish communities and populations; hence is cost effective and less destructive; and
- may be focussed on a limited age/size class of the population, which also minimizes sampling costs and mortality.

The objective of such a monitoring program is the early detection of pseudo-population level effects in the sentinel species and the preliminary identification of the individual level parameters being influenced (i.e., growth, reproduction, or survival). This allows Tier II and III investigative procedures to be focussed towards the specific component being influenced. For example, should the Tier I program provide evidence of recruitment failure, then Tier II investigations may be focussed on reproductive success and larval mortality investigations.

5.2.2 Visual Fish Health Assessments
The addition of an in-field fish health assessment to the sentinel fish monitoring program would enhance information return without significantly increasing costs or sampling effort. Chronic stress related to pollution, including pH and trace metal exposure, can lead to a myriad of conditions that generally serve as indicators of decreased health. As fish are often the most visible part of aquatic ecosystems, the dramatic visual effect of fish diseases and developmental abnormalities can raise public concerns in excess of the direct implications to fish population dynamics. The benefits of monitoring the occurrence of diseases and abnormalities in exposed and reference waters are threefold.

1) Disease outbreaks and some abnormalities are natural events; hence, failure to monitor occurrences in reference waters can lead to the mining operation being incorrectly identified as the cause.\textsuperscript{26}

2) The incidence rates may be used as an indicator of potential chronic effects, prior to significant population or community impacts.

3) Early detection prior to significant outbreaks provides response time for operators to launch investigative programs on their own initiative (proactive approach) rather than in response to regulator or public pressure.

Commonly used health indicators are briefly discussed in the following subsections.

5.2.2.1 Disease Due to Pathogens, Neoplasms and Parasitism

One of the more visible results of chronic contaminant exposure is an increase in the incidences of fish disease outbreaks, possibly due to chronic stress impairment of the immune system. Increased incidences of neoplasms\textsuperscript{27} has also been evidenced with metal contaminant exposure (Hinton 1993, Baumann et al. 1996). Trace metal exposure can enhance (McFarlane et al. 1986, Robohm 1986) or impair the immune systems ability to cope with infectious agents and uncontrolled cell proliferation (Wolf 1988, Leighton 1996). Increased and/or decreased parasitism burdens have also been linked to pollution effects (Wedemeyer and McLeay 1981, Poulin 1992). Increased parasite burdens may result from chronic stress impairment of the fishes’ immune system (Poulin 1992). Alternatively, contaminants may decrease fish parasite burdens either directly through effects on the parasite itself

\textsuperscript{26} This is further exacerbated by the lack of information on natural disease outbreaks. Most fish disease investigations have focussed on hatchery and contaminant-exposed populations.

\textsuperscript{27} Abnormal proliferation of cells which distort the shape of normal tissue.
(especially the free-living stages) or indirectly by reducing the population of the parasites’ intermediate hosts.

5.2.2.2 Skeletal and Developmental Abnormalities

Skeletal anomalies, such as fin and skull deformities, the absence of one or more fins and sometimes the complete pelvic girdle, shortened operculae, fused and deformed vertebrate and spinal curvature, have all been associated with pollution exposure (Sloof 1982), along with congenital defects, parasitic infections, and electrical shocks (e.g., lightning and electroshocking) (BC AMD 1990). Contaminant induced spinal curvature tends to increase in frequency with long-term exposure (BC AMD 1990).

Metal contaminants (AMD and non-AMD related) have also been shown to act as teratogens28, causing deformations involving the eyes, heart, skeleton, and pigmentation (Munkittrick and Dixon 1989b, Weis and Weis 1991).

5.2.2.3 Tissue Related Indices

Contaminant exposure can also result in the enlargement or atrophy of specific fish tissues, depending on the metabolic response to the contaminant (BC AMD 1990). Liver enlargement occurs with increased enzyme activity associated with the detoxification processes. Atrophy of gonads can arise from food limitation or reproductive dysfunction (BC AMD 1990). Organosomatic indices measuring the ratio of organ weight to body weight (or length-specific body weight) have been used as an indicator for these scenarios (Goede and Barton 1990). The most commonly used organosomatic indices are the hepatosomatic (liver) index (HSI) and the gonadal somatic index (GSI) (Anderson and Gutreuter 1983).

A healthy fish tends to exhibit a specific relationship between total body weight and length, which is often used to assess the overall condition of the fish. The most common condition index is the condition factor, expressed as weight/length\(^3\) multiplied by a scaling constant. A similar index is the relative weight index (Wr), where \(Wr=(W/Ws)\times 100\). Ws is an empirically based length-specific standard weight, which has only been determined for some species (Wege and Anderson 1978).

A decline in the condition factor is often interpreted as evidence of the depletion of energy reserves (e.g., liver glycogen or body fat). This depletion of energy reserves may be due to a decrease in

---

28 Contaminants which produce or induce deformities during development.
energy input (lower food availability and/or foraging efficiency) or increased metabolic requirements, both of which have been associated with contaminant related stress.

These indices are sensitive to a number of factors including sex, stage of sexual development, seasonal fluctuations, and species. These factors should be standardized if comparisons are to be made. Condition indices may be used as a screening tool in combination with other assessment measures.

5.2.2.4 Health Assessment Index

An autopsy-based assessment process was proposed by Goede and Barton (1990) as a rapid, cost-efficient means of detecting changes in the health of fish populations. This was refined and simplified into a Health Assessment Index (HAI) (Adams et. al. 1993) which quantifies the general health of the sample populations and allows statistical comparisons to be made between exposed and reference populations. The parameters and classification procedures are shown in Table IV:5.2-1, with case studies of the use of the HAI provided by Adams et. al. (1993).

The authors present the HAI as a reliable method for assessing the general health of a fish population, which has the advantages of being simple, rapid, and cost-effective. As such it would be classified as a Tier I monitoring component for screening purposes due to its limited diagnostic value. Experienced fishery personnel could incorporate the HAI into any fish monitoring programs with little additional cost or time expenditure.

5.2.3 Monitoring Identified Spawning Sites

The early developmental stages (egg and larvae) of fishes have been shown to be sensitive to AMD related contaminants (Munkittrick and Dixon 1988b, Wien and Wien 1991, Lovich and Lovich 1996). Monitoring of the early life-stages and of spawning adults, should be considered at mines where locally important spawning sites have been identified as at risk from AMD. This biological monitoring component should be integrated with a water-quality program design as detailed in ChIV:2.1.4.3. Such a scenario is found in British Columbia where AMD from the Mt. Washington mine drains into salmon and trout spawning habitat in the Tsolum River. At this site in situ egg bioassays are incorporated into the monitoring program every three years (BC Environment 1995).
The tendency for fish to exhibit avoidance responses to contaminants has implications for fish-spawning migrations. For example, spawning habitat located upstream of a point source release, while not directly affected by the contaminant, may be indirectly affected if reproductive adults are deterred from migrating upstream through the contaminant concentration gradient to spawning habitat. This may only be of concern if spawning habitat is a limiting factor for the local fish population. This underlies the need to complete a spawning habitat assessment for the greater study region to determine the relative importance of spawning habitat to the local fish population.

5.2.4 Monitoring Bioaccumulation in Fish

Freshwater fish species have been used as biomonitor of trace contaminants more frequently than any other taxon (Rainbow and Phillips 1993). The selection of fish as biomonitor for contaminant accumulation has primarily been in relation to health concerns over human consumption and has logically concentrated on the chemical analysis of fish muscle tissue. However, such monitoring programs are inappropriate for AMD monitoring purposes where trace metals are the contaminants of concern. In addition to the failure of most fish species to meet the standard recommendations for sentinel-bioaccumulation monitors, fish muscle tissue is an extremely poor indicator of trace metal exposure (BC AMD 1990). There is abundant evidence that levels of regulated metals (especially the common AMD components of Cu and Zn) do not concentrate in fish muscle tissue (Miller et. al. 1989, Rainbow and Phillips 1993).

The failure of fish muscle tissue to reflect AMD exposure was documented by Miller et al. (1989) in white sucker (Catostomus commersoni). These researchers found that white sucker exposed to AMD (Cu and Zn) showed no significant increase in muscle tissue, though liver, kidney and gill tissue did exhibit significantly increased metal burdens (also see Miller et al. 1992). Bone metal concentrations have also been found to conservatively reflect environmental concentrations (Bendell-Young et. al. 1986, Miller et al. 1989).

5.3 Generic Tier I Fish Monitoring Program

The following is a recommended Tier I fish monitoring program designed to meet the broadest range of monitoring requirements, in the most cost-efficient and least destructive (i.e., to the fish population) manner. The following protocols are primarily based on the papers by Munkittrick and Dixon (1989a, 1989b), and Munkittrick (1992), with additional information provided in BC AMD (1990), Env. Can. and DFO (1993) and DFO and Env. Can. (1995a). The reviews of the first round of Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) for the pulp and paper industry, currently in progress,
should also be consulted when they are complete. **Protocols should always be refined to reflect site-specific circumstances.**

It is recommended that a minimum of one fish species be selected as a sentinel species and monitored every three to five years for individual parameters considered to have implications at the population level. To maximize the information return from this sample population, the opportunity should also be taken to complete a rapid fish health assessment (ChIV:5.2.1.2).

### 5.3.1 Selecting the Sentinel Species

The appropriate sentinel species should be identified on a site-specific basis employing the following characteristics proposed by Munkittrick and Dixon and (1989a) and Env. Can. and DFO (1993).

- A fish species with maximum exposure to the contaminant plume should be selected. The ideal fish species would be one with limited movement patterns that remained resident in the exposure zone through all of its developmental stages.
- A fish species from the lower trophic levels, such as a benthic forager, would reflect contaminant stresses with less of a time lag than upper trophic level piscivorous fish. A benthic forager would also integrate well with the sediment and benthic macroinvertebrate community monitoring programs.
- The selected species should be an integral component of the food web. This increases the probability that effects detected in the sentinel species will be transmitted to other ecosystem components.
- A species with an intermediate life-span (long enough to respond to chronic exposure, but short enough to reflect responses within a few sampling periods).
- A species with high energetic requirements is preferred as evidenced by a rapid growth rate, high fecundity and early age at maturity.
- Abundant species are preferred as they are often easier to sample and the population will be less sensitive to sampling pressure.

Smaller fish species (e.g., forage species) best conform to these characteristics. Note that neither the economic importance nor suitability for human consumption are determining factors. The species should be selected solely on its merit as a sentinel for monitoring ecosystem health.

---

29 Fishes whose dominant prey items are other fish.
Site-specific AMD flushing patterns should also be considered when selecting species. Fish species exposed to peak AMD flushing events (ChII:1.4) during early developmental (egg and larvae) stages should receive special consideration, especially if exposure coincides with low periods of dilution.

Table IV:5.3-1 provides an example of a ranking scheme for selecting an appropriate sentinel species. Such a comparison process should be completed for each of the fish species identified during the Environmental Characterization Phase (ChIV:5.1).

5.3.2 Reference Population

The success of the fish monitoring program depends on the selection of a suitable reference population(s) for comparison purposes. Investigations are often restricted to a single reference population due to budgetary and time constraints, though this increases the chance of falsely interpreting natural differences between the populations as mine impacts (false positive). The habitat and the population characteristics of the reference population should be as similar to the exposure population as is feasible. To achieve this, intensive baseline information (ChIV:5.2.3) should be collected from a minimum of two additional populations, with the most similar selected as the reference population.

Reference populations may be located upstream from the point source release, in neighboring or tributary watersheds, in upstream or neighboring lakes, or in adjacent bays of large lakes (Env. Can. and DFO 1993). When using upstream reference populations it must be shown that movement between the reference and the exposed population is restricted (e.g., fish barrier such as a beaver dam). Several potential confounding factors should be considered when selecting a reference study area. These have already been outlined in ChIV: 4.2.2.1.

5.3.3 Sample Size

Munkittrick (1992) found that 15 to 25 white suckers from an appropriately selected reference site provided adequate information for a preliminary characterization of population averages. Increasing the sample size was found to decrease the standard error but did not significantly alter the mean. A minimum of 20 males and 20 females is recommended for EEM monitoring in the pulp and paper industry (Env. Can. and DFO 1993). Ideally, the data from the intensive baseline should be used to determine the appropriate sample size for the species selected. Examples of the appropriate analytical procedures for determining the required sample size can be found in DFO and Env. Can. (1995a).
5.3.4 Parameters of Interest

The number of sentinel species as well as incidental species captured per collection location should be recorded. It should be possible to identify the specific net and mesh size that each fish is captured in.

The following information should be recorded from each of the sentinel fish (20 of each sex).

- Sex
- Length and weight (record for all fish captured)
- Liver and Gonad weight
- Gonad Maturation Phase (Table IV: 5.3-2)
  1) immature
  2) developing (green), ripening, or maturing
  3) mature, running ripe, or spawning
  4) spent or recovery phases

The following structures/organs should be collected from each fish.

- Gut contents
  - Large piscivorous gut contents may be recorded in the field.
  - Otherwise collect and preserve (10% buffered formalin) the foregut.
  - Determine relative abundance of prey items.
- Gonads
  - Collected from gravid or pre-running-ripe fish for egg count and size determination.
  - Preserve ovaries in 10% formalin or a modified Gilson’s fluid (Snyder 1983)
- Ageing structures
  - Species specific age structures are shown Table IV: 5.3-3.

In many instances otoliths have replaced scales as the preferred ageing structures, hence, recent literature should be consulted for the selected sentinel species. If ageing techniques are not well documented for the selected sentinel species, have not been recently updated (approx. last 5 yrs), or if an old, slow-growing population is suspected, then otoliths should be collected (Env. Can. and DFO 1993).
A cursory visual fish health assessment should be completed for each fish.

- At a minimum, document fish condition using the data sheet shown in Table IV: 5.3-4.
- Photograph evidence of tumors, neoplasms, and/or lesions of major organs.

Alternatively, the slightly more involved semi-quantitative autopsy approach previously discussed in ChIV: 5.2.1.2 and summarized in Table IV: 5.2-1 may be used.

Liver and kidney should be collected for metal analyses (TSN 4.5) for comparison between the reference and exposed population(s). As discussed in ChIV:5.2.1.4, liver and kidney total metal concentrations are currently recognised as more reliable indicators of metal exposure than metallothionein. However, in anticipation of improved techniques and a greater understanding of metallothionein induction (ChIV:5.2.7.5), it is recommended that liver and kidney metallothionein be collected as part of the intensive survey in conjunction with total metal concentrations in these organs.
5.3.5 Collection Periods and Methods

The appropriate sampling time must be determined on a site-specific basis. Fish that are resident in the contaminant plume year round may be sampled at any time of the year, though sampling as fish begin to congregate for spawning may prove the most efficient approach. Site- and species-specific factors will need to be considered for sentinel species not present year round (e.g., spawn in a tributary) in the plume. Sampling is not recommended immediately after spawning due to the additional confounding factors of spawning recovery, resorbing of eggs, etc.

Fish collection permits should be obtained from the relevant fisheries regulatory body (usually provincial) prior to executing any sampling program. The appropriate sampling equipment will depend on the fish species, the target size range, stage and seasonal behavioural characteristics of the target species, and the type of aquatic habitat to be sampled. The most common fish-collection equipment is identified in Table IV: 5.3-5 with additional information provided in TSN 4.4 and references in the section bibliography. It should be noted that any investigations of relative abundance require standard sampling equipment, net set periods and protocols (see Nielson and Johnson 1983).

5.3.6 Data Analyses

The basic principles of this approach involve detecting patterns of changes in the measured parameters that identify with the range of population response patterns provided in Table IV: 5.3-6. These response patterns, as they apply to fish populations, are discussed in detail by Munkittrick and Dixon (1989a). The ability to detect a specific response pattern provides the investigator with a tool to determine appropriate Tier II and III follow-up investigations in a more time- and cost-efficient manner. For example, evidence of a “Type II-Recruitment Failure” directs the investigators to concentrate Tier II and III investigations on concerns related to deterioration of spawning or rearing habitat, or factors related to stress-induced spawning failures.

Details on specific data analyses procedures for a fish monitoring program are beyond the scope of this document. The papers by Munkittrick and Dixon (1989a,b) and the guidelines outlined by DFO and Env. Can. (1995a) should be consulted. The required analysis is relatively simple and does not
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30 If egg counts are to be determined, fish must be collected before they become too ripe, as eggs can be released and lost during handling.
require the somewhat more advanced techniques used for the benthic macroinvertebrate community component.

5.4 Pre-Operational Intensive Baseline

A pre-operational intensive baseline investigation should be completed specifically focusing on the reference and exposure sentinel populations. The investigations should focus on determining the following information for both the exposure and reference population(s).

1) Identify and complete a detailed classification of spawning, rearing, foraging, and habitat for the sentinel species. Information collected as part of the baseline investigations for the sediment and benthic macroinvertebrate components may be used to gain a greater understanding of the fisheries habitat.

2) Confirm specific spawning sites, either through the actual observation of spawning events, the location of concentrations of fish in ripe reproductive condition in a suitable spawning habitat, or by egg collections from the habitat.

3) Complete a comprehensive fisheries investigation for the sentinel species. This requires sampling all of the habitats identified in point No. 1 using the appropriate sampling equipment. Length and weight (and sex if possible) should be determined for all of the sentinel species captured along with the completion of a brief external\textsuperscript{31} health assessment. A few fish from a wide range of size classes (if possible)\textsuperscript{32} should be sacrificed and processed as discussed in ChIV:5.2.2.4. This should also include determination of total metal concentrations for liver and kidney. The determination of metallothionein concentration in these tissues should also be considered in anticipation of future requirements.

The data collected for both the exposure and reference population(s) should be compared to confirm the suitability of the reference population. The causal factors for differences detected between the populations should be investigated and identified (e.g., differences in carrying capacity of the habitats) for consideration during future assessments. Of special interest is the accurate determination of the

\textsuperscript{31} An external assessment for hemorrhaging, lesions, and external parasites can be completed without killing the fish.

\textsuperscript{32} Sampling during spawning migrations restricts size classes to mature fish. The suitability of this should be determined on a site-specific basis.
average time to maturity for the proposed sentinel population. Sampling during the operational phase should be designed to concentrate on this portion of the population.

5.5 Operational Monitoring

The operational monitoring program should be executed as designed (ChIV:5.2.2), incorporating any improvements developed during the completion of the intensive baseline. To minimize impacts from the sampling program, the fish monitoring cycle should be no less than 3 years. Preliminary evidence of differences in response patterns between the reference and the exposure populations should be assessed at the next monitoring cycle by completing the Tier I investigations and possibly incorporating selected Tier II components. Evidence of significant mortality, severe changes in fish health, or disease outbreaks restricted to the exposure population should result in the immediate initiation of Tier II and III investigations. No specific recommendation may be made on the appropriate Tier II and III procedures as they will be site- and effect-specific.

5.6 Decommissioning

A Tier I fisheries monitoring component is not required during the decommissioning phase if there were no fisheries impacts during the operational phase. In this case fisheries investigations become Tier II/III monitoring components. Fisheries investigations would only be initiated if one of the other Tier I decommissioning monitoring components (e.g., such as water and/or sediment) exhibited a significant decline in quality.

Evidence of fisheries impacts in the operational phase would require that decommissioning incorporate a fish-monitoring program completed in conjunction with any mitigative or specific recovery programs. It is not possible to provide specifics as the recovery programs and monitoring requirements will vary depending on the specific impact.

5.7 Quality Control

Along with the standard QA/QC procedures outlined in ChII:2.6.1 and those provided in BC AMD (1992), the following standard field sampling information should be provided during each sampling event.

- Location of sampling areas and fish collection sites (mapped).
- Habitat description including potential confounding factors:
- water depth, temperature, current velocity, dissolved oxygen, substrate classification, specific conductance, pH, visual evidence of pollution.

- Date and time of collection
- Names of field crew.
- Fish collection methods and specifics on equipment:
  - information required to determine catch per unit effort such as Net set times, mesh sizes, voltage for electroshocker, shocking time, etc.
- Photograph near shore sampling locations.

Upon completion of the field program, quality control procedures are required for fish ageing and taxonomic verification.

- Confirm a minimum of 10% of all fish ageing should be confirmed through blind submissions to a second ageing technician.
- Verify the taxonomic identification of any species-or age-classes difficult to identify (e.g., separating young-of-the-year (YOY) white sucker from YOY longnose sucker).
- Archive a reference collection of any taxonomic verifications.

5.8 Investigative and Developing Monitoring Techniques

The Tier II and III follow-up investigations often employ techniques considered too specific or experimental for use as general monitoring tools. The decision process for determining Tier II and III components is outlined in the following section. This is followed by a brief discussion of new and developing techniques which may be of use as Tier II or III components. These techniques are addressed in this section as the majority of the work has focussed on fishes. For a more detailed review of these developing techniques in relation to AMD, see BC AMD (1990, 1993).

5.8.1 Identifying Tier II and III Requirements

The objective of Tier II and III investigations is to confirm the impact detected by the Tier I program and to determine whether any cause-and-effect relationship between the mining activity and the effect exist. Selection of the appropriate Tier II/III investigative tools requires an integrated assessment of all the Tier I monitoring components (water and sediment quality, hydrology, and benthic macroinvertebrates) for evidence of links to the effect suspected in the fisheries component.
For example, the Tier I components should be examined to determine whether the observed fisheries effect is indirectly driven by alteration of habitat or food availability, or acting directly by toxicologically disrupting functioning of individual organisms. Habitat-alteration investigations require assessment of physical changes in fish habitat or investigations of fish avoidance responses. Gross alteration of this habitat can be quickly identified or ruled out. Continued use of previously identified (Environmental Characterization and Intensive Baseline) spawning and nursery sites and migration routes should be confirmed.

Should disruption in the functioning of individual organisms be suspected, then a wide range of investigative approaches and tools must be assessed. Due to the complexity and often experimental nature of these approaches they have only been briefly addressed here. For additional information, see the references in the section bibliography.

Many of these approaches have also been proposed as early warning indicators for Tier I or screening monitoring purposes. However, the use of these bottom-up monitoring tools has a number of drawbacks, as discussed in the introduction to Chapter IV. Currently, they are of more value as Tier II/III investigative tools. With further development these techniques will begin to play a greater role in the Tier I level of many monitoring programs.

5.8.2 Histopathology

Histological examinations should be considered a Tier II component for evaluating tissues shown to be abnormal in a large number of fish in exposure populations. Histopathology involves the microscopic study of tissues for evidence of histological changes. Toxic effects on biochemical and physiological systems are ultimately expressed as changes in cellular and subcellular morphology. The major organs of fishes in which histopathological responses to stress are seen include the skin, liver, gills, and kidney (Hinton and Laurén 1990).

One of the primary advantages of histological approaches is the ability to rapidly fix a number of tissues or whole fish (for small species) in the field for detailed examination in the laboratory at a later date. Histological examinations can identify specific organs, cells and organelles that have been affected and serve to focus the study towards additional physiological or biochemical investigations. They also indicate chronic effects in exposure populations.
The most serious disadvantage to histology as a monitoring tool is the difficulty in distinguishing anthropogenic toxicant effects from the effects of natural stressors, infectious diseases, or the normal range of physiological changes. A relatively large number of “normal” tissues are required to confidently assess an abnormal characteristic. There is also the difficulty of correlating histological alterations or clear abnormalities to notable population or community level changes. For a review of the role of histology as an indicator of stress in fishes, see Hinton and Laurén (1990).

5.8.3 Immunological Indicators of Stress

The immune response in fishes can be compromised by stress, whether natural or anthropogenic in origin. Many fish pathogens are ubiquitous in the aquatic environment or persist in fish which serve as asymptomatic carriers. Contaminant exposure can lead to immuno-suppression resulting in outbreaks by previously benign or managed pathogens. Hence, evidence of increased disease incidence or outbreaks in the Tier I monitoring program may require Tier II or III investigations incorporating tests for immuno-suppression.

There have been a great number of advancements in our understanding of fish immuno-functions and in the development of immuno-assays. This work has primarily been driven to meet the needs of fish farming and hatchery operations and is thus based on stressors unique to these operations. Our knowledge of anthropogenic-related immuno-suppression of wild populations is more limited. However, the commercial requirements for rapid immuno-assay techniques have resulted in improved techniques for investigating fish diseases and immuno-suppression. A review of assessment options and fish disease outbreaks is provided by Anderson (1990).

5.8.4 Molecular and Biochemical Indicators

Chronic exposure to low or moderate levels of stressors can lead to a wide range of alterations in an organisms’ growth, reproduction, and disease resistance. All of the responses to stress are preceded by chemical changes in nuclei, cells, and extracellular fluids (Thomas 1990). It is argued that, because molecular and biochemical responses are the earliest indicators of contaminant exposure, they are especially useful as early warning indicators. However, the very sensitivity of these proposed indicators has made it difficult to identify the biological and/or ecological relevance of detected responses.

Investigations into molecular indicators (e.g., DNA adducts, or strand breakage, and molecular actions of hormones) are a recent development and few have been adequately characterized to permit
their use as biological monitoring tools (Thomas 1990). Investigations involving biochemical indicators is somewhat more advanced. Metallothionein is one that has received a significant amount of attention and, hence, is discussed in greater detail in the following sub-section. A number of additional potential biochemical parameters have been investigated and are reviewed in NRCC (1985), Jimenez and Stegeman (1990), and Thomas (1990).

5.8.4.1 Metallothionein

The protein metallothionein has been proposed as a potential indicator of heavy metal stress (Klaverkamp et al. 1984, 1991, Hamilton and Mehrle 1986, Klaverkamp and Duncan 1987; Malley et al. 1993, St. Louis et al. 1993). While metallothionein is not currently widely employed as a routine monitoring tool, it has recently been receiving a great deal of attention from regulatory bodies.

Metallothionein, or MT, binds to all of the group Ib and IIb metals (Cu, Ag, Au, Zn, Cd, Hg) with special affinity for cadmium, copper, mercury, and zinc. The primary function of MT is thought to be the homeostatic metabolism of essential metals such as copper and zinc (Hamer 1986), though there appears to be a secondary role involving heavy metal detoxification (Klaverkamp et al. 1984; Hamer 1986, Hamilton and Mehrle 1986). In fish, these metal binding proteins are primarily distributed within the liver, kidneys, gills, and intestines (Roesijadi 1992).

The potential of metallothionein and other metal binding proteins as biomonitoring tools is based on their ability to bind toxic metals, and the ability of certain metals to induce synthesis of these proteins. While this has been documented in some field applications (Farag et al. 1995, Hamza-Chaffai et al. 1995), others have found no significant increases in metallothionein concentrations at field exposure concentrations sufficiently high to show increased metal accumulation in the liver (Palace and Klaverkamp 1993). Unfortunately, many non-metallic factors can also induce metallothionein synthesis (Kaji and Kojima 1987). Metallothionein concentrations have been found to vary between fish species, as a function of reproductive status (increase during spawning), feeding status, and with size and geographic location within a species (Hamza-Chaffai et al. 1995).

At present, due to the lack of knowledge of the dose-response relationship for metallothionein synthesis and metal exposure, and the deficiency of information on metallothionein concentrations considered to be evidence of health impairment, it is not recommended that metallothionein be relied on as a sole bioindicator of fish health (Cope et al. 1994, Hamza-Chaffai 1995).
metallothionein may be used as a screening tool for evidence of metal exposure, measurements of total metal concentration in the liver and kidney are likely to be more reliable (e.g., see Palace and Klavercamp 1993) for screening and are easier and less time-consuming to collect.

5.9 Section Summary

Due to the importance of fishes as an economic and recreational resource, and the sensitivity of regulatory and public opinion to fisheries effects, it is recommended that the Tier I monitoring program incorporate a fish sentinel species, using monitoring tools operating at the whole organism level or lower.

Environmental Characterization

A fisheries assessment should be completed in both exposed and reference waterbodies as part of the Environmental Characterization Phase. This assessment should include a comprehensive species list, estimates of relative abundance, and a detailed fish habitat assessment.

Operational Monitoring Program

Fish monitoring requirements will differ on a site-specific basis depending on the sensitivity of the population to sampling stress, and the risk of AMD impacts. The basic recommended program involves surveillance monitoring of individual organism characteristics of a sentinel fish species. Individual indices which reflect reproductive potential, growth and energy stores are measured along with data on sample population parameters such as mean age, and determination of the time to maturity. This sentinel fish-monitoring program is further enhanced by incorporating an in-field autopsy-based fish health assessment without significantly increasing costs or sampling effort.

The objective is the early detection of pseudo-population level effects in the sentinel species and the preliminary identification of the individual level parameters being influenced (i.e., growth, reproduction, or survival). This Tier I program provides the information required to focus Tier II and III investigative procedures towards the specific component being influenced.

The appropriate sentinel species should be identified on a site-specific basis, though smaller fish species are recommended. Fish species exposed to peak AMD flushing events during early developmental (egg and larvae) stages should receive special consideration, especially if exposure
coincides with low periods of dilution. A suitable reference population(s) of the same species occupying similar habitat and exhibiting similar population characteristics is required.

Ideally, the data from the Intensive Baseline should be used to determine the appropriate sample size for the species selected. The present recommendation for EEM fish sentinel monitoring for the pulp and paper industry is a minimum of 20 males and 20 females of the same species.

**Parameters of Interest**

The sex, length, weight (total, liver, and gonad), and gonad maturation phase should be recorded for each fish, with gut contents, ovaries, and ageing structures collected for processing in the laboratory. The autopsy-based fish-health assessment is completed while the above measurements and structures are collected.

Tissues should be collected and analysed for evidence of metal bioaccumulation. Bone metal levels may be used to indicate chronic AMD exposure, with liver, kidney, and/or gill arches analysed to indicate recent metabolic activity related to metal exposure. In anticipation of future scientific and regulatory developments, the collection of liver and kidney metallothionein is also recommended as part of the intensive survey.

**Pre-Operational Intensive Baseline**

A pre-operational intensive baseline investigation should be completed specifically focusing on the reference and exposure sentinel populations. The investigations should include the following information.

- Identify and complete a detailed classification of spawning, rearing, foraging, over-wintering, and habitat for the sentinel species. Suspected spawning sites should be confirmed by a spawning investigation.
- Complete a comprehensive fisheries investigation for the sentinel species. This requires sampling all of the habitats identified above using the appropriate sampling equipment.

**Execution of the Operational Monitoring**

The time interval between fish-monitoring cycles should be no less than three years to minimize impacts from the sampling program. Preliminary evidence of differences in response patterns between
the reference and the exposure populations should be assessed at the next monitoring cycle by completing the Tier I investigations and incorporating selected Tier II components. Evidence of significant mortality, severe changes in fish health, or disease outbreaks restricted to the exposure population, should result in the immediate initiation of Tier II and III investigations.

Decommissioning

A fisheries decommissioning component is only required if fisheries impacts were detected during the operational phase, or if effects are detected in other components (e.g., water, sediments, etc.) of the decommissioning monitoring program.

Identifying Tier II and III Requirements

The selection of Tier II and III fish monitoring components will be on a site- and effect-specific basis. An assessment of the other Tier I monitoring components (water, sediment, invertebrates, and fish) should be made to determine whether the observed effect on fish is operating indirectly, through alteration of fish habitat or food availability, or directly disrupting physiological functions. The results of this assessment should be used to identify the appropriate investigative approach, a few of which are briefly addressed below.

- **Histological** examinations should be considered as a Tier II component for evaluating tissues shown to be abnormal in a large number of fish in exposure populations, or when the suspected contaminant is known to result in histological alterations. The major organs of fishes in which histopathological responses to stress are seen include the skin, liver, gills, and kidney.
- Contaminant exposure can lead to immuno-suppression resulting in outbreaks by previously benign or managed pathogens. Hence, evidence of increased disease incidence or outbreaks may be investigated by incorporating **immunological indicators of stress** and tests for **immuno-suppression**.
- A range of **molecular and biochemical indicators** has been proposed as early warning monitoring parameters. However, the very sensitivity of these proposed indicators makes it difficult to identify the biological and/or ecological relevance of detected responses.
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6.0 TOXICITY TESTING

The objective of this section is to provide operators and monitoring personnel with a basic understanding of toxicity tests and their role in the environmental management program of a mine. For additional information, the literature in the section bibliography should be consulted.

The standard use of toxicity testing has been to determine in the laboratory contaminant specific acute toxicity, to establish national and regional standards or surface water-quality guidelines. These laboratory assays also serve as a source monitoring components to assess the potential biological toxicity of effluent released to the receiving environment. A third role for toxicity testing involves its use as a Tier II or III investigative tool for determining cause- and-effect relationships for biological effects detected in the receiving environment.

There are two general approaches to toxicity testing:

1) controlled laboratory experiments; and
2) in situ natural ecosystem studies.

Current test methods for both approaches include single-species tests, multi-species tests and ecosystem tests:

• **Single-Species Tests**

  Single-species toxicity tests are the standard protocol for toxicity assessments and are typically performed in controlled laboratory settings. Due to the control over extraneous variables in a laboratory, cause-and-effect relationships can be established from single-species toxicity testing.

• **Multi-Species Tests**
These studies involve the use of laboratory microcosms or small-scale enclosures containing samples from the natural ecosystem. They incorporate several different species, typically fish, invertebrates and plants. The advantage of the multi-species tests over the single-species tests is the ability to detect changes beyond the level of one species, thus providing information more directly related to an ecosystem. Multi-species toxicity tests are not standard tests and are more typically used in research programs addressing specific questions.

**Ecosystem Tests**

Laboratory microcosms can be used to simulate ecosystems; however, ecosystem tests are more typically conducted in the natural environment through field experiments. Ecosystem tests can be performed on whole ponds/lakes or in a single lake subdivided into several test areas through the use of enclosures. Field ecosystem toxicity tests have the added advantage of providing data obtained from natural conditions. However, the variability of environmental parameters may cause some interpretation problems.

**Mesocosm Studies**

These studies bridge the gap between laboratory multi-species studies and field ecosystem studies. Mesocosm studies usually involve the use of multiple species established in artificial ponds and/or streams. Artificial streams have been used in assessments of AMD on stream biota (BC AMD 1990a, 1992). Recent research in the pulp and paper industry employed artificial stream mesocosms set up in the field to assess ecosystem/community responses to effluent inputs (Culp and Podemski 1995; Culp et al. 1996a,b). These designs provide replicated treatments and standardization of environmental variables and hence have excellent potential as Tier III investigative tools for determining cause and effect relationships. For a review of the use of artificial streams see Lamberti and Steinman (1993). For a recent discussion of the use of artificial streams for assessing effluents see Culp et al. (1996).

There are limitations to both laboratory and field toxicity testing designs as well as various advantages and disadvantages to using single-species, multi-species, and ecosystem approaches. With the exception of single species compliance effluent bioassays (see ChIV:6.1.1), the role of toxicity tests in monitoring is generally restricted to Tier II and/or III investigative monitoring.
6.1 Types of Toxicity Tests

Aquatic toxicity test methods can be categorized according to the length of exposure, test situation, criteria of effect, and organism type. Typically, effect criterion (endpoint), and exposure duration are used to describe the type of toxicity test.

6.1.1 Screening Toxicity and Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE)

Standard requirements for most mining operations are to conduct single-species screening toxicity tests of effluent to determine the toxicity prior to release into the environment. These tests are not used to determine the concentration of a causative agent; rather they serve as an indicator test (typically 50% mortality is the effect criterion). Screening toxicity tests should be conducted on the AMD at regular intervals. If the AMD is found to cause significant mortality to test organisms, then screening through Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) should be performed in order to determine the causative agent(s). Once the causative agent has been determined, measures should be taken to reduce its concentration in the AMD.

TIE uses a chemical methodology in which chemicals are extracted from the test solution in a sequential order based on physical and chemical properties with each fraction screened for toxicity. A TIE should be conducted on effluents that have proven to be acutely toxic in a screening toxicity assessment. The results from these assessments will provide information required for proper treatment of the contaminated water or process alterations. Once the causative agent has been determined, information regarding its level of toxicity should be obtained either from the literature or through cause-effect toxicity tests such as an acute toxicity test.

6.1.2 Acute Toxicity

These tests evaluate the relative toxicity of chemicals to organisms over a short-term exposure period under controlled environmental conditions. The endpoint/effect criterion is either mortality, immobility, loss of equilibrium or some measure of desired effect (physiological or biochemical). Most acute toxicity tests are time-dependent, running either 24, 48, or 96 hours. Some tests may be time-independent, in which case the exposure period is not predetermined and may run as long as 21 days in duration. The results of an acute toxicity test are typically reported as the concentration of
the chemical required to cause mortality (LC50) or another effect (EC50) in 50% of the test organisms.

Acute toxicity tests are not typically part of a standard monitoring program, but could be required by regulatory agencies if environmental impacts are evident in the receiving environment, or if information pertaining to the causative agent is not available in the literature.

6.1.3 Chronic Toxicity

A chronic toxicity test is designed to test several life stages of a test organism. The test organisms are exposed continuously to the test agent for a sufficient period of time to allow for growth, development, maturity, and offspring production. Test populations are exposed to several concentrations of the test agent and are observed at regular intervals for an assessment on development. Control tests are conducted simultaneously and all changes are compared with "normal" development of the control test organisms.

Chronic toxicity tests are not part of a standard monitoring program but could be used in Tier III special investigations. Assessment of long-term impacts of an acidic drainage event may require the use of chronic toxicity tests if field observations indicate long-term changes in species populations and/or community composition.

6.2 General Toxicity Testing Guidelines

A general summary of toxicity testing guidelines (primarily single-species tests) is provided in the following sections.

6.2.1 Water-Toxicity Testing

The use of standardized methods for conducting water-toxicity tests is essential to ensure uniformity and reproducibility. It is imperative that standard protocols be adhered to as effluent toxicity testing is generally a compliance requirement. Several agencies have produced standard methods for the toxicity testing of water pollutants (ASTM 1988a, 1988b; APHA 1992) and most laboratories follow these guidelines as closely as possible to ensure quality data. The basic requirements for a water toxicity tests are listed below.
· Maintain an adequate supply of dilution water that is acceptable to the test organisms and the purpose of the test. Natural uncontaminated water from the receiving environment should be used if possible, however, dechlorinated dilution water can be used if only source.

· Characterize each batch of dilution water prior to use. Analysis should include hardness, alkalinity, conductivity, pH, particulate matter, and total organic carbon.

· Sample test waters or effluents at the pipe prior to release to the receiving environment. The sample collected at this point is considered a 100% test solution.

· Use test waters within 36 h after collection, unless it has been shown that toxicity does not change with time. If samples are not used within 2 h of collection time, they should be preserved by storing in the dark at 4°C.

· Create test concentrations by mixing test waters with dilution waters. Prior to mixing water, they should be agitated to ensure even distribution of contaminants. Test concentrations are dependent on the objectives of the study. For the purposes of the AMD monitoring program, it is suggested that 100% test solutions should be used in the screening toxicity test.

· Use test organisms that are a uniform age and size. Indigenous species from the receiving environment can be used, however, it is more conventional to purchase test organisms from a supplier. Typically water toxicity tests are conducted on the water flea (Daphnia sp.) or fathead minnow and rainbow trout larvae/fry. Proper care and handling of test organisms is essential.

· Ensure that proper experimental design is followed (dependent on study objectives).
  - A priori decisions include the dilution factor, number of treatments, and number of test chambers and organisms per treatment that are required to reach the objectives of the study.
  - For the purposes of the monitoring program, screening toxicity tests should be conducted using controls and a 100% test solution.
  - For acute toxicity tests, one or more control treatments and a geometric series of five concentrations of test material should be assessed
  - The test chamber is the experimental unit. As the number of test chambers per treatment increases, the degrees of freedom increases and the power of the hypothesis test increases. Typically a minimum of 6 test chambers per treatment are used (10 is preferred).
  - A randomized block design is preferable with each treatment being present in each block.

· Ensure that the test duration (10 day screening/acute tests, several week chronic tests) and selected endpoints (growth and survival for acute tests, others for chronic tests) meet the study objectives.

· Ensure that appropriate laboratory QA/QC procedures are followed.
6.2.2 Sediment Toxicity Testing

Sediment toxicity testing is receiving increased attention as a Tier II and/or III means of assessing sediment-contaminant effects to the benthic macroinvertebrate community. It has been proposed that sediments be monitored using the Sediment Triad Approach (Chapman 1986, 1989, Long and Chapman 1985). In an AMD monitoring program this would involve using three separate investigative tools to assess sediment contamination.

1) Tier I monitoring of the concentration of contaminants in the sediments (Section IV:3.0).
2) Tier I monitoring of the benthic macroinvertebrate fauna of the sediments (Section IV:4.0).
3) Tier II monitoring investigation using sediment toxicity testing initiated with evidence of sediment-contaminant accumulation and alteration of the benthic macroinvertebrate community composition.

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) have developed standard guidelines for the collection, storage, characterization, and manipulation of sediments for laboratory toxicological testing (ASTM 1990b, 1995). The basic points are outlined below.

- Sediment collection techniques are similar to those outlined in Section 7.0 for sediment characterization.
- Sediments should be collected from both exposure stations and corresponding reference locations.
- Samples are refrigerated at 4°C, under anoxic conditions for a maximum of two weeks. Storage under anoxic conditions is important in investigations of metal toxicity for sediments collected from anoxic environments. Exposure to air may reduce or increase the potential toxicity of metals in sediments.
- Subsampling, compositing, or homogenization of sediment samples is often required for toxicity testing. Typically, the top 5 cm of the sediment is used for sediment-toxicity testing, since this is the region in which most sediment-dwelling organisms live. In order to obtain enough samples to perform the tests, sample composites may be required. If samples are composite, then they should be homogenized to distribute contaminants evenly between the test chambers.

Once sediment samples have been collected, they are transported to the laboratory to be used in sediment toxicity tests. ASTM (1995) provides standard test methods for measuring the toxicity of sediment-associated contaminants with freshwater invertebrates. The basic standard methods are provided below.
· Proper selection of test organisms.
  - Standard methods are available for *Hyalella azteca*, *Chironomus tentans*, *C. riparius*, *C. dubia*, *Tubifex tubifex*, and *Lumbriculus variegatus*.
  - Monitoring with organisms that do not have standard methods available should be performed cautiously, and ecological relevance should be addressed.
  - Proper experimental design (dependent on study objectives):
    - a negative control sediment used to assess the acceptability of a test;
    - test sediment collected from the area of concern;
    - reference sediment collected from the corresponding reference station used in the monitoring program;
    - replicated test chambers for all sediments (control, test and reference); and
    - same number of test organisms in each chamber (typically 10).
  - Selection of appropriate endpoints (e.g., acute tests: mortality or immobility; chronic tests: growth rate, reproductive output).
  - Duration of toxicity test (10 day acute tests, several weeks for chronic tests).
  - Description of sediment characteristics (particle size, metal concentrations, pH of overlying water, Eh of sediment, and other relevant information).
  - Good laboratory practices (QA/QC).

6.3 Section Summary

The standard use of toxicity testing has been to determine in the laboratory contaminant-specific acute toxicity, to establish national and regional standards or surface water-quality guidelines. It also serves as a source-monitoring component to assess the potential biological toxicity of effluent released to the receiving environment. A third role for toxicity testing involves its use as a Tier II or III investigative tool for determining cause-and-effect relationships for biological effects detected in the receiving environment.

Toxicity tests are often classified into four types, single species tests, multi-species tests, ecosystem tests, and mesocosm studies. **Single-species** toxicity tests are the standard protocol for toxicity assessments and are typically performed in controlled laboratory settings. **Multi-species** tests involve the use of laboratory microcosms or small-scale enclosures containing samples from the natural ecosystem and incorporate several different species, typically fish, invertebrates, and plants.
Ecosystem tests are usually field experiments involving treatment manipulations of whole ponds/lakes or the subdivision of a single lake into several test areas. Mesocosm studies bridge the gap between laboratory multi-species studies and field ecosystem studies. These studies usually involve the use of multiple species established in replicated artificial ponds and/or streams and have excellent potential as Tier II or III investigative tools.

Role in Tiered Monitoring

With the exception of single-species compliance effluent bioassays, the role of toxicity tests in monitoring is generally restricted to Tier II and/or III investigative monitoring. It is not possible to discuss all of the toxicity testing options for Tier II and III investigations, as their value will be entirely dependent on the site-specific aspects of the observed Tier I effect.

Single-species screening toxicity tests of effluent are Tier I compliance components used to determine toxicity prior to release into the environment. If the AMD is found to cause significant mortality to test organisms, then Tier II screening through Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) should be performed to determine the causative agent(s).

Sediment toxicity testing is receiving increased attention as a Tier II and/or III means of assessing sediment contaminant effects to the benthic macroinvertebrate community. In an AMD monitoring program sediment toxicity testing is best completed as a component of a Sediment Triad study design and as such may become a Tier I component. Mesocosm studies are also rapidly gaining recognition as potentially excellent Tier III investigative tools for determining cause-and-effect relationships.
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Figure IV:2.2-4 Two examples of vadose zone monitoring a) Installation of porous suction cup samplers around the margins of a uranium tailings pond as an early warning leak detection system. b) Vadose monitoring beneath a leach heap facility (Bond 1995).

Figure IV:3.1-1a Simplified biogeochemical cycle for trace metals in lakes (Hart 1982).

Figure IV:3.1-1b Simplified biogeochemical cycle for trace metals in fluvial systems including the interaction with benthic algae (Hart 1982).

Figure IV:3.4-1 Design of preliminary sediment sampling in different waterbodies (Mudroch and Azcue 1995).

Figure IV:3.4-2 Location of sediment stations for monitoring source contaminants, a) contaminant release into a large lake, b) contaminants deposited into the profundal zone of a waterbody.

Figure IV:3.4-3 Study-site divided into strata based on certain selected characteristics (e.g., particle size). Stations then randomly located with the strata. Number of stations placed within a strata may be, 1) based on the spatial contribution of the strata to the study area as a whole or, 2) the number required to estimate a mean selected contaminant value within a specified confidence interval for each stratum.

Figure IV:3.4-4 An example of the sensitivity of particle size distribution determinations to the specific separating technique. Note the differences in particle size distributions resulting when air elutriation and dispersed pipette procedures are compared (Horowitz and Elrick 1986).

Figure IV:3.4-5 Examples of commercially available grab samplers (diagrams from Merritt and Cummins 1984 and Mudroch and Azcue 1995).
Figure IV:3.4-6  Gravity and hand corers with accessories (TAEM 1996).

Figure IV:3.4-7  Cross-sectional view of sediment sampler lower end (TAEM 1996).

Figure IV:3.4-8  Recommended samplers for different types of freshwater environments.

Figure IV:3.4-9  Conceptual example of effect ranges for a sediment-associated chemical (Smith et al. 1996).

Figure IV:3.6-1  Front view and components of a dialyzer ("peeper") sampler (Mudroch and Azcue 1995) and a modified peeper referred to as a Volume Enhanced Sediment Porewater Sampler (VESPOS) (Azcue et al. 1996).

Figure IV:4.2-1  Examples of the most common erosional and artificial substrate benthic macroinvertebrate samplers (drawings from Merritt and Cummins 1984).

Figure IV:5.2-1  Responses of fish to chronic environmental stress. Emphasis is given to the influences of direct and indirect pathways at suborganism levels on responses expressed at the organism, population, and community levels. The varying diameter of the food compartment signifies the natural seasonal and annual fluctuations in food availability (after Adams 1990).

APPENDIX I – TECHNICAL SUMMARY NOTES (separate document)
## TABLE II: 1.1-1
Summary of common sulphide minerals and their oxidation products (from BC AMD 1989a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Composition of Complete Oxidation</th>
<th>Aqueous End Products</th>
<th>Possible Secondary Minerals Formed at Neutral pH After Complete Oxidation and Neutralization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pyrite</td>
<td>FeS₂</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcasite</td>
<td>FeS₂</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrrhotite</td>
<td>Fe₄S</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smythite, Greigite</td>
<td>FeS₃</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackinawite</td>
<td>FeS</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amorphous</td>
<td>FeS</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalcopyrite</td>
<td>CuFeS₂</td>
<td>Cu²⁺, Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; copper hydroxides and carbonates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalcocite</td>
<td>Cu₂S</td>
<td>Cu²⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Copper hydroxides and carbonates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bomite</td>
<td>Cu₅FeS₄</td>
<td>Cu²⁺, Fe³⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; copper hydroxides and carbonates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenopyrite</td>
<td>FeAsS</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, AsO₄³⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides and sulphates; ferric and calcium arsenates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realgar</td>
<td>AsS</td>
<td>AsO₃³⁻, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric and calcium arsenates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opiment</td>
<td>As₅S₃</td>
<td>AsO₃³⁻, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric and calcium arsenates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrahedrite and</td>
<td>Cu₄(Sb, As)₂S₃₃</td>
<td>Cu²⁺, SbO³⁻, AsO₄³⁻, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Copper hydroxides and carbonates; calcium and ferric arsenates; antimony materials; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenenite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenjite</td>
<td>MoS₂</td>
<td>MoO₄³⁻, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxides; sulphates; molybdates; molybdenum oxides; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphalerite</td>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>Zn²⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Zinc hydroxides and carbonates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galena</td>
<td>PbS</td>
<td>Pb²⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Lead hydroxides, carbonates, and sulphates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnabar</td>
<td>HgS</td>
<td>Hg²⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Mercurlc hydroxide; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobaltite</td>
<td>Co₅AsS</td>
<td>Cd⁺, AsO₄³⁻, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Cobalt hydroxides and carbonates; ferric and calcium arsenates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niccolite</td>
<td>NiAs</td>
<td>Ni²⁺, AsO₄³⁻, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Nickel hydroxides and carbonates; ferric, nickel and calcium arsenates; gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentlandite</td>
<td>(Fe, Ni)₅S₈</td>
<td>Fe³⁺, Ni²⁺, SO₄²⁻, H⁺</td>
<td>Ferric and nickel hydroxides; gypsum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Intermediate species such as ferrous iron (Fe²⁺) and S₂O₄²⁻ may be important.
*Depending on overall water chemistry, other minerals may form with, or instead of, the minerals listed here.
TABLE II: 1.1-3

Summary of acid consuming minerals and their neutralizing characteristics (from BC AMD 1989a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Acid Consuming Potential</th>
<th>Buffer pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcite, Aragonite</td>
<td>CaCO$_3$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.5 - 6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siderite</td>
<td>FeCO$_3$</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>5.1 - 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesite</td>
<td>MgCO$_3$</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodochrosite</td>
<td>MnCO$_3$</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witherite</td>
<td>BaCO$_3$</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankerite</td>
<td>CaFe (CO$_3$)$_2$</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>MgCa (CO$_3$)$_2$</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malachite</td>
<td>Cu$_2$CO$_3$(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbsite</td>
<td>Al(OH)$_3$</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.3 - 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limonite/Goethite</td>
<td>FeO(OH)$_3$</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>3.0 - 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganite</td>
<td>MnO(OH)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brucite</td>
<td>Mg(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Acid consuming potential is given as the weight (g) of the mineral required to have the same neutralizing effect as 100 g of calcite. For example, the mole weight of siderite is 116 g and the mole weight of calcite is 100 g. Therefore, 116 g of magnesite are required to supply the same amount of alkalinity as 100 g of calcite although the two minerals will not necessarily neutralize low pH waters to the same pH (see buffer pH column).
### TABLE II: 1.3-1

Ranking of common ore deposit types in Western Canada according to AMD potential'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mined Deposit Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>ARD Susceptibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentary massive sulphides (SEDEX)</td>
<td>Sullivan, Tom (Yukon)</td>
<td>Most prone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcanogenic massive sulphides (VMS)</td>
<td>Westmin, Britannia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Kuroko-type</td>
<td>Windy Craggy, <strong>Ruttan</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Besshi-type</td>
<td>Chu Chua, <strong>Anyox</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Cyprus-type</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Island Copper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calc-alkaline suite porphyry deposits</td>
<td>Cinnola, Premier Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epithermal Au-Ag deposits</td>
<td>Snip, Frasergold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesothermal vein Au deposits</td>
<td><strong>Afton</strong>, Copper Mountain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline suite porphyry deposits</td>
<td><strong>Craigmont</strong>, Nickel Plate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skarns</td>
<td></td>
<td>Least prone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ From MEND 1.32.1
TABLE II: 1.1-2

Bacterial species which influence rate of sulphur and iron oxidation (from BC AMD 1989a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacteria Species</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Optimal Growth Chemical Environment</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Thiobacillus ferro-oxidans</em></td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td>pH = 2.5-3.5</td>
<td>Wallis and Ladd (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. thioporus</em></td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td>pH = neutral to alkaline</td>
<td>Wallis and Ladd (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. denitiricans</em></td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthrobacter sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacillus sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavobacterium sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomonas sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desulfavibrio sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desulfitotomaculum sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmonells sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteus sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur oxidizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolosusp. sic</td>
<td>Sulphur reducing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metallogenium sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur reducing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidenocapsa sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur reducing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptothrax sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur reducing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallionella sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur reducing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibrio sp., Bacillus sp.</td>
<td>Sulphur reducing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobacter aerogenus</td>
<td>Sulphur reducing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE II: 2.6-1

Quality assurance options for laboratory analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory-Initiated Quality Assurance Options</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method Blank</td>
<td>Usually distilled water with added reagents, which is carried through the entire analysis as a check on laboratory contamination (also called a reagent blank). At least one full method blank should be run for each batch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate</td>
<td>A homogenous sample is split either in the field (field duplicate) or in the laboratory prior to digestion (analytical duplicate) with the duplicate presented to the analyst as an additional sample to check for precision. Duplicates should not be tested consecutively. At least 15-20% or one sample per-batch (whichever is greater) should be duplicated to provide an indication of reproducibility. If more than two splits are analyzed the term replicate is normally used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check Standard</td>
<td>A procedure that is standardized with calibration standards prior to analyzing the samples. The analytical response to the standards is checked by frequently analyzing one or more standards along with samples. The check standards are prepared independently of the calibration standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike</td>
<td>A known amount of analyte added to a sample to provide information on matrix effects (on compounds of interest) and apparent accuracy. Surrogate spike compounds can be used to evaluate analytical recovery from each sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Reference (“Control”) Material</td>
<td>A material that contains a known concentration of the analyte in question. Based upon a reliable documentation of the analyte concentration, a reference material is certified by agencies such as the NIST and the; standard reference materials are available from NIST and CCRP. At least one certified reference material should be analyzed per batch. For those parameters where standard reference materials are available, these can be analyzed in lieu of parameter spikes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE II: 2.6-1**

Quality assurance options for laboratory analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transfer (Preservation) Blanks</td>
<td>A sample container is filled with distilled water to the same volume as that for samples and preserved as if it were a normal water or sediment sample. This blank is then sent to the laboratory for analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Contamination Blanks</td>
<td>Decontaminated sample-handling equipment (spatulas, augers, core barrels) are wiped with a clean lab tissue, which is then placed in a sealable container. Alternatively, equipment is rinsed with distilled-deionized water, and the water is collected and preserved as if it were a normal sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind Replicate Samples</td>
<td>Collected sample is homogenized and split in the field into at least three identical aliquots, and each aliquot is treated and identified as a separate sample. The replicates are sent blind to the laboratory. The mean, standard deviation, and relative percent standard deviation are calculated by the project QA/QC coordinator. Alternatively/in addition, a collected sample may be split in the field into two aliquots, and one aliquot sent for analysis to a different or &quot;reference&quot; laboratory. The relative percent difference is calculated by the project QA/QC coordinator. If project constraints require the use of more than one laboratory, their comparability must be established using certified reference materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind Standard Reference Materials</td>
<td>Standard reference material is placed in a sample container at the time of sample collection and sent blind to the laboratory. The percent recovery is calculated by the project QA/QC coordinator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III: 1.1-1

Techniques for assessing AMD potential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous Experience or Geographical Comparisons</td>
<td>Examination of predictive test records and/or sampling of a drainage from abandoned or operating mines near the project study area. Use experience gained from other projects with similar geological characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleoenvironmental and Geological Models</td>
<td>Paleoenvironmental models can be used to examine the regional depositional environment of sulphide minerals contained in the component under study. Geological models are valuable in estimating the location and size of potentially acid generating zones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical, Mineralogical and Physical Analysis of the Waste</td>
<td>Chemical, mineralogical, and physical analysis of waste components are carried out usually as part of preliminary characterization of the material, often in combination with the two previously mentioned techniques. These analyses can also provide a useful and important means of extending the scope of detailed static and kinetic prediction test programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying Extractable Metals</td>
<td>Although not usually included in ARD testing protocol, tests to determine readily extractable metals are often advised to provide data on the short term leaching characteristics of waste components and as preliminary data prior to kinetic tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Tests</td>
<td>Static prediction tests are simple tests to compare the balance between the acid generating components (sulphides) and the acid consuming components (principally carbonates) of the waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic Tests</td>
<td>Kinetic prediction test attempts to assess, over time, the acid producing and consuming processes, including a prediction of drainage quality, in the laboratory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Models</td>
<td>Predictive modelling of AMD potential is a recent development. The objective is to quantitatively predict mine drainage quality that will occur beyond the time framework of the laboratory or field kinetic test. These models are complex and still require verification.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE III:1.2-1

Characteristics of static AMD tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type and References</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Fizz Test** Coastech 1991 Horberger 1989 | -easy to apply 1 
- can be used in the field 1 
-indicator of carbonate 1 | -qualitative only 1 
- cannot be applied for prediction 1 |
| **Paste pH** Kenton et al. 1989 | -easy to apply 
- can be used in the field 
-indicates net free acidity/alkalinity | -does not measure total acidity 1 
-false positive/D25/negative response 1 
-cannot be applied for prediction 1 |
-quantitative measure of total buffering capacity 
-low cost 
-reproducible if performed properly 
-recommended by government agencies | -gives little indication of ARD potential 1 
-no mineralogy (source of neutralization potential) 1 |
| **Alkaline Production Potential Sulphur Ratio or (APPs)** Coastech 1989 | -simple calculations 
-rapid indicator of potential ARD 
-useful preliminary analysis | -theoretical analysis 1 
-results need to be confirmed by experimentation 1 |
| **Net Acid Production (NAP)** Coastech 1989 Standard and Modified Acid Base Accounting Coastech 1991 | -combination of acid production and acid neutralization procedures 
-can differentiate between sulphide minerals (pyrrhotite/pyrite) 
-allows determination of carbonate and non-carbonate buffering capacity | -long, often complex procedure 
-interpretation may be difficult 1 
-no indication of reaction rate 1 |
| **Net Acid Generation (NAG)** Miller et al. 1990 **Hydrogen Peroxide** Finkleman and Giffen 1990 | -simple, straight forward test procedures 
-good reproducibility | -overestimates net acid production 1 
-requires pulverized (unrepresentative) samples 1 
-seldom used in Canada 1 |
| **B.C. Research Confirmation Test** 2 | -used to confirm results of static prediction tests | -usually grouped with dynamic test methods |

1 Adapted from MEND 1.16.1a 1994
2 Not considered a “true” static test. Designed to confirm the results of static prediction methods (MEND 1994).
Table III: 1.2-2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DYNAMIC AMD TESTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humidity Cells</strong></td>
<td>- Simple to set up and operate</td>
<td>- A large number of cycles are often required to complete the test due to time required to deplete NP to levels at which acid generation commences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caruccio et al. 1981</td>
<td>- Models wet/dry cycles of the environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence 1990</td>
<td>- Rates and temporal variation in acid generation and sulphide oxidation can be determined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobek et al. 1978</td>
<td>- Effects of bacterial activity can be assessed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC AMD 1989a</td>
<td>- Can be used to assess AMD control options such as blending and submerged deposition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Accepted method in both Canada and the U.S.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Column/Lysimeter Tests</strong></td>
<td>- Simple to set up and operate</td>
<td>- Time period to complete test can be lengthy and hence, costly relative to humidity cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritecy 1989</td>
<td>- Rates and temporal variation in acid generation and sulphide oxidation can be determined.</td>
<td>- Interpretation of results can be complex and the accuracy of the results depends on how well test conditions reflect field conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauccio et al. 1981</td>
<td>- Effects of bacterial activity can be assessed</td>
<td>- May experience problems with uneven solution application and channelling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC AMD 1989</td>
<td>- Can be used to assess AMD control options such as blending and submerged deposition</td>
<td>- Not practical for a large number of samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Large scale tests can assess larger waste rock particles and can evaluate internal weathering and chemical changes waste rock and AMD potential.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Accepted method in both Canada and the U.S.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soxhlet Extraction</strong></td>
<td>- Simple to operate</td>
<td>- Geochemistry may be altered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renton et al. 1988</td>
<td>- Rapid test procedure</td>
<td>- Oxidations tend to be aggressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobek et al. 1978</td>
<td>- Options may be tested</td>
<td>- Unnatural conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Easy to interpret (model) results</td>
<td>- Bacterial, temperature, pH effects cannot be determined.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table III: 1.2.2 (Continued)

**Characteristics of the Dynamic AMD Tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stirred Reactor Studies</strong></td>
<td>- Amenable to fundamental studies (surface reaction rate)  &lt;br&gt; - Environmental factors are easily assessed:  &lt;br&gt;   i) oxygen concentration  &lt;br&gt;   ii) temperature  &lt;br&gt;   iii) pH  &lt;br&gt;   iv) specific surface area  &lt;br&gt;   v) bacterial activity  &lt;br&gt; - Allows multilevel factorial statistical design  &lt;br&gt; - Control actions (submersion, oxygen exclusion, bacterial inhibition) may be evaluated</td>
<td>- tend to overestimate reaction rates (ideal rate)  &lt;br&gt; - cannot be used to evaluate effect of moisture content on oxidation  &lt;br&gt; - may be oxygen limited  &lt;br&gt; - secondary mineralization may be affected  &lt;br&gt; - complex data interpretation and modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.C. AMD Task Force 1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan and Bruynesteyn 1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipk et al. 1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halbert et al. 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence et al. 1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scharer et al. 1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scharer &amp; Nicholson 1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stationary Bed Test Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactions in stationary solid columns</td>
<td>- simulates natural conditions (including submerged conditions)  &lt;br&gt; - simple to operate  &lt;br&gt; - environmental factors can be assessed  &lt;br&gt; - gives overall acid generation per unit mass of waste rock  &lt;br&gt; - easy to monitor  &lt;br&gt; widely used in US and Canada  &lt;br&gt; - control actions may be evaluated</td>
<td>- confounds kinetics with transport phenomena  &lt;br&gt; - may be diffusion limited  &lt;br&gt; - bacterial acclimatization may be difficult  &lt;br&gt; - surfaces are undefined  &lt;br&gt; - complex data interpretation and modelling  &lt;br&gt; - may not represent field conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradham and Caruccio 1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.C. AMD Task Force 1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caruccio 1968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caruccio et al. 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood and Oeter 1984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritchey 1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritchey and Silver 1982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobek et al. 1978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III: 2.2-I

General classifications of monitoring options for waste rock piles (ChIII:2.2), directions to other sections of the main document with related information and the appropriate Technical Summary Notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Category</th>
<th>Pre-Operation</th>
<th>Operating</th>
<th>Closure</th>
<th>Other Sections</th>
<th>Technical Summary Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rock</strong> Characterization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical characterization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elemental Content</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineralogy/Mineral Forms</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMD Assessment Tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ChIII:1.2.2, 1.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Tests</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>ChIII:1.2.2, 1.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Tests</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>ChIII:1.2.2, 1.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Stability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathering</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Particle Size Distribution</strong></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Quality</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring Locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface flow on Pile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pore Water in Pile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.2.1, 14.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seepage to Surface of Pile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SD/I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>ChIV:2.2</td>
<td>8.0, 14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toe Discharge / Collection Ditch</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChII:1.4, ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflow to Treatment Facility</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Receiving Waters</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Monitoring (Each Station)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIV:1.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Categories</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Stability</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Composition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Temperature Profile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Permeability</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air permeability</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen <strong>Diffusion</strong> (Covers)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD/I</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Content</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiltration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geophysical Techniques</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD/I</td>
<td>SD/I</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial Monitoring</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection Options</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1, 14.3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes

1. Classifications will vary in priority on a site-specific basis. Multiple classifications are in order of most common priority.
2. Additional predictive AMD assessment should be completed prior to decommissioning. These procedures would then be considered investigative component3 for long-term monitoring.
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TABLE III: 2.3-1

General classifications of monitoring options for tailings (ChIII:2.3), directions to other sections of the main document with related information and the appropriate Technical Summary Notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Category</th>
<th>Pre-Operation</th>
<th>Operating</th>
<th>Closure</th>
<th>Other Sections</th>
<th>Technical Summary Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tailings: Solids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical characterization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elemental Content</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>I²</td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineralogy/Mineral Forms</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I²</td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMD Assessment Tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Tests</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I²</td>
<td>ChIII:1.2.1, 1.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Tests</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I²</td>
<td>ChIII:1.2.2, 1.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle Size Distribution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compaction</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water Quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Quality</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Monitoring Locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pore Water in TMF</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD/SD</td>
<td>SD/SD</td>
<td>ChIV:3.6.1</td>
<td>14.2.3, 14.2.4, 14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embankment Seepage</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD/P</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>ChIV:2.2</td>
<td>8.0, 14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Water in TMF</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side and Bottom Drains</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release to Surface Water</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inflow to Treatment</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Monitoring (Each Station)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIV:1.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonization of Flooded Tailings</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD/P</td>
<td>ChIV:4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plankton Colonization of Flooded TMF</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD/P</td>
<td>ChIV:4.1</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Categories</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Stability</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Composition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Temperature Profile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Permeability</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>3.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Permeability</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>3.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen Diffusion (Covers)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity (of deposited tailings)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiltration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geophysical Techniques</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection Options</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ChIV:3.4.2.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Classifications will vary in priority on a site-specific basis. Multiple classifications are in order of most common priority.
2 Additional predictive AMD assessment should be completed prior to decommissioning. These procedures would then be considered investigative components for long-term monitoring.
3 Surface water in a TMF concerns ponding in sub-aerial deposition and large volumes in sub-aqueous deposition or flooded TMFs.
TABLE III: 2.4-1

General classifications\(^1\) of monitoring options for mineworks (ChIII:2.4), directions to other sections of the main document with related information and the appropriate Technical Summary Notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Category</th>
<th>Pre-Operation</th>
<th>Operating</th>
<th>Closure</th>
<th>Other Sections</th>
<th>Technical Summary Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mine Rock</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical characterization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elemental Content</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>(I^2)</td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineralogy/Mineral Forms</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>(I^2)</td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMD Assessment Tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Tests</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I/SD</td>
<td>(I^2)</td>
<td>ChIII:1.2.1, 1.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Tests</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>I/SD</td>
<td>(I^2)</td>
<td>ChIII:1.2.2, 1.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Stability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>(I^2)</td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathering</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>(I^2)</td>
<td>ChIII:1.1.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Quality</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outflows to Surface(^3)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooded Mineworks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>ChIV:2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SD/P</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>ChIV:2.2</td>
<td>8.0, 14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit or underground sumps</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflow to Treatment Facilities</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>P/SD</td>
<td>ChIII:2.5, ChIV:2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Monitoring (Each Station)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIV:1.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Categories</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Stability</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ChIII:2.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Permeability</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geophysical Techniques</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I/SD</td>
<td>SD/I</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection Options</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes
\(^1\) Classifications will vary in priority on a site-specific basis. Multiple classifications are in order of most common priority.
\(^2\) Additional predictive AMD assessment should be completed prior to decommissioning. These procedures would then be considered investigative components for long-term monitoring.
\(^3\) This includes drainage from exploration trenches and adits, etc.
### TABLE III: 2.5-1

Parameters which can be determined using continuous time probes and data loggers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Range $^1$</th>
<th>Accuracy $^1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>-20 to 45</td>
<td>± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved Oxygen</td>
<td>% Saturation</td>
<td>0 to 200</td>
<td>± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH Value</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>0 to 20</td>
<td>± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>µS/cm</td>
<td>0 to 100,000</td>
<td>± 0.5% of reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity*</td>
<td>NTU</td>
<td>0 to 1,000</td>
<td>± 5% of reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinity</td>
<td>ppt</td>
<td>0 to 70</td>
<td>± 1% of reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORP</td>
<td>mV</td>
<td>-999 to 999</td>
<td>± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>mg/L - N</td>
<td>0 to 200</td>
<td>± 10% of reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium-Nitrogen</td>
<td>mg/L - N</td>
<td>0 to 20</td>
<td>± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate Nitrogen</td>
<td>mg/L - N</td>
<td>0 to 200</td>
<td>± 10% of reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocarbons</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>0 to 20,000</td>
<td>± 10% of reading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Range and accuracy as reported are typical of these instruments. However both range and accuracy vary with the instrument manufacturer.

$^2$ In terms of adsorption of ultra-violet light.
### TABLE IV: 1.1-1
Comparison of common methods for determining stream stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>instrument Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Float/Chart Recorder          | • Very accurate stage measurement
                                | • Records stage on paper which may be preferred in some cases             | $2,000 - 6,000 |
|                               |                                                                           | • Open water season only
                                |                                                                           |                 |
|                               |                                                                           | • Requires installation of a stilling well
                                |                                                                           |                 |
|                               |                                                                           | • Requires manual conversion of chart data to digital data
                                |                                                                           |                 |
|                               |                                                                           | • Requires periodic (e.g., monthly) replacement of chart
                                |                                                                           |                 |
| Pressure Transducer and       | • Very accurate; typical accuracy is 0.10 % of the total measurement range.| • Must be located near bottom of stream so installation in deep or contaminated water may be problematic | $4,000 - 8,000 |
| Data Logger                   | • Works under ice cover\
                                |                                                                           |                 |
|                               |                                                                           | • Mounting over the stream may not be practical
                                |                                                                           |                 |
|                               |                                                                           | • Does not work where surface of the stream is highly turbulent or ice-covered |                 |
| Ultrasonic Sensor and         | • Mounting over the stream may be an advantage in very deep channels
                                | • Not mounted in the channel so instrument and worker exposure to potentially hazardous environment is avoided
                                | • Very accurate; typical accuracy is 0.30 % of the total measurement range. | $4,000 - 8,000 |
| Data Logger                   |                                                                           | • Mounting over the stream may not be practical
                                |                                                                           |                 |
|                               |                                                                           | • Does not work where surface of the stream is highly turbulent or ice-covered |                 |
| Bubbler and Data Logger       | • Highly suited for corrosive environments because the only contact with flow is the bubbler tube
                                | • Very accurate; typical accuracy is 0.50 % of total measurement range
                                | • Works under ice cover\
                                | • Battery life may be slightly less than other sensor/data logger methods
                                | • Must be located near bottom of stream so installation in deep or contaminated water may be problematic | $4,000 - 8,000 |

1 Cost is for the instrument only. Additional costs include installation and the establishment of rating curves.
2 These instruments may be used under ice but separate rating curves should be developed for ice conditions.
Detection limits for trace elements in water for various methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>FAAS</th>
<th>ICAP/AES</th>
<th>‘GFAAS’</th>
<th>HVAAS</th>
<th>CVAAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0005”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All numbers are expressed as milligrams per litre (mg/L).
‘Note: Arsenic and selenium are non-metals.
‘Lower detection limits are available by special request (0.000005 mg/L).
CVAAS  • Cold-Vapour Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry.
FAAS  • Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry.
GFAAS  • Graphite-Furnace Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry.
HVAAS  • Hydride-Vapour Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry.
ICAP/AES • Inductively-Coupled Argon Plasma/Atomic Emission Spectrophotometry.
### TABLE IV: 2.1-2

Summary of recommended procedures for sample collection, preservation, and storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determination</th>
<th>Collection Method</th>
<th>Minimum Sample Size</th>
<th>Container</th>
<th>Preserved/Storage</th>
<th>Maximum Storage Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alkalinity</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>200 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Cool 2-5°C no air space</td>
<td>24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOD</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>1 L</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Refrigerate, keep in dark</td>
<td>6 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon, Organic, total</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>100 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Analyze immediately or refrigerate and add HCL to pH &lt;2</td>
<td>7 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorophyll</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>500 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Refrigerate, keep in dark</td>
<td>30 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>50 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Refrigerate</td>
<td>28 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Meter/Continuous Probe</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>None: in situ measurement</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>100 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Add HNO₃ to pH &lt;2</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals: general</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>500 mL</td>
<td>P(A), G(A)</td>
<td>Filter dissolved metals immediately, add HNO₃ to pH &lt;2</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>500 mL</td>
<td>P(A), G(A)</td>
<td>Add HNO₃ to pH &lt;2, refrigerate</td>
<td>28 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen: ammonia</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>500 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Analyze immediately or add H₂SO₄ to pH &lt;2</td>
<td>28 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Meter/Continuous Probe</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>None: in situ measurement</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>100 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Analyze as soon as possible or refrigerate</td>
<td>7 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Meter/Continuous Probe</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>None: in situ measurement</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate + Nitrite</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>200 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Add H₂SO₄ to pH &lt;2, refrigerate</td>
<td>28 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>100 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Analyze as soon as possible or refrigerate</td>
<td>48 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>500 mL</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>Add H₂SO₄ to pH &lt;2, refrigerate</td>
<td>7 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>300 mL</td>
<td>G, BOD bottle</td>
<td>Titration may be delayed after acidification</td>
<td>8 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Meter/Continuous Probe</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>None: in situ measurement</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>100 mL</td>
<td>P, G(B)</td>
<td>Analyze immediately</td>
<td>2 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Meter/Continuous Probe</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>None: in situ measurement</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>G(A) 100 mL</td>
<td></td>
<td>For dissolved phosphate filter immediately; refrigerate</td>
<td>48 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEND: October 1997
Guideline Document for Monitoring Acid Mine Drainage
TABLE IV: 2.1-2

Summary of recommended procedures for sample collection, preservation, and storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determination</th>
<th>Collection Method</th>
<th>Minimum Sample Size</th>
<th>Container</th>
<th>Preservation/Storage</th>
<th>Maximum Storage Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salinity</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>G, wax seal</td>
<td>240 mL</td>
<td>Refrigerate</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphate</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>500 mL</td>
<td>Refrigerate: add 4 drops 2 N zinc acetate/100 mL; add NaOH to pH &gt;9</td>
<td>28 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphide</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>P,G</td>
<td>100 mL</td>
<td>Refrigerate</td>
<td>28 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended solids</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>P,G</td>
<td>500 mL</td>
<td>Refrigerate</td>
<td>7 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>P,G</td>
<td>100 mL</td>
<td>Analyze immediately</td>
<td>N.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity</td>
<td>Grab/Pump</td>
<td>P, G</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>None: in situ measurement</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Storage times are conservative. Consult these references or an accredited laboratory for further information.

Refrigerate = storage at 4°C, in the dark. P = polyethylene plastic; G = glass G(A) or P(A) = rinsed with 10% HNO₃; G(B) = borosilicate glass, G(S) or P(S) = rinsed with organic solvents and used with tellon-lined lid. N.S. = no storage allowed; analyze immediately.
Specific information requirements in field notes for selected parts of a monitoring program
(Adapted from BC AMD 1992).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Activity</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface water</td>
<td>Sampling date and time (which may allow water quality to be related to stream flow data or to known upstream events)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air and water temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weather conditions (to evaluate the effect of storm events)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of discharges, seeps, or ephemeral streams; observations about bank slumpages or other potential sources of environmental contamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td>Number of well volumes removed during purging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General description of the appearance of the water (color, suspended sediment, precipitates formed upon contact with the atmosphere, odor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field water quality measurements (conductivity, pH, Eh, temperature)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediments</td>
<td>Basic details on the equipment used during sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment type and texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presence, type and strength of odors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depth of penetration of the core or grab sampler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree of leakage or surface disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presence of large debris or benthic fauna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For streams include characteristics such as average channel width, wetted width, gradient channel features, bank type, bank stability, bank height, confinement, stage, flood signs and estimate discharge rate (see TSN #)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>For stream and river sampling, habitat notes should be recorded (see Habitat Inventory Fact Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For lakes, netting times, weather and water conditions (including results of field measurements such as pH, dissolved oxygen, Secchi disc depth), mesh type and size, net size, net depth and locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from field measurements (weight, fork length, condition) and identification (by individual fish) for any sample retaining for laboratory analysis (scales, stomach contents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benthic invertebrates and periphyton</td>
<td>Number and location of replicated samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type of sampler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sampling intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microhabitat information (subrate type, velocity of flow, and depth of water) if stratified design is used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 2.2-1

Drilling methods for monitoring wells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hollow Stem Auger     | • No drilling fluid is used, eliminating contamination by drilling fluid additives  
                        • Formation waters can be sampled during drilling by using a screened auger or advancing a well point ahead of the augers  
                        • Formation samples taken by split-spoon or core-barrel methods are highly accurate  
                        • Natural gamma-ray logging can be done inside the augers  
                        • Hole caving can be overcome by setting the screen and casing before the augers are removed  
                        • Fast  
                        • Rigs are highly mobile and can reach most drilling sites  
                        • Usually less expensive than rotary or cable tool drilling | • Can be used only in unconsolidated materials  
                        • Limited to depths of 100 to 150 ft (30.5 to 45.7 m)  
                        • Possible problems in controlling heaving sands  
                        • May not be able to run a complete suite of geophysical logs |
| Direct Rotary         | • Can be used in both unconsolidated and consolidated formations  
                        • Capable of drilling to any depth  
                        • Core samples can be collected  
                        • A complete suite of geophysical logs can be obtained in the open hole  
                        • Casing is not required during drilling  
                        • Many options for well construction  
                        • Fast  
                        • Smaller rigs can reach most drilling sites  
                        • Relatively inexpensive | • Drilling fluid is required and contaminants are circulated with the fluid  
                        • Drilling fluid mixes with the formation water and invades the formation and is sometimes difficult to remove  
                        • Bentonitic fluids may absorb metal and may interfere with other parameters  
                        • During drilling, no information can be obtained on the location of the water table and only limited information on water-producing zones  
                        • Formation samples may not be accurate |
### TABLE IV: 2.2-l

Drilling methods for monitoring wells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Air Rotary    | - No water-based drilling fluid is used, eliminating contamination by additives  
|               | - Field analysis of water blown from the hole can provide information regarding changes for some basic water-quality parameters such as chlorides  
|               | - Capable of drilling to any depth  
|               | - Formation sampling is excellent in hard, dry formations  
|               | - Formation water blown out of the hole makes it possible to determine when the first water-bearing zone is encountered  
|               | - Can be used in both unconsolidated and consolidated formations  
|               | - Fast                                                                     | - Casing is required to keep the hole open when drilling in soft, caving formations below the water table  
|               |                                                                           | - When more than one water-bearing zone is encountered and hydrostatic pressures are different, flow between zones occurs during the time drilling is being completed and before the borehole can be cased and grouted properly  
|               |                                                                           | - Relatively more expensive than other methods  
|               |                                                                           | - May not be economical for small jobs |
| Cable Tool    | - Only small amounts of drilling fluid are required (generally water with no additives)  
|               | - Can be used in both unconsolidated and consolidated formations; well suited for extremely permeable formations  
|               | - Can drill to depths required for most monitoring wells  
|               | - Highly representative formation samples can be obtained by an experienced driller  
|               | - Changes in water level can be observed  
|               | - Relative permeabilities for different zone can be determined by skilled drillers  
|               | - A good seal between casing and formation is virtually assured if flush-jointed casing is used  
|               | - Rigs can reach most drilling sites and are relatively inexpensive         | - Minimum casing size is 4 in (102 mm)  
|               |                                                                           | - Steel casing must be used  
|               |                                                                           | - Cannot run a complete suite of geophysical logs  
|               |                                                                           | - Usually a screen must be set before a water sample can be taken  
|               |                                                                           | - Slow |
### TABLE IV: 2.2-1

Drilling methods for monitoring wells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Becker Hammer</td>
<td>• Fast, even in coarse-grained, cohesionless soils</td>
<td>• Can only drill locations with good road access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reverse air circulation prevents mixing of cuttings</td>
<td>• Cannot penetrate large boulders without coring or blasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Drill</td>
<td>• Capable of penetrating very hard bedrock</td>
<td>• Requires drill mud for efficient advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capable of penetrating boulders in overburden</td>
<td>• Relatively slow in overburden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Continuous core recovery possible in competent ground</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Small rigs can be helicopter portable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 2.2-2


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydrological Measurements</td>
<td>Establishment of nonpumping water level.</td>
<td>Measure the water level to ±0.3 cm (±0.01 ft).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well Purging</td>
<td>Removal or isolation of stagnant H₂O which would otherwise bias representative sample.</td>
<td>Pump water until well purging parameters (e.g., pH, T, Ω, Eh) stabilize to ± 10% over at least two successive well volumes pumped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Collection</td>
<td>Collect samples at land surface or in well-bore with minimal disturbance of sample chemistry.</td>
<td>Pumping rates should be limited to approximately 100 mL/min for volatile organics and gas-sensitive parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtration/Preservation</td>
<td>Filtration permits determination of soluble constituents and is a form of preservation. It should be done in the field as soon as possible after collection.</td>
<td>Filter: Trace metals, inorganic anions/cations, alkalinity. Do not filter: TOC, TOX, volatile organic compound samples. Filter other organic compound samples when required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Determinations</td>
<td>Field analyses of samples will effectively avoid bias in determinations of parameters/constituents which do not store well: e.g., gases, alkalinity. pH.</td>
<td>Samples for determinations of these alkalinity and pH should be analyzed in the field if at all possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Blanks/Standards</td>
<td>These blanks and standards will permit the correction of analytical results for changes which may occur after sample collection: preservation, storage, and transport.</td>
<td>At least one blank and one standard for each sensitive parameter should be made in the field on each day of sampling. Spiked samples are also recommended for good QA/QC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Storage/Transport</td>
<td>Refrigeration and protection of samples should minimize the chemical alteration of samples prior to analysis.</td>
<td>Observe maximum sample holding or storage periods recommended by the Agency. Documentation of actual holding periods should be carefully performed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 2.2-3

Comparison of methods for determining water surface in monitoring wells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Wadvantages</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Equipment Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel Tape</td>
<td>Simple and reliable method</td>
<td>Impractical for wells &gt; 30 m deep</td>
<td>± 3 mm</td>
<td>$200-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inexpensive</td>
<td>Must be removed from well completely for multiple readings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple readings (typically 3) are required to ensure accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Drop Line</td>
<td>May be combined with other data collection</td>
<td>Cable has a tendency to become kinked over time</td>
<td>± 25 mm</td>
<td>$500 - 1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>including temperature and conductivity</td>
<td>Least accurate in shallow wells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May be used in wells to 500 m deep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quicker for multiple readings than steel tape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Transducer and Data Logger</td>
<td>May be combined with other data collection</td>
<td>Download of data usually requires taking a portable computer in the field</td>
<td>± 1-15 mm</td>
<td>$4,000 - 10,000 (per well)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>including temperature, {oxygen, pH}, and</td>
<td>Relatively high cost on a per well basis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conductivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can collect data in remote areas unattended</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provides continuous monitoring at user-defined</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>time intervals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# TABLE IV: 2.2-4

Monitoring well sampling equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Approximate Cost</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailers</td>
<td>$50 to $500</td>
<td>*Inexpensive&lt;br&gt;*Simple to operate&lt;br&gt;*Highly portable&lt;br&gt;*Can lift from any depth</td>
<td>•Low sample quality&lt;brCCCCCC&gt;Can be time consuming for large purge volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Lift</td>
<td>$100 to $500</td>
<td>*Fast&lt;br&gt;*Simple&lt;br&gt;Can be used for well development</td>
<td>*Aeration of sample causes changes in chemistry&lt;br.Keyboarding general not appropriate for water quality sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submersible Pumps</td>
<td>$1,000 to $2,500</td>
<td>*High quality water samples&lt;br&gt;*Moderately fast</td>
<td>*Expensive, especially for dedicated systems&lt;br.Keyboarding portability, even for dedicated systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction Lift Pumps (direct line, centrifugal, peristaltic pumps)</td>
<td>$100 to $500</td>
<td>*Simple&lt;br&gt;*Direct line and centrifugal pumps can achieve high pumping rates</td>
<td>*Peristaltic pumps slow&lt;br&gt;*Limited lift&lt;br&gt;*Suction can cause degassing and changes in water chemistry&lt;br&gt;*Some sample mixing and oxidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder Pumps</td>
<td>$1,000 to $2,500</td>
<td>*High quality water samples&lt;br&gt;*Moderately fast</td>
<td>*Expensive, especially for dedicated systems&lt;br.Keyboarding portability, even for dedicated systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="Pumps">inertial</a></td>
<td>$20 to $50</td>
<td>*Inexpensive&lt;br&gt;*Simple to operate&lt;br&gt;*Fast where water levels are close to surface</td>
<td>•Low portability requires dedication to a single installation&lt;br}*Low pumping rates in deep water level situations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### TABLE IV: 2.2-4

Monitoring well sampling equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Approximate Cost</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas Displacement Pumps</td>
<td>$500 to $2,000</td>
<td>• Use air lift principle with refinements to limit mixing and aeration.</td>
<td>• Relatively expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be constructed of Teflon sample-contact parts.</td>
<td>• Require compressed gas source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Multiple functions.</td>
<td>• Sophisticated construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Piston Pumps</td>
<td>$500 to $2000</td>
<td>• Can sample up to 150 m.</td>
<td>• Generally low pumping rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Metal parts may affect water quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packer Pumps</td>
<td>$1,500 to $3,000</td>
<td>• Isolate portions of the standpipe, reducing purge volumes.</td>
<td>• Add expense, complexity, and material to the sampling equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be used in combination with a number of different samplers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 3.4-1

Information requirements for the Environmental Characterization or Preliminary Survey Phase of a sediment monitoring program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydrologic (Chapter IV: 1.0) and Water Quality (Chapter IV: 2.0) Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- quality <strong>and</strong> quantity of surface inflows and <strong>outflows</strong> to the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- quality <strong>and</strong> quantity of groundwater influences to the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- bathymetry (water depth distribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- velocity <strong>and</strong> direction of currents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- plume delineation modelling or dye study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preliminary Sediment Characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- complete a literature review for historical sediment data for the specific study area and/or the region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- identify zones of erosion, transport and deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- characterize the sedimentation rates (literature estimates or sedimentation trays)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- identify sediment types (fines, gravel, etc.), distribution and thickness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anthropogenic Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- identify and locate project source influences (both AMD and non-AMD) sediment quality and quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- locate waste disposal or storage sites and determine potential sediment contaminant pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- locate sewage treatment facilities and determine potential sediment contaminant pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- identify sites of surface disturbance and the potential for influencing sedimentation rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- identify high risk areas for spill contamination (e.g., dyke wall failure, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- identify past and present additional potential influences to sediment quality and quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- e.g., forestry, road construction, mining activities, industrial activities, urban centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- specifically identify ARD potential for these possible influences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- compile a potential sediment contaminant list for these possible influences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- locate areas of historical spills or disposal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geochemical Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- characterize <strong>surficial</strong> geology and soils in relation to pre-operational sediment geochemistry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climatic Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- wind conditions (direct effect or indirectly through <strong>seiches</strong>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- seasonal influences on temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 3.4-2

A) Sediment particle sizes class names (modified Wentworth-Udden Scale) and B) analytical techniques for determining particle size (From Horowitz 1991).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Millimetres</th>
<th>Micrometres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boulders</td>
<td>&gt; 256</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Cobbles</td>
<td>256 - 128</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Cobbles</td>
<td>128 - 64</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Coarse Gravel</td>
<td>64 - 32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Gravel</td>
<td>32 - 16</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Gravel</td>
<td>16 - 8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Gravel</td>
<td>8 - 4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Fine Gravel</td>
<td>4 - 2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Coarse Sand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2000 - 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Sand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1000 - 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Sand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500 - 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Sand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>250 - 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Fine Sand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>125 - 62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Silt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>62.5 - 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Silt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31 - 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Silt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16 - 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Fine Silt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8 - 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Clay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 - 2\textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Clay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Clay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 - 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Fine Clay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5 - 0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Many sedimentologists consider the silt/clay break to occur at 2 \textmu m rather than at 4 \textmu m.
### Summary of recommended dredge/grab samplers for collection of sediment samples.

See TSN 4.5 for additional information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampler</th>
<th>Surface Area</th>
<th>Sample Depth</th>
<th>Sediment Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Recommended For:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birge-Ekman Dredge</td>
<td>0.023 or 0.052 m²</td>
<td>0.0 - 30 cm</td>
<td>Soft sediments such as silt and muds. May be modified (weights added) to sample fine sands. Requires minimal to no current.</td>
<td>Easy to operate by hand without a winch and easily transported (easily backpacked), handle attachment for shallow operation and hinged flags at top reduce washout, shock waves and substrate disturbance.</td>
<td>Will not penetrate hard substrates. Jaws easily blocked by light debris preventing proper closure. Inefficient in deep water or moderate current.</td>
<td>Soft sediments from shallow to moderate water depths. When sampling from the ice surface, small boats, or wading. Use restricted to sample areas with low water currents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petite Ponar Grab</td>
<td>0.023 m²</td>
<td>0.0 - 10 cm</td>
<td>Moderately hard sediments such as sand, silt and mud. Will not penetrate clay and less efficient in soft sediments and gravel.</td>
<td>Good penetration for a small grab. Side plates and screens reduce washout, shock waves and substrate disturbance. Can be operated by without a winch.</td>
<td>Less easily field packed than Ekman. Jaws can be blocked heavy debris (stones etc.). Not efficient in water velocities over one meter per second velocity.</td>
<td>Firm to hard sediments sampled from the ice surface or small boats or without a hoist system. May sample in areas of moderate current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Ponar Grab</td>
<td>0.052 m²</td>
<td>0.0 - 10 cm</td>
<td>Coarse and firm sediments such as clay, hard pan, sand, gravel. Samples fines less efficiently.</td>
<td>Better penetration and jaws more resistant to blockage than above described grabs. Side plates and screens reduce washout, and substrate disturbance.</td>
<td>Heavy sampler requiring a solid platform (larger boat or ice) and a winch or hoist. Jaws may be blocked by heavy debris (stone etc.).</td>
<td>Hard sediments, collected from the ice surface or a boat using a pulley or winch system. May sample in areas of moderate current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipek Grab Sampler</td>
<td>0.04 m²</td>
<td>0.0 - 10 cm</td>
<td>Soft fine grained to sandy sediments.</td>
<td>Can collect relatively undisturbed samples from sloping bottoms at any depth. Easy access to sample for subsampling or observations when sampling bucket removed. Less susceptible to washout compared to the other grabs.</td>
<td>Poor for packed sediments. Triggering mechanism sensitive requiring cautious handling.</td>
<td>Fine sediments collected from the ice surface or a boat using a pulley or winch system. May sample in areas of moderate current. Ideal for sampling sloping bottoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Veen Grab</td>
<td>0.06 - 0.1 m²</td>
<td>0.0 - 30 cm</td>
<td>Soft fine sediments to sands.</td>
<td>Jaws close tightly; samples most sediment types; comes in a range of sizes. Collects a large volume of sample.</td>
<td>A very heavy grab that requires a solid sampling platform (ice or large boat) and a power winch. Jaws may be blocked by heavy debris.</td>
<td>Excellent for sampling in deep water where strong underwater currents are present and when a solid sampling platform and winch are available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 3.4-4

Summary of the most common commercially available core samplers for collection of sediment samples.
See TSN 4.5 for additional information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampler</th>
<th>Interior Diameter</th>
<th>Interior Habitat</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Recommended for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KB Corer Gravity Corer</td>
<td>5.08 cm core</td>
<td>Rivers, lakes, estuaries; good for soft sediments only, especially silt and clay.</td>
<td>Standard and heavy models available based on a wide variety of modifications. Standard version (head w. = 9 kg) may be used without a winch. Minimum shock wave compared to other gravity corers.</td>
<td>Messenger operated valve version sometimes fails to trigger. Winch required if additional tins, weights and long core tube used.</td>
<td>Soft sediments in shallow to medium water depths and when a winch is not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulcheck Single and Multiple Tube Gravity Corer</td>
<td>5.08 or 7.62 cm core</td>
<td>Rivers, lakes, estuaries; good for soft sediments only, especially silt and clay.</td>
<td>Good penetration of soft sediments; multiple (four) core tube available; wide variety of modifications available.</td>
<td>Heavy (38 kg); requires boat and winch to operate; does not retain sand unless heavy core catchers are used; pressure wave may disturb water/sediment interface. Check valves work automatically to prevent loss of sample.</td>
<td>Good for sampling in soft sediment; used in shallow or deep waters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phleger Gravity Corer</td>
<td>3.5 cm core</td>
<td>Wide range of sediments from soft and sandy to semi-compacted.</td>
<td>Will penetrate peats and root mats in shallow lakes and marshes. Exhibits relatively stable vertical penetration and does not require a winch.</td>
<td>The small sample sizes resulting from the narrow core tubes is a distinct disadvantage.</td>
<td>Best utilized for marshes and sediments with root mats where other corers have difficulty penetrating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Corer</td>
<td>surface area of 100 cm² depth of 20 cm</td>
<td>All sediment types in large waterbodies.</td>
<td>Good penetrations in soft sediments; causes little disturbance to water/sediment interface; may be deployed from ships or other platforms.</td>
<td>Gravity operated; heavy; requires boat and large winch to operate; diver collected cores preferable to ensure that sample is taken vertically (not on an angle).</td>
<td>Good for sampling in soft sediment; used in shallow or deep waters; collects qualitative and quantitative samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-Operated Corer</td>
<td>variable, generally shallow sampler with small diameter</td>
<td>All shallow water habitats, sampled by hand or by diver.</td>
<td>Small sample volume; can be used with extension handles of one to three meters; used with pipe fitting for driving from a pontoon boat, dock or bridge.</td>
<td>Restricted to depth of extension handle and difficult to operate over 2 - 3 m deep. Must lower slowly due to restricted flow-through.</td>
<td>Effective for shallow water sampling; without diver can be used for deeper water (up to 10 feet).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Comparisons are between corers and not other sediment sampling devices.
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TABLE IV: 3.4-5

List of the potential parameters of interest in a **routine** sediment bulk contaminant characterization monitoring program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Analytical Method</th>
<th>Dry Mass</th>
<th>Preliminary Survey</th>
<th>Intensive</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Operational Monitoring</th>
<th>Decommissioning Monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.1)</td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.2.9)</td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.2.9)</td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.2.9)</td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical logging</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet weight / Dry weight ratio</td>
<td>Laboratory weighing</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Field Meter</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redox Potential (Eh)</td>
<td>Field meter</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment grain size</td>
<td>See Table 8.4-2</td>
<td>10 g to 50 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Loss on Ignition (% LOI)</td>
<td>Combustion @ 550°C</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC)</td>
<td>ammonium acetate extraction</td>
<td>10 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Leuco furnace</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>acid reacted / Leuco furnace</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic</td>
<td>calculated</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia (NH$_4^+$ and NH$_4$(OH))</td>
<td>water leach, colourimetric</td>
<td>1 g$^4$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R, Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrite (NO$_3^-$) and Nitrate (NO$_2^-$)</td>
<td>water leach, colourimetric</td>
<td>1 g$^4$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen</td>
<td>acid digestion, colourimetric</td>
<td>1 g$^4$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>acid digestion, colourimetric</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic</td>
<td>acid leach, colourimetric</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>calculated</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sulphur</td>
<td>Leuco furnace</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphate (acid soluble)</td>
<td>HClO$_4$ acid leach, ICP-AES$^5$</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphide</td>
<td>distillation, electrode</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
<td>S P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE IV: 3.4-5

List of the potential parameters of interest in a routine sediment bulk contaminant characterization monitoring program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Analytical Method</th>
<th>Dry Mass</th>
<th>Preliminary Survey</th>
<th>Intensive Baseline</th>
<th>Operational Monitoring</th>
<th>Decommissioning Monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.1)</td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.2.9)</td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.2.9)</td>
<td>(See Section IV: 3.4.2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium</td>
<td>ICP - AES or Hydride A.A.</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R,Sp</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMLER Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>ICP - AES or Hydride A.A.</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>ICP - AES</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>ICP - AES or Graphite Furnace A.A.</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>ICP - AES</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>ICP - AES</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-MMLER Metals</td>
<td>ICP - AES</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Cold Vapour - A.A.</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>R,Sp</td>
<td>R,Sp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ore / Process specific parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. Pb-2 10</td>
<td>chemical separation, / beta counting</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
<td>M, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-210</td>
<td>alpha spectrometry</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ra-226</td>
<td>chemical separation, / alpha counting</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th-230</td>
<td>alpha spectrometry</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uranium</td>
<td>delayed neutron counting</td>
<td>2 g</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: gold cyanide leach facilities</td>
<td>distillation, clourimetric</td>
<td>1 g</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Note: the relevant regulatory bodies should be consulted prior to determining the parameter list of any sediment monitoring program.
M - Minimum requirement: parameters likely to be required by regulators (compliance) in a broad number of jurisdictions.
R - Recommended parameter: recommended due to their relevance to a broad number of mining operations (diagnostic) or toxicity (e.g., selenium).
A - Additional parameter: recommended due to relatively inexpensive analytical costs vs their information return (e.g., broad ICP trace element scan).
Sp - Site specific parameters: additional parameters of interest, budget permitting.
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2 The most common analytical method (and usually cheapest) providing moderate to low detection limits is listed first.

3 Dry mass required to fully utilize detection capabilities of described analytical method.

4 1 g sample suitable for combined determinations in this grouping.

5 Standard ICP-AES scan requires 1 g to determine all of: Ag, Al, As, B, Ba, Be, Bi, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, P, Pb, Se, Sb, Sr, Ti, V, Zn, Zr.

6 Hydride Vapour Atomic Absorption spectrometry. Single element determination, lower detection level than ICP-AES.

7 Metal Mines Liquid Effluent Regulations

8 Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption. Useful for low levels of Cd, Cr, Ni, and Mo.

9 Cold Vapour Atomic Absorption spectrometry
TABLE IV: 3.4-6

Estimated weight of dried sediment layer subsampled from core liners of different diameters and approximate water content for different sediment depths.
(Modified from Mudroch and Ascue 1995)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.7 - 1.4</td>
<td>1.1 - 2.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>1.5 - 3.0</td>
<td>2.3 - 4.6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>2.6 - 5.2</td>
<td>3.2 - 7.9</td>
<td>30 - 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.9 - 11.8</td>
<td>8.8 - 17.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1] Based on 90 to 95% sediment water content.

[^2] Generality only. Will vary depending on site specific characteristics. Sediments exceeding 90% water may extend meter’s range in small lakes with high organic matter and restricted water flow.

[^3] Based on specific gravity of sediment 1.5 (higher organic matter content).

[^4] Based on specific gravity 2.3 (low organic matter content).
Sample containers and preservation for different parameters measured in sediments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Container</th>
<th>Preservation</th>
<th>Maximum Storage</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle size</td>
<td>P, G or M</td>
<td>wet, 4°C, tightly sealed</td>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>drying, freezing and thawing cause aggregation of particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratigraphy</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>wet, 4°C</td>
<td>several months</td>
<td>preserve original consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioassays</td>
<td>P or G</td>
<td>sieved, 4°C, dark</td>
<td>processed within 2 to 7 days</td>
<td>mixing and sieving recommended before testing sediment toxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriological</td>
<td>Sterile G</td>
<td>wet, 4°C</td>
<td>processed within 6 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH and Eh</td>
<td>Bucket or core</td>
<td>wet, undisturbed and untreated</td>
<td>determined in the field</td>
<td>very difficult and problematic temperature corrections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cation Exchange Capacity</td>
<td>Bucket or core</td>
<td>wet, 4°C</td>
<td>determined in field</td>
<td>Operationally defined parameter dependent on test solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{total, TKN}}$</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>wet, 4°C</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>if possible, analyze within 24 hours if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC</td>
<td>P or G</td>
<td>freeze, -20°C</td>
<td>6 months, dark</td>
<td>carbonates and bicarbonates can interfere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil and Grease</td>
<td>M or G</td>
<td>wet, 4°C</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>wet sample can be stored for up to 1 month at -10°C with 1-2 ml H$_2$SO$_4$ per 80 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals</td>
<td>P or T</td>
<td>dry (60°C) or freeze (-20°C)</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>if samples are not analyzed within 48 hours, freeze dried -20°C up to 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>G or T</td>
<td>freeze, -20°C</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Mercury analysis is performed with wet samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile organics</td>
<td>G vials with Teflon® septums</td>
<td>freeze, -20°C</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>no preservatives should be added; possible loss of some compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanides</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>freeze, -20°C</td>
<td>up to 1 month</td>
<td>sulfide interfere colorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesticides and PCB</td>
<td>M or G covered with Al foil</td>
<td>freeze, -20°C</td>
<td>7 days until extraction</td>
<td>if samples are not analyzed within 48 hours, freeze dried -20°C up to 6 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CEC = cation exchange capacity; $P_{\text{tot}}$ = total phosphorus; TKN = total Kjeldahl nitrogen; TOC = total organic carbon

b P = polyethylene or polypropylene; G = glass; T = Teflon®; M = metal
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TABLE IV: 3.6-1

Advantages and disadvantage of techniques commonly used for pore water sampling (from Mudroch and Ascue 1995).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squeezing</td>
<td>Simple equipment, portable, inexpensive, sediment composition available</td>
<td>Oxygen contamination, CO₂ degassing that will change pore water composition, temperature-induced changes, pressure-related additions of metabolites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifugation</td>
<td>simple, sediment composition available, easy to obtain large volumes</td>
<td>risks of sampling artifacts, pressure artifacts, effects of oxidation and elevated temperatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis</td>
<td>minimal manipulation of sample, no induction of interstitial water flow, allows maximal replication, analysis of dissolved gases is possible, temperature and pressure related artifacts are avoided</td>
<td>disturbance of the sediment structure, need of scuba divers or submersibles, timing <em>(minimum 12 days)</em>, risks of incomplete equilibration, risks of membrane breakdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction</td>
<td>simple and easy to use, allows sampling at fairly well-defined depth</td>
<td>fine particles could be collected (reduction of mesh size may cause clogging), oxidation effects are hard to prevent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## TABLE IV: 4.2-1

Erosional samplers for collecting benthic macroinvertebrates.

See TSN 4.2 for additional information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampler</th>
<th>Surface Area</th>
<th>Habitat Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D- or Kick Net</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Wideable streams, ponds, or lake margins. Used to capture dislodged invertebrates (e.g., kicking substrate) in flowing water or as a sweep net in standing water.</td>
<td>Light and easy to transport. Quick means of collecting large, dominant macro-invertebrate groups. Serve as a dip net for small forage fish.</td>
<td>Non-quantitative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surber Sampler</td>
<td>Semi-Quantitative 0.11112</td>
<td>Shallow, flowing streams, less than 32 cm in depth with good current; substrate ranging from cobble to sand. Less efficient in sand due to clogging of mesh.</td>
<td>Easily transportable. Sample area defined by frame.</td>
<td>Poor stability in strong currents. Materials can clog, hence, potential for substrates. Water column not contained, hence, greater potential for loss of organisms due to backwash compared to fully contained samplers. Not efficient in still or slow moving waters. Loss of organisms increases as substrate particle size increases above mid-range for cobble.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invertebrate Box Sampler</td>
<td>Quantitative 0.1 m²</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>Sample area defined by frame. Loss beneath frame minimized as foam base conforms to most substrates. Relatively stable platform in high currents.</td>
<td>Not efficient in still or slow moving waters. Loss of organisms increases as substrate particle size increases above mid-range for cobble.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinders (e.g., Hess and Neil)</td>
<td>Quantitative 0.1 m²</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>Sample area defined by frame. Loss beneath frame minimized as cylinder can be twisted down into the substrate. This also stabilizes the sampler in fast currents.</td>
<td>Not efficient in still or slow moving waters. Loss of organisms increase as substrate particle size increases above mid-range for cobble.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 4.2-I

Erosional samplers for collecting benthic macroinvertebrates.
See TSN 4.2 for additional information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampler</th>
<th>Surface Area</th>
<th>Habitat Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Recommended For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drift Net</td>
<td>Semi-Quantitative Volumetric sampler</td>
<td>All substrate types. Samples drifting organisms in the water column. Collects relatively quantitative samples on volumetric basis (e.g., area of sample mouth<em>time in place</em>current velocity).</td>
<td>Low sampling error. Less expenditure of personnel time in actually sampling, or washing and sorting of invertebrates. May be used in all substrates.</td>
<td>Low sampling error off-set when converting to a volumetric basis due to fluctuations in discharge, diurnal drift patterns, and clogging of the mesh. Hence, errors increase with time in place. Not known where organisms were when they originally entered the drift. Does not sample non-drifting organisms.</td>
<td>Not recommended for routine benthic community investigations. Of use in special investigations of water contaminant pulse or &quot;slug&quot; releases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Base extensions are available to minimize this problem.

Samples vary in size depending on the manufacturer, therefore it is important to always confirm the dimensions of the sampler used. Mesh size is also important.
### TABLE IV: 4.2-2

Recommended level of taxonomic precision in benthic macroinvertebrate sample analysis.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coelenterata</td>
<td>genus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbellaria</td>
<td>family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nematoda</td>
<td>phylum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemertea</td>
<td>genus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polychaeta</td>
<td>species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligochaeta:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Tubificidae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Naididae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Lumbriculidae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Other families</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirudinea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bivalvia:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Pisidiidae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Unonidae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastropoda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crustacea:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Ostracoda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Harpacticoida</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Others (benthic only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acarina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>species</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: 5.2-1

Description of variables used in the health assessment index (HAI). Values are assigned to each of these variables according to the type and severity of each observed anomaly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Variable Condition</th>
<th>$^1$Original Field Designation</th>
<th>$^2$Substituted Value For The HAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thymus</td>
<td>No hemorrhage</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mild hemorrhage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate hemorrhage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe hemorrhage</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fins</td>
<td>No active erosion</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light Active erosion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate active erosion with some hemorrhaging</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe active erosion with hemorrhaging</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>Normal; black, very dark red, or red</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal; granular, rough appearance of spleen</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nodular, containing fistulas or nodules of varying size</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enlarged; noticeably enlarged</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other; gross aberrations not fitting above categories</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindgut</td>
<td>Normal; no inflammation or reddening</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slight inflammation or reddening</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate inflammation or reddening</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe inflammation or reddening</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>Normal firm dark red color, lying relatively flat along the length of the vertebral column</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swollen; enlarged or swollen wholly or in part</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mottled; gray discoloration</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granular; granular appearance and texture</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Urolithiasis or nephrocalcinosis:</strong> white or cream-colored mineral material in kidney tubules</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other; any aberrations not fitting previous categories</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Normal; no aberrations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mild skin aberrations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate skin aberrations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe skin aberrations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>Normal; solid red or light red color</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Fatty” liver, “coffee with cream” color</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nodules in the liver; cysts or nodules</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal discoloration; distinct localized color changes</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General discoloration; color change in whole liver</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other; deviation in liver not fitting other categories</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE IV: 5.2-1**

Description of variables used in the health assessment index (HAI). Values are assigned to each of these variables according to the type and severity of each observed anomaly:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Variable Condition</th>
<th>Original Field Designation</th>
<th>Substituted Value For The HAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>No aberrations: good &quot;clear&quot; eye</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generally; an opaque eye (one or both)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swollen; protruding eye (one or both)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hemorrhaging or bleeding in the eye (one or both)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missing one or both eyes</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other: any manifestation not fitting the above</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gills</td>
<td>Normal; no apparent aberrations</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frayed; erosion of tips of gill lamellae resulting in &quot;ragged&quot; gills</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clubbed; swelling of the tips of the gill lamellae</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginate; gills with light, discolored margin along tips of the lamellae</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pale; very light in color</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other, any observation not fitting above</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudobranch</td>
<td>Normal; flat containing no aberrations</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swollen; convex in aspect</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lithic; mineral deposits. white, somewhat amorphous spots</td>
<td>S&amp;L</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swollen and lithic</td>
<td>S&amp;L</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inflamed; redness, hemorrhage, or other</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other; any condition not covered above</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasites(^3)</td>
<td>No observed parasites</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Few observed parasites</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate parasite infestation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numerous parasites</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The following parameters require quantification for specific fish species(^4).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematocrit</td>
<td>Normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukocrit</td>
<td>Range defined as normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outside the normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma protein</td>
<td>Normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below normal range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\) *Goede* and *Barton* 1990

\(^2\) *Adams* et al. 1993

\(^3\) Note comments in text (Ch. IV: 5.2.1.2) regarding the assumption that absence of parasites is positive health sign.

\(^4\) *Adams* et al. 1993 provides values for centrarchid species such as largemouth bass and redbreast sunfish.
### TABLE IV: 5.3-1

Life history characteristics for species reported in the Lesser Slave River, Alberta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Spawning Time</th>
<th>Growth Rate</th>
<th>Longevity (years)</th>
<th>Age to Maturation (years)</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mountain whitefish</td>
<td><em>Prosopium williamsoni</em></td>
<td>Benthos</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>&lt;10000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake whitefish</td>
<td><em>Coregonus clupeaformis</em></td>
<td>Benthos/Plankton</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>&lt;10000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td><em>Coregonus artedi</em></td>
<td>Benthos</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic grayling</td>
<td><em>Thymallus arcticus</em></td>
<td>Terrestrial insects</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&lt;7000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern pike</td>
<td><em>Esox lucius</em></td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&gt;30000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walleye</td>
<td><em>Stizostedion vitreum</em></td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&gt;30000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow trout</td>
<td><em>Salvelinus confluentus</em></td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&gt;50000</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow perch</td>
<td><em>Perca flavescens</em></td>
<td>Fish/Insects</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
<td>&gt;15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White sucker</td>
<td><em>Catostomus commersoni</em></td>
<td>Benthos</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
<td>&gt;15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longnose sucker</td>
<td><em>Catostomus catostomus</em></td>
<td>Benthos</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
<td>&gt;15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldeye</td>
<td><em>Hiodon alosoides</em></td>
<td>Fish/Insects</td>
<td>Late Spring/Summer</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perch</td>
<td><em>Perca flavescens</em></td>
<td>Benthos/Fish</td>
<td>Late Spring/Summer</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. From Munkittrick 1992
2. Growth rates were evaluated as the average change in body size during the period from 3 to 7 years of age for that particular species. Since this age range spans the age of maturation for most species, species are ranked higher if they have a high energetic demand for somatic growth during the time of maturity and first spawning.
3. Desired characteristics were given +1 and undesired -1, maximum ranking +7. This particular design was optimized for spring spawners because of numerous tributary spawning areas near the proposed outfall.
### TABLE IV: 5.3-2

Definition of terms used to describe the spawning condition (gonad maturation) of fish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immature</td>
<td>Gonads of juvenile fish are generally very small and threadlike or stringlike and are just beneath the vertebral column. They appear transparent or translucent. In some species the ovaries are wine-red and the testes are whitish to grey-brown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green (Maturing)</td>
<td>As the gonads develop they gradually enlarge until they fill the body cavity. When mature the testes are usually white. Mature ovaries become opaque and are yellow or orange. Eggs or milt are not released when pressure is applied to the abdomen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripe</td>
<td>Eggs or milt are released with pressure applied to the abdomen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripe and Running</td>
<td>Eggs or milt are released with little or no application of pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spent</td>
<td>The gonads have been emptied of the reproductive products. Abdomen of adult fish (particularly females) is soft. Some milt or eggs may remain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE IV: 5.3-3

Anatomical structures commonly used for age determination.
(from Env. Can. and DFO 1993)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acipenseridae</td>
<td>Sturgeon</td>
<td>Otoliths, pectoral fin ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anguillidae</td>
<td>Freshwater eels</td>
<td>Otoliths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmonidae</td>
<td>Trouts</td>
<td>Scales, otoliths, subopercula, 1st four marginal pectoral fin rays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esocidae</td>
<td>Pikes</td>
<td>Scales, cleithrae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprinidae</td>
<td>Minnows and carps</td>
<td>Scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catostomidae</td>
<td>Bullhead catfishes</td>
<td>Scales, fin rays, opercular bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ictaluridae</td>
<td>Suckers</td>
<td>Pectoral spines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprinodontidae</td>
<td>Killifishes</td>
<td>Scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atherinidae</td>
<td>Silversides</td>
<td>Otoliths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percichthyidae</td>
<td>Temperate basses</td>
<td>Scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrarchidae</td>
<td>Sunfishes, bass</td>
<td>Scales, otoliths, 1st three dorsal spines, opercular bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaenidae</td>
<td>Drums</td>
<td>Scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percidae</td>
<td>Walleye, perch</td>
<td>Otoliths, 1st three dorsal spines, opercular bone, scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coregoninae</td>
<td>Whitefish</td>
<td>Otoliths, 1st four marginal pectoral fin rays, scales</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV: 5.3-4

Sample checklist for physical examination of fishes’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date:</th>
<th>Location:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control no:</td>
<td>Sampling method:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorder:</td>
<td>Species:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mm)</td>
<td>Standard:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>Fork:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (g)</td>
<td>Fresh:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex:</td>
<td>Gonad:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue samples:</td>
<td>Liver:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BODY FORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Emaciated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truncate</td>
<td>scoliosus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lordosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BODY SURFACE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Raised scales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swollen</td>
<td>Lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess mucus</td>
<td>Reoriented scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GROWTHS</strong></td>
<td>Parasites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wounds (lamprey)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UPS AND JAWS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Deformed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GROWTHS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SNOUT**

| Normal           | Pugnose (pughead)             |

**ISTHMUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Enlarged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EYES**

| Normal           | Cloudy cornea                |
|------------------| Missing                       |
| Lens deformed    | Lens parasites               |
| Lens cataracts   |                               |

**FINS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Frayed-eroded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasites</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>Gas bubbles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Adapted from Hunn, 1988
### FINS-ERODED
- Dorsal
- Pectoral
- Pelvic
- Anal

### BRANCHIAL CAVITY
- Normal
- Growth
- Parasites

### LESIONS-location
- Fins
- Head
- Eyes
- Mouth
- Peduncle
- Ventral
- Dorsal
- Lateral

### BARBELS
- (if present)
- Normal
- Deformed
- Missing

### GILLS
- Normal
- Bright Red
- Brown
- Gas Bubbles
- Parasites

### OPERCULUM
- Normal
- Incomplete

### SEXUAL CONDITION
- Gravid

---

**References**

### TABLE IV: 5.3-5

Recommended fish collection gear (adapted from Environment Canada, 1992b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampler</th>
<th>Habitat</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electroshocker</td>
<td>Flowing waters, such as</td>
<td>Useful for collections in relatively shallow,</td>
<td>Portable (backpack) and boat-mounted types used; access to difficult</td>
<td>Efficiency decreases in water with very low or very high specific conductivities; poor in turbid waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rivers/streams, fresh</td>
<td>near, flowing waters</td>
<td>locations, narrow streams/flowers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and saltwater channels,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and lake shores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gill Net</td>
<td>411 habitats</td>
<td>Useful for size-selective collections; can be used in shallow and deep</td>
<td>Can be deployed with (deeper waters) or without (shallow waters) a boat; low effort; variable mesh size for size-selection</td>
<td>Fish may not remain viable for long; net can trap non-target organisms, such as fish-eating bids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seine Net</td>
<td>All habitats</td>
<td>Useful in shallow water; most useful for collecting smaller fish</td>
<td>Easily deployed by two people in shallow waters</td>
<td>Easily fouled on rocks or other debris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purse Seine</td>
<td>All habitats except fast-</td>
<td>Used to encircle pelagic fish in deep waters; useful for collecting larger fish</td>
<td>Relatively large areas can be encircled; large sample sizes can be obtained</td>
<td>Boat is needed to deploy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flowing rivers and small</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>streams/streams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otter Trawl</td>
<td>Lakes, estuaries, oceans</td>
<td>Used mainly to collect benthic fish</td>
<td>Useful in shallow and deep waters</td>
<td>Boat is needed to deploy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angling</td>
<td>All habitats</td>
<td>Useful in sites difficult to access with gear (eg., under ice, fast current)</td>
<td>Useful in shallow and deep waters</td>
<td>Small sample sizes are collected; biased in terms of species caught, age, size and condition of fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trap Nets, Hoop Nets, Fyke Nets</td>
<td>All habitats but open ocean</td>
<td>Generally not size selective; best suited to shallow water</td>
<td>Useful for catching fish in difficult to sample locations and at awkward times (eg, night); low effort</td>
<td>Trap will be biased to more mobile species and age classes; baited trap! (minnow traps) may be biased by the selected bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piscicide (e.g., Rotenone®)</td>
<td>All habitats but open ocean</td>
<td>Useful only in backwaters, of limited use</td>
<td>Effective in killing broad range of fish</td>
<td>Fish are killed; may not kill all fish, especially benthic species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesions</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fins</td>
<td>Head</td>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>Pedecle</td>
<td>Ventral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pectoral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelvic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branchial Cavity</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesions</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fins</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deformed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gills</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright Red</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Bubbles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operculum</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual Condition</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gravid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References

TABLE IV: 5.3-6

Relative changes in population characteristics associated with the various response patterns.
(Based on Munkittrick 1989a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Pattern</th>
<th>Age/Distribution</th>
<th>Growth Rate</th>
<th>Condition Factor</th>
<th>Age at Maturation</th>
<th>Fecundity</th>
<th>Egg Size</th>
<th>Population Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1: Exploitation</td>
<td>shift to younger</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2: Recruitment Failure</td>
<td>shift to older</td>
<td>0/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3: Multiple Stressors</td>
<td>shift to older</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4: Limitations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 5: Niche Shift</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure IV:3.4-7 Cross-sectional view of sediment sampler lower end (TAEM 1996).

Figure IV:3.4-8 Recommended samplers for different types of freshwater environments.

Figure IV:3.4-9 Conceptual example of effect ranges for a sediment-associated chemical (Smith et al. 1996).

Figure IV:3.6-1 Front view and components of a dialyzer ("peeper") sampler (Mudroch and Azcue 1995) and a modified peeper referred to as a Volume Enhanced Sediment Porewater Sampler (VESPOS) (Azcue et al. 1996).

Figure IV:4.2-1 Examples of the most common erosional and artificial substrate benthic macroinvertebrate samplers (drawings from Merritt and Cummins 1984).

Figure IV:5.2-1 Responses of fish to chronic environmental stress. Emphasis is given to the influences of direct and indirect pathways at suborganism levels on responses expressed at the organism, population, and community levels. The varying diameter of the food compartment signifies the natural seasonal and annual fluctuations in food availability (after Adams 1990).

APPENDIX I - TECHNICAL SUMMARY NOTES (separate document)
FIGURE 11.1-1
Distribution of ferrous and ferric iron as a function of pH (from Ritcey 1989a).
FIGURE II: 1.2-1
The three conceptual stages in the formation of an acid mine drainage (BC AMD 1989a).
FIGURE II: 1.4-I
Seasonal patterns of flow and metal-concentrations at a coastal mine (modified from BC AMD 1990).
FIGURE II: 1.4-Z
Seasonal patterns of flow and metal-concentrations at an interior mine (modified from BC AMD 1990).
FIGURE II: 1.4-3
Hysteresis effect at two different mine sites. a) a single hysteresis loop for one week of dissolved copper data from the first fall rain; b) several diminishing hysteresis loops for one month of zinc concentrations (modified from BC AMD 1990b).
FIGURE II: 2.1-1
The corresponding phases of mine status and the monitoring program.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
- Extensive survey of the study area(s)
- Characterize the abiotic and biotic components of the environment

PROJECT CHARACTERIZATION
- Ore type and geology of parent rock
- Proposed mining method
- Ore processing or milling procedures
- Potential or proposed points of release to the receiving environment

Prediction of AMD Potential
(Chapter III, Section 1.0)

REFINEMENT OF MINE PLAN
- Redefine flowpaths and potential impacts incorporating results of environmental characterization
  - include rare or potentially sensitive organisms or habitats
- Model potential impacts
  - identify mixing zones
  - contaminant loadings
  - trophic transfer rates, etc.
- Re-assess proposed operating procedures/waste management plans
- Complete final modelling and impact assessment

FINAL MINE PLAN
- Most cost efficient and environmentally sensitive approach to mining the orebody

FIGURE II: 2.2-1
Framework for the development of the final mine plan.
FIGURE II: 2.2-2
Framework for the development of the study design for the operational monitoring program.
FIGURE II: 2.3-1
Schematic flow design for a) operational and b) decommissioning monitoring programs.
FIGURE II: 2.5-l
Examples of concentration changes over time and their corresponding frequency distributions. Figures show conceptual patterns and are not based on real data (digitized from BC AMD 1990).
EXPLORATION

Stage I
AMD ASSESSMENT

Reconnaissance Mapping
Field assessment of prevalent rock types
- Mineralogy
- Weathering of outcrops

Geographical, geological, palaeoenvironmental comparisons, if available

Identify homogenous lithological units

Collect representative samples from each lithological unit

Physical, chemical and mineralogical analyses

Complete static tests

Evaluate static test results. Were samples representative?

Is there a potential for AMD?

Preliminary design of AMD generation

Select samples for kinetic tests to define rates of AMD generation

Kinetic tests (Figure III: 1.2-1)

Apply prediction methods and/or perform mathematical modelling

Detailed AMD control design

Further testwork if required

AMD mine plan

Stage II
AMD ASSESSMENT

Stage III
AMD MINE PLAN

FIGURE III: 1.1-1
Procedure for evaluating AMD potential (BC AMD 1989a)
Measure material characteristics including:
- Surface Area
- Mineralogy
- Total Metals

Define program objectives

Select kinetic tests to meet objectives

Can existing results be extrapolated to the revised mine plan?

Evaluate results to define rate and temporal variation of acid generation and/or quality

Are results environmentally acceptable with respect to the proposed mine plan?

Refine mine plan and objectives

Go to the mathematical models for extrapolation of experimental results into the future

FIGURE III: 1.2-1
Recommended kinetic test procedure (BC AMD 1989a).
FIGURE III: 1.3-1
Recommended minimum number of samples as a function of mass of each geologic unit (BC AMD 1989a).
FIGURE III: 2.2-1
A conceptual diagram of acid generation and AMD migration in a waste rock pile (from BC AMD 1999a).
FIGURE 111: 2.2-2 Sources and pathways of AMD in a rock pile.
FIGURE III: 2.3-1 Conceptual illustration of the AMD process in tailings impoundment.
FIGURE III: 2.3-2
Tailings management facility for the Key Lake Uranium Mine in northern Saskatchewan. Facility uses the mined out Dielmann Pit & incorporates three developmental stages, the first two shown here.
Stage I) Sub-aerial deposition with bottom and side drains to optimize consolidation of the tailings. Stage II) Shift to subaqueous deposition. Flooding occurs when dewatering activities cease. Stage III) (not shown) involves the deposition of a subaqueous cap consisting of inert coarse- and fine-grained soils. (Cameco 1994).
FIGURE III: 2.3-3 Sources and pathways of AMD in tailings.

P=Primary Monitoring Station (regular monitoring-diagnostic)
S=Secondary Monitoring Station
D=Diagnostic
I=Investigational
C=Receiving Environment (compliance monitoring)
- Potential control pathway
a) Open Pit Mine

- Rainfall Infiltration
- Pre-mining Groundwater Table
- AMD Runoff
- Surface Runoff
- AMD Seepage
- Groundwater Flow
- Contaminated Pit Bottom Water
- Lost via Combination of Evaporation, Seepage and Pumping to Surface
- Residual Sulphides

b) Underground Mine

- Rainfall Infiltration
- Oxidized Mineralized Material
- Subsidence Cracking
- Post-mining Groundwater Table
- Groundwater Flow
- Mine Adits
- Mine Void
- Residual Sulphides or Backfill
- Mine Shaft

FIGURE III: 2.4-1
Conceptual illustration of the AMD process in a) an open pit mine and b) an underground mine.
FIGURE III: 2.4-2 Sources and pathways of AMD in an open pit mine.
FIGURE III: 2.4-3 Sources and pathways of AMD in an underground mine.
FIGURE IV: 0-1
Organizational levels for monitoring ecosystem health using a top-down or bottom-up approach. Spatial patterns are a conceptual representation of the relationship of the various organizational levels along gradients of response time and ecological relevance (Adams 1990).
58% of open water season

27% of open water season

12% of open water season

one of two modelled distributions for ice-covered period

FIGURE IV: Modelled effluent plume distribution patterns exhibiting seasonal variations due to prevailing wind conditions and seasonal discharge patterns (modified from Golder 1994).
Maximum density of 1.0 g/cm³ occurs at 4° C.

FIGURE IV: 2.1-1
a) Changes in freshwater density with temperature. b) Representation of a lake showing summer stratifications, vegetation zones and the photic zone.
Correlation of water $pH$ to surface geology from the Macmillan Pass region of the Yukon. Note: high acidity in the stream associated with the Tom property receives AMD from exploration activity. (MEND 1.32.1 1993).
Check field notes and results for other stations sampled during same time frame to confirm or help to determine nature of anomaly

No Error

Request Lab (A) to verify calculations

Error

Correct database

Request re-analysis if sufficient sample

Analyse new sample and submit split samples to two laboratories

Retrieve preserved duplicate sample from storage + submit split samples to 2 laboratories

Is problem solved?

Yes

Correct database

No

Are results between labs different?

Yes

Submit spiked samples to Lab (A) and Lab (B)

Re-sample ASAP

No

Submit acidified samples of de-ionized, distilled water to Lab (A) and Lab (B)

Is problem solved?

Yes

Correct database

No

Consider options, discuss with corporate environment

STOP

Legend
W Weekly
BM Bi-monthly
M Monthly
Q Quarterly
SA Semi-annually
A Annually

FIGURE IV: 2.1-3
An example of an action flow chart for anomalous water quality results.
FIGURE IV: 2.2.1
Classification of subsurface water. (Davis and Dewiest in Driscoll, 1989)
FIGURE IV: 2.2-2
Schematic diagrams of a) standpipe wells in single and multiple installations and b) a multiple port piezometer (US EPA 1991b).
**STEP**
- Well Inspection
- Well Purging
- Sample Collection
- Filtration*
- Field Determinations**

**PROCEDURE**
- Hydrologic Measurements
- Removal or Isolation of Stagnant Water
- Determination of Well-purging Parameters \((pH, \text{Eh, } T, \Omega^2)\)**
- Volatile Organics, TOX
- Dissolved Gases, TOC
- Large Volume Samples for Organic Compound Determinations
- Alkalinity/Acidity**
- Assorted Sensitive Inorganic Species \(\text{NO}_3^-, \text{NH}_4^+, \text{Fe(II)}\)
  (as needed for good QA/QC)
- Trace Metal Samples
  - Sensitive Inorganics
  - Major Cations and Anions
- **ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS**
  - Water-level Measurements
  - Representative Water Access
  - Verification of Representative Water Sample Access
  - Sample Collection by Appropriate Mechanism
  - Minimal Sample Handling
  - Head-space Free Samples
  - Minimal Aeration or Depressurization
  - Minimal Air Contact, Field Determination
  - Adequate Rinsing Against Contamination
  - Minimal Air Contact, Preservation
- **ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS**
  - Minimal Loss of Sample Integrity Prior to Analysis

* Denotes samples which should be filtered in order to determine dissolved constituents. Filtration should be accomplished preferably with in-line filters and pump pressure or by \(N\) pressure methods. Samples for dissolved gases or volatile organics should not be filtered. In instances where well development procedures do not allow for turbidity-free samples and may bias analytical results, split samples should be spiked with standards before filtration. Both spiked samples and regular samples should be analyzed to determine recoveries from both types of handling.

**Denotes analytical determinations which should be made in the field.

FIGURE IV: 2.2-3 Generalized flow diagram of ground-water sampling steps.
FIGURE IV: 2.2-4
Two examples of vadose zone monitoring a) Installation of porous suction cup samplers (PSCS) around the margins of a uranium tailings pond as an early warning leak detection system. b) Vadose monitoring beneath a leach heap facility (Bond 1995).
FIGURE IV: 3.1-la
Simplified biogeochemical cycle for trace metals in lakes (Hart 1982).

FIGURE IV: 3.1-lb
Simplified biogeochemical cycle for trace metals in fluvial systems including the interaction with benthic algae (Hart 1982).
FIGURE IV: 3.4-1
Design of preliminary sediment sampling in different waterbodies (Mudroch and Azcue 1995).
FIGURE IV: 3.4-2
Location of sediment stations for monitoring source contaminants,
a) contaminant release into a large lake, b) contaminants deposited into
the profundal zone of a waterbody.
FIGURE IV: 3.4-3
Study-site divided into strata based on certain selected characteristics (e.g., particle size). Stations then randomly located within the strata. Number of stations placed within a strata may be, 1) based on the spatial contribution of the strata to the study area as a whole or, 2) the number required to estimate a mean selected contaminant value within a specified confidence interval for each stratum.
FIGURE IV: 3.4-4
An example of the sensitivity of particle size distribution determinations to the specific separating technique. Note the differences in particle size distributions resulting when air elutriation and dispersed pipette procedures are compared (Horowitz and Elrick 1986).
Examples of commercially available grab samplers (diagrams from Merritt and Cummins 1984 and Mudroch and Azcue 1995).
FIGURE IV: 3.4-6  Gravity and hand corers with accessories (TAEM 1996).
FIGURE IV: 3.4-i'
Cross-sectional view of sediment sampler lower end (TAEM 1996).
FIGURE IV: 3.4-8 Recommended samplers for different types of freshwater environments.
FIGURE IV: 3.4-9 Conceptual example of effect ranges for a sediment-associated chemical (Smith et al. 1996).
FIGURE IV:3.6-1 Front view and components of a) dialyzer ("peeper") sampler (Mudroch and Azcue 1995) and b) a modified peeper referred to as a Volume Enhanced Sediment Porewater Sampler (VESPOS) (Azcue et al 1996).
Examples of the most common erosional and artificial substrate benthic macroinvertebrate samplers (drawings from Merritt and Cummins 1984).
Responses of fish to chronic environmental stress. Emphasis is given to the influences of direct and indirect pathways at suborganism levels on responses expressed at the organism, population, and community levels. The varying diameter of the food compartment signifies the natural seasonal and annual fluctuations in food availability (after Adams 1990).